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ABSTRACT 
 
Moisture Transport in Paper and Paper Coatings 
 Amitkumar C. Jain 
Advisor: Prof. Richard A. Cairncross 
 
On applying water based adhesive coating on a silicone-coated paper, water from 
the coating permeates through the layer of silicone coating and is absorbed by paper. 
During drying, water evaporates from both the coating and the paper layers 
simultaneously; there is also transport of moisture between the coating and paper layers 
through the silicone layer. Initially, the water evaporation rate from the coating is 
dominant, but at longer time period the water evaporation rate from paper dominates. 
Mathematical models for moisture transport in an adhesive coating layer and a paper 
layer are developed and experimentally validated.  Models for moisture transport in 
coating layer, paper layer and a pseudo steady state (PSS) model for moisture transport in 
a silicone layer are combined with appropriate boundary conditions to model drying of 
adhesive coating applied on silicone-coated paper. The mathematical model is solved 
using the Galerkin’s finite element method.  
To extend the model for drying of adhesive coating applied on silicone-coated 
paper to drying of adhesive coating applied on un-coated paper, a constitutive model of 
paper to predict the effect of moisture on the physical and transport properties of paper is 
required. A constitutive model for paper is developed by mapping the results from Single 
fiber deformation model to predict cross-sectional shape of a paper fiber at varying stages 
of drying and/or moisturization, onto Unit cell models of paper structure. A method for 
predicting the macroscopic properties of paper from the fiber geometry in idealized 
structural arrangement is presented. 
 1
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Pressure Sensitive Adhesives (PSA) 
Pressure sensitive adhesives are ubiquitous in our everyday life. They are used in 
self-adhesive labels, tapes, and protective films, as well as in dermal dosage systems for 
pharmaceutical systems, the assembly of automotive parts, toys and electronic circuits 
and keyboards (Benedek and Heymans, 1997).  The first U.S. patent describing the use of 
a PSA – for a soft adhering bandage – was issued in 1845 (Shecut and Day, 1845). 
Ninety years later Stanton Avery developed and introduced the self-adhesive label 
(Varanese, 1998). This innovation spawned two major industries: pressure sensitive tapes 
and labels.  The world market for pressure sensitive (self-adhesive) tapes is forecasted to 
expand at over 5 % per annum through 2008 to over $ 22 billion (U.S.). U.S.A is the 
single largest country tape market, accounting for over 20% of the global demand 
(Freedonia Report, 2004a). The world market for pressure sensitive (self-adhesive) labels 
is forecasted to expand at over 7 % and would account for 55 % of the global label 
market worth at around $ 73 billion (U.S.). U.S.A. will account for 28 % of the world 
demand (Freedonia Report, 2004b).  
PSAs are mostly used in a coated, bonded state enclosed within a laminate. 
Generally the adhesive acts as an intermediate layer between the face stock and the 
release liner and finally between the face stock and the substrate. At least one component 
of the laminate (face stock-PSA- release liner & face stock-PSA-substrate) is flexible. 
The function of the PSA is to ensure instantaneous adhesion upon application with light 
pressure. Most applications require that they can be easily removed from the surface to 
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which they are applied through light pulling force (Benedek and Heymans, 1997).  The 
PSAs are characterized by tack, peel adhesion, and shear. Tack measures the adhesive’s 
ability to adhere quickly. Peel measures the ability to remove through peeling. Shear 
measures the ability to hold in position when shear force is applied (Kealy and Zenk, 
1982). 
 
1.2 Pressure Sensitive Adhesive - Classification 
PSAs exist in two types: multi-component PSA & single component PSA. A 
multi-component PSA is derived by compounding a film-forming elastomeric material 
such as styrene-butadiene rubber, butyl, silicone, nitrile and acrylic rubber with 
compatible tackifiers, resins, plasticizers, waxes and oils (Benedek and Heymans, 1997). 
A single component PSA has built in pressure sensitive properties and does not need any 
blending.  Two of the primary single component PSA systems used are based on acrylics 
and silicones (Johnson, 2000). On the basis of chemical composition there are four main 
varieties of PSAs: rubber based, acrylic, modified acrylic and silicone formulations 
(Varanese, 1998). The qualitative properties of these PSAs are summarized in Table 1.1.  
Rubber-based adhesives provide good to excellent initial tack along with excellent 
adhesion, but do not exhibit good resistance to temperature and environmental stresses 
(solvents, UV light etc.). Acrylic adhesives provide low to moderate initial tack and 
adhesion, but exhibit good resistance to temperature & environmental stresses and good 
long-term aging. Silicone adhesives are expensive compared to other systems. Silicone 
adhesives exhibit low initial tack and adhesion, but outstanding temperature performance 
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and resistance to chemicals. These are the only PSAs that consistently bond to silicone 
substrates.  
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1.1: PSA adhesive characteristics (Adapted from Varenses (1998)) 
Characteristic Rubber- Based Acrylic Silicone 
Cost Lowest Medium/High Very High 
Tack Medium/High Medium/Low Low 
Temperature 
Resistance Low High Very High 
Adhesion Medium/High Moderate/High Medium/Low 
Shear Medium/High Moderate/High Moderate 
Solvent Resistance Poor Good Excellent 
UV Resistance Poor Excellent Excellent 
Plasticizer 
Resistance Poor Moderate/Good Excellent 
Bonding- Low 
Surface Energy 
Material 
Excellent Poor/Moderate Poor 
Bonding- High 
Surface Energy 
Materials 
Excellent Excellent Moderate 
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1.3  PSA Laminates 
Pressure sensitive laminates are sandwich structures where two (different or 
identical) solid-state components (generally flexible sheets) are temporarily bonded to 
each other with the aid of a PSA (Figure 1.1a). The PSA laminate is a temporary structure 
where one of the solid-state components is acting as a temporary shield (release liner), in 
order to avoid deterioration of the PSA layer. PSA (self-adhesive) labels are 
discontinuous materials where the release layer has to be built in as a separate solid-state 
component. A typical PSA label consists of following main components: face stock, PSA 
and release liner. In case of pressure sensitive tapes, the release liner is identical with the 
face stock (Figure 1.1b). 
The end use (application) of the label involves peeling off the face stock from the 
release liner and the subsequent bonding of the free adhesive surface onto the surface. 
Release liner is the combination of release layer coated backing liner. The function of the 
release coating is to separate the adhesive from the release liner and to offer easy but 
controlled and reproducible separation of the adhesive coated face stock from the release 
liner (Figure 1.1c). Release liners are usually paper or film liners with a low surface 
energy release coating (Figure 1.1a). The backing liner is the packaging material for the 
adhesive, the carrier material for die cutting and transport material for labels (Benedek 
and Heymans, 1997). Paper is the most widely used backing. Silicones, long chain alkyl 
branched polymers, chromium complexes, fluoro chemicals, and various hard polymers 
have been used for release purposes (Satas, 1982). Silicone is the most widely used 
release coating. The quality requirement for the label and tapes indicate the need for the 
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adequate face stock material. The most common face stock materials are paper, cloth, 
plastic film, metallized film, metal foils, elastomeric foams, and non-woven materials.   
 
 
 
 
Paper facestock 50-100 µm
Silicone release coating 0.5 - 1 µm
Paper backing liner 50 - 100 µm
PSA adhesive 20 - 30 µm
 
(a) PSA (pressure sensitive) Label Laminate. 
 
 
PSA Adhesive
Silicone Layer
Backing Liner
 (b) PSA Tape 
Face Stock
PSA Adhesive
Silicone Layer
Backing Liner
Peeling
 
(c) Peeling of adhesive coating face stock from release liner.  
 
Figure 1.1: PSA products, Labels & Tapes. 
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1.4 PSA Laminate Manufacture 
In the manufacture of PSA products, the adhesive can either be coated onto the 
face stock (direct method) or onto the release coating (transfer method). The direct 
method gives good anchorage between the PSA coating and backing, and is normally 
used for tapes. In the transfer method, backing liner is coated with the PSA coating, 
which is then laminated with the face stock. For labels the transfer method is necessary in 
order to avoid destruction of the face stock material during drying and to avoid formation 
of air bubbles.  
PSAs are applied onto the substrates using several methods depending on the 
nature of the adhesive (solution, emulsion, and hot melt). In solution-based process, the 
adhesive ingredients are polymerized in organic solvent, coated on the web and dried. In 
emulsion technique, adhesive ingredients are polymerized in water, coated on the web 
and dried.  Hot melts, or 100% solid adhesives, are applied to the web using a hot melt 
coater, a calendar, or an extruder. Final coating thickness of the order of 15-30 microns, 
but in some cases it may be as thick as 150 microns. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of the 
manufacturing of self-adhesive PSA labels by the transfer method using water based 
emulsion. The process can be broken down into 5 steps, (1) Coating silicone onto the 
backing, (2) Curing silicone to form release liner, (3) Coating PSA onto the release liner, 
(4) Drying the PSA coating applied on release liner and (5) Laminating PSA coated 
release liner and face stock.  
Due to high thermal web strain caused by drying of PSA coating and high cross-
linking temperature of the silicone, moisture is extracted from the web (Benedek and 
Heymans, 1997). This leads to curling of the coated web. To eliminate the tendency for 
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curling and for flatness correction purposes, the web is led through one or more jet 
steamers (re-moisturization) between step 4 & 5, where a highly saturated steam/air 
mixture is generated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2: Schematic of manufacture of PSA labels using transfer method (adapted with 
permission, copyright Avery Dennison Corporation). 
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1.5 Motivation 
Environmental problems are the main motivating factors for the worldwide boom 
of the use of water-based systems for different applications. The heat of evaporation of 
water is 129 J/g, while that for typical coating solvents is 24 - 48 J/g. This difference 
results in longer ovens and/or slower line speeds and high utility cost for drying of water-
based systems as compared to organic solvent based systems.  The rate of drying of water 
based PSA coatings often determines the production speed of manufacturing PSA 
products. Drying also affects the quality of the coating. For example, to avoid formation 
of bubbles, the web speed is restricted to 23 - 46 m/min in commercial ovens (Temin, 
1990). The residual solvent content affects the tack, peel and shear properties of the self-
adhesive labels (Benedek and Heymmans, 1997). Drying of PSA coating applied on 
silicone-coated paper involves moisture transport through water based emulsion coating, 
silicone coating and paper layer. The objective of this thesis is to develop a model for 
drying of PSA coatings on silicone-coated paper, taking into account the different 
moisture transport mechanisms at varying rates through the 3 layers (PSA coating, 
release coating, and paper layer). This mathematical model will help optimize operating 
conditions and could result in reduced energy requirement of the processing equipments. 
Accurate predictions of the retained moisture will result in manufacturing of better 
products. The model will be used for scale-up from bench scale to pilot and industrial 
scale, resulting in shorter start-up time for new coatings, and drying equipment. 
Non-uniform dimensional changes in the web due to temperature and moisture 
variation during drying of PSA coating and curing of silicone release coating leads to 
web curl. Shrinkage of the coating on drying causes the web to curl toward the coating. 
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Wetting of the paper backing causes it to curl away from the coating because of the 
swelling and expansion of the paper fibers on the wetted surface (Satas, 1982). An 
understanding of the effect of moisture on stress evolution and swelling of paper sheet 
and fibers is required to determine the factors affecting curling. This thesis presents the 
methodology to predict the effect of moisture on the micro and macro structure of paper. 
Coupling of the effect of moisture on residual stresses in paper with the three-layer model 
for drying of PSA coating will predict the curling effect. This coupled model will predict 
optimized process parameters for the drying step with minimum or no curl.  
 
1.6 Objectives and Organization of thesis 
The objective of this thesis is to develop a mathematical model to predict drying 
of a PSA coating applied on a release liner, in the manufacture of PSA labels. The 
mathematical model for drying of a PSA coating applied on a release liner would be 
further extended to predict drying of a PSA coating applied on uncoated paper, in the 
manufacture of tapes, but to do so a constitutive model of paper to predict the effect of 
moisture on the physical and transport properties of paper is required. This thesis also 
describes the methodology to predict the effect of moisture on the physical transport 
properties of paper from it microstructure (Figure 1.3).  
Chapter 2 describes a High Airflow Drying Experimental Set-up (HADES) and 
reports the measured heat and mass transfer coefficients. Heat transfer coefficients are 
measured to characterize the dryer intensity and to enable scale-up of results from the 
experimental set-up to industrial dryers.  Chapter 3 describes the models for moisture 
transport in emulsion coating, silicone and paper layers which are combined to develop a 
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three layer model for drying of emulsion coating applied on a silicone-coated paper 
substrate. The model for moisture transport in the emulsion coating and paper layers are 
validated with experimental measurements using HADES. 
Paper swells on exposure to moisture. Swelling of paper is the result of relaxation 
of inter and intra-fiber hydrogen bonds and swelling of paper fibers. Chapter 4 describes 
a model to predict the change in cross-sectional shape of a paper fiber during the various 
stages of drying and/or moisturization. The predictions from the single fiber deformation 
model from Chapter 4 are mapped onto unit cell models of paper structure described in 
Chapter 5 to predict the properties of paper. Chapter 4 & 5 describe the constitutive 
model of paper (Figure 1.3) to predict the effect of moisture on the physical and transport 
properties of paper from its microstructure. The constitutive model of paper on coupling 
with macroscopic model for moisture transport in paper would be able to accurately 
predict moisture transport in paper over the whole range of moisture content (Figure 1.3) 
and would aid in developing a model to predict drying of a PSA coating on an uncoated 
paper, in the manufacture of tapes.  Finally Chapter 6 provides a summary of the 
significant contributions of this research work and some suggestions for future direction. 
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Figure 1.3: Coupling micro scale constitutive model of paper with model of paper with 
model for moisture transport in paper.  
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CHAPTER 2: HIGH AIRFLOW DRYING EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP (HADES) 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Drying, or solvent removal from a liquid coating, is a critical step in producing 
solidified, defect-free coatings. Blowing hot gas across a coating surfaces supplies heat 
and removes solvent from the coating. Drying gas velocity, temperature, and solvent 
concentration are the important operating conditions, which can be chosen to produce 
coatings that meet quality specifications. Improper selection of drying conditions can lead 
to a host of defects (Gutoff and Cohen, 1995) such as blisters, starry night, delamination 
and, higher residual solvent content. The heat transfer coefficient (HTC) (and mass 
transfer coefficient (MTC)) is a parameter that characterizes the rate of heat transfer (and 
mass transfer) from the drying gas to the coating. HTCs are used to characterize the 
intensity of dryers (Gutoff and Cohen, 1995). Higher HTCs are obtained by impinging 
jets of hot gas on the substrate. Notwithstanding the severe conditions used in the 
industry for drying of coatings, experiments are normally performed gravimetrically and 
are limited to low gas flow rates. Also, high production speeds make it economically 
unviable to carry out all experiments on industrial or pilot scale equipment. Hence, there 
is need for small-scale drying experiments that mimic drying conditions encountered in 
the industry dryers.  
Okazaki et al. (1974) investigated drying of aqueous poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) 
at low airflows using gravimetric measurements. Powers and Collier (1990) used a 
thermo-gravimetric set-up that enabled controlled flow of gas of known solvent 
composition across the coating to study the effect of drying gas temperature and 
composition on the drying behavior of poly (methyl methacrylate)/toluene system. 
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Blowing air across a coating sample of low weight placed on a balance causes 
oscillations, making weight measurements impossible. Interrupting the airflow for weight 
measurements would allow transient diffusion and relaxation of concentration profiles, 
making the results unusable for specifications of dryers. Saure et al. (1998) studied the 
influence of parameters such as air temperature, coating thickness and air velocity on 
drying of poly (vinyl acetate) using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy near 
mild operating conditions of air temperature and velocity. FTIR spectrum of the drying 
coating provides contact-less measurements of the residual solvent in the drying coating. 
The spectrometer measures the solvent concentration over a small area of 2 mm diameter, 
thus not accounting for coating morphological variations. Vinjamur and Cairncross 
(2001) studied trapping skinning in polymer solvent coatings, by measuring the amount 
of solvent evaporated, by passing the exhaust gas through a flame ionization detector 
(FID). The residual moisture content in the coating is measured indirectly from the 
solvent concentration in the exhaust gas measured using FID. Experimental set-up 
described by Vinjamur and Cairncross (2001) cannot be used to study drying of water-
based coatings.  
Based on the equipment reported by Saure et al., (1998) and Vinjamur and 
Cairncross (2001), a new drying experiment was developed at Avery Research Center, 
Pasadena, CA by Dr. Kostas Christodoulou and Dr. Eugene Rozenbaoum in collaboration 
with Orbital Sciences Corp. High Airflow Drying Experimental Set-up (HADES) 
simulates industrial drying conditions on an experimental scale. High HTC is achieved in 
HADES by blowing air at high flow rate parallel to coating. The residual moisture 
content in the coating is measured using Diffuse Reflectance Fourier Transform Near 
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Infrared spectroscopy (DR/FTNIR). HADES captures the drying behavior of both water 
and solvent based polymer coatings, and is a valuable tool to optimize the operating 
conditions of industrial dryers. 
 
2.2 Experimental Set up 
A schematic of HADES is shown in Figure 2.1. HADES consists of five sections: 
an air handling system, a temperature controller, a drying chamber, an IR lamp and 
ReflectIR assembly and an FTNIR (Jain and Cairncross, 2003).  
 
2.2.1 Air Handling 
Compressed in-house air is dried and purified in a system of filters and dryers, 
and then is passed over the coating surface in a small drying chamber. A mass flow 
controller with a maximum flow rate of 200 l/min ensures accurate control over wide 
range of flow rate. The flow rate for all the experiments described in this thesis is set to 
150 l/min unless otherwise stated.  
 
2.2.2 Temperature Controller 
Dry air from the filter and dryers is passed through a 400 W tube heater. A PID 
controller controls the air temperature at the exit of the tube heater. The hot air enters the 
drying chamber through an inlet port, designed to distribute it uniformly across the 
coating surface. The length of the tube from the heater to the drying chamber is insulated 
to prevent loss of heat.  
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the high airflow drying experiments (HADES) 
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2.2.3 Drying Chamber 
A schematic of the drying chamber is shown in Figure 2.2. The drying chamber is 
made of two rectangular solid blocks of Teflon. The Teflon blocks are attached to each 
other with screws at the corners. Teflon is used because of its low thermal conductivity 
and high IR light reflectivity.  The lower Teflon block is grooved to form an airflow 
channel and for inserting the sample drying tray. The upper Teflon block has a 7.62 cm 
diameter hole covered with IR transparent glass plate. The sample tray is also made of 
Teflon and has a rectangular depression that is filled with Spectralon (powdered Teflon, 
which has high reflectivity to IR light). The coated substrate is glued to an IR transparent 
glass plate and placed onto the sample tray. The sample tray is then inserted into the 
drying chamber.  The drying coated substrate is exposed to IR light through the circular 
opening at the top the drying chamber. To measure the temperature of the coating and 
substrate, a thermocouple is placed in a groove in the glass plate underneath the substrate 
(the substrate is thin enough so that temperature is nearly uniform throughout the 
thickness of the substrate and coating). 
 
2.2.4 IR lamp and ReflectIR Assembly  
An assembly consisting of three 50 W IR lamps and a ReflectIR module (Orbital 
Science Corp.) is placed above the drying chamber. The drying coating is exposed to IR 
light by the circular window at the top of the drying chamber. The ReflectIR module 
transmits diffuse reflected IR light from the drying coating to the FTNIR through a fiber 
optic cable. Optical fiber cable are particularly useful since standard silica optical fibers 
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transmits light well over NIR range. This enables the spectrometer to be located in a safe 
area remote from the measurement point. 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the drying chamber in HADES. 
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2.2.5 Fourier Transform Near Infrared (FTNIR) Spectrometer 
The FTNIR spectrometer scans spectra in the range of 3000-12000 cm –1 at a rate 
of 10 per minute of the drying coating. The spectrometer has an InGaAs (2.6 micron cut-
off) internal detector with 16 cm-1 resolution and could be used at room temperature. The 
detector is obtained from Orbital Sciences Corporation. 
  
2.3 Diffuse Reflectance FTNIR Spectroscopy 
Infrared (IR) light is part of the broad spectrum of energy known as 
electromagnetic radiation (Figure 2.3). Different functional groups in chemical 
compounds absorb characteristic frequencies of the IR radiation on exposure. IR 
spectroscopy is based on the principle of identifying and quantifying the presence of 
chemical compounds in the sample exposed to IR radiation from the absorption spectrum. 
Near infrared (NIR) is concerned with a specific region of the IR, namely the 1-3 µm 
(10000 to 4000 cm-1) range adjacent to the red end of the spectrum. Water is one of the 
best-known examples of NIR absorber, exhibiting principal absorptions at 1.45, 1.94 and 
2.95 µm (6900, 5200 and 3400 cm-1).  The most commonly used water absorption band is 
1.94 µm (5200 cm-1).  
IR absorption information is generally presented in the form of a spectrum with 
wavelength (cm) or wavenumber (cm-1) as the x-axis and absorption intensity as the y-
axis. For all the spectra presented in this thesis, wavenumber is on the x-axis and 
absorption intensity is on the y-axis. Absorbance (A) is the logarithm to the base 10 of the 
ratio of radiant power incident (Io) to the power transmitted (I).  
   )/(log10 IIA o=      (2.1) 
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The most popular way of obtaining IR spectra is to pass an IR beam directly 
through the sample (Figure 2.4 (a)) also known as transmission technique. Transmission 
spectra to detect water are good only for thin samples (< 20 µm), therefore this technique 
cannot be applied to the analysis of drying of water based coatings where the total 
thickness is >30 µm. Also the transmission technique analyzes only a small area of the 
sample (Saure et al. 1998) and thus it is not able to account for the variation in the 
coating morphology. Diffuse reflectance is another technique used for powders and solids 
having rough surface. The diffuse scattered radiation can be collected in a wide spatial 
angle (Figure 2.4 (b)). A fraction of the IR light is mirror reflected from uneven areas of 
the surface. The rest of the IR light penetrates the sample, is partially absorbed, and via 
scattering processes in the interior, returns to the surface. The reflected light is then 
refocused and transmitted to the FTNIR detector to obtain the NIR absorbance spectrum 
of the sample substrate.  In HADES the residual moisture content in the drying coating is 
measured using diffuse reflectance sampling technique combined with FTNIR.  
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Figure 2.3: Electromagnetic spectrum range (Adapted from Hsu (2001)). 
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2.4 Procedure 
he experimental procedure consists of three primary steps: System start-up, 
 data acquisition. Each of the steps is described in detail below. 
 
Start-up step deals with setting up the drying air temperature and flow rate. The 
ns of a tube heater (400 W). The temperature of the air at the 
exit of 
The substrate used for coating, poly (propylene) sheet and silicone coated paper 
ickness respectively. Poly (propylene) sheets expand as 
temper
T
coating preparation and
2.4.1 System Start-up 
drying air is heated by mea
the tube heater is set and controlled using a PID controller, and takes around 30 
minutes to stabilize. The flow rate for all the experiments described in this thesis is 150 
l/min corresponding to a heat transfer coefficient of 50 W/m2°C (HTC measurement 
procedure presented in the next section). Once the system is stabilized, the FTNIR system 
is turned on and the sample coating is prepared for drying. 
 
2.4.2 Coating Preparation 
are 0.08 mm and 0.1 mm in th
ature is increased, resulting in curling of the substrate. To avoid this, the poly 
(propylene) sheets (substrate) are heated and stretched before applying the coating. The 
coating substrate is glued to an IR transparent glass plate using a double sided scotch 
tape, placed on the sample tray and inserted into the drying chamber to get the reference 
spectrum (to obtain reference Io over the range of near IR spectrum). For the study of 
drying of coating on paper, spectrum of the completely dry paper (by drying the paper in 
the dryer at 100 °C for 15 minutes) or borosilicate glass is used as a reference spectrum. 
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Otherwise the coating spectra exhibit negative IR absorptivity (A) values, due to the 
evaporation of the moisture initially present in paper during drying. The glass plate along 
with the coating substrate is removed from the drying chamber and coated with the 
coating material using the draw down bar and is re-inserted in to the drying chamber.  
 
2.4.3 Data Acquisition 
On inserting the sample tray into the drying chamber, the FTNIR system and the 
em are triggered to collect the NIR spectrum and temperature 
of the 
 
thermal data acquisition syst
drying coating. After 60 minutes of drying, the temperature of the drying air is 
increased to 90 oC and drying is continued for about 60 minutes, at the end of which it is 
assumed that the coating is completely dry (residual moisture content ~ 0). The spectra 
obtained in the initial 60 minutes are used for studying the drying kinetics of the coating. 
At the end of 120 minutes of drying, a NIR spectrum of the dried coating is scanned 
referred to as “dry spectrum”. Figure 2.5 exhibits the spectra of 3 mils thick water based 
acrylate emulsion coating drying on poly (propylene) substrate. Figure 2.5 shows spectra 
scanned at regular interval of 6 sec for 1 minute. The spectra exhibits distinct absorption 
peaks at wavenumbers 5200 cm-1 and 6900 cm-1 corresponding to water present in the 
coating. The spectrum also exhibits absorption peaks at wavenumber 62000 cm-1 
corresponding to the acrylate polymer. The height and area under the absorption peak 
corresponding to presence of water decreases with time (due to evaporation of moisture 
from the coating). The height and area under the absorption peak corresponding to 
polymer remain approximately constant during the drying process (no polymer loss). 
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Figure 2.5: Spectrum for drying of 0.076 mm thick water based acrylate emulsion 
coating applied on polypropylene sheet at 60 °C. 
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2.5 NIR Spectrum Analysis 
The basis for quantitative analysis of the absorption spectrometry is the Bouguer-
eer-Lambert law, commonly called the Beer’s law (Hsu, 2001). For a single compound 
 a homogenous medium, the absorbance of any frequency (wavenumber) is expressed 
 
ple. The law basically states that the intensities of absorption bands are linearly 
r 
ming that water is the only component evaporating from the coating, the 
B
in
as: 
     A=abc     (2.2) 
Here A is the measured sample absorbance at the given frequency, a is the molecular 
absorptivity at the frequency, b is the path length, and c is the concentration of the 
sam
proportional to the concentration of each component in the homogeneous mixture o
solution. Linearity of the Beer’s Law holds good for absorbance limited to less than 0.7 
(Hsu, 2001).  Peak heights and peak area are commonly used as calibration parameters. 
Peak area was used as the calibration parameter for the data presented in this thesis. The 
procedure used for obtaining the calibration curve relating area under the peak at 5200 
cm-1 in the spectra of the coating and moisture coat weight is explained in detail in 
Appendix A. 
 Figure 2.5 shows the spectra of a water based acrylate coating drying on a 
propylene sheet. The spectra exhibit the peaks for both water and polymer presented in 
the coating, which is clear in Figure 2.6, which exhibits the initial spectrum of the 
coating. Assu
effect of all the other components is subtracted from the spectra by subtracting the 
spectrum of the dry coating (dry spectrum) obtained at the end of drying from all the 
initial spectra (Figure 2.6) 
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Figure 2.7 exhibits the spectra for a water based acrylate coating drying on poly 
ropylene) sheet after subtracting dry spectrum for spectra corresponding to Figure 2.5. 
he height and area under the two absorption peaks decrease with the decrease in residual 
oisture content of the coating (due to evaporation of moisture).  The peak at 
avenumber 5200 cm-1 is used for calibration of residual moisture coat weight (g/m2) of 
residua
(p
T
m
w
l moisture present in the coating (Figure 2.8) (Calibration procedure discussed in 
detail in Appendix A). Figure 2.9 exhibits the drying kinetics of water based acrylate 
coating corresponding the spectrum in Figure 2.7. Both the calibration parameters: 
absorption peak height and area under absorption peak exhibit approximately similar 
results. The area under the absorption peak at 5200 cm-1 is the calibration parameter for 
data presented in this thesis.  The coating exhibits initially high constant drying rate, 
exhibited by the linear part of the drying curve, the drying rate is controlled by the 
external mass transfer coefficient. As the coating dries further the drying curve plateaus 
and further drying is diffusion controlled. 
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Figure 2.7: Spectrum for drying of 0.076 mm thick water based acrylate emulsion 
coating applied on polypropylene sheet at 60 °C after subtracting the dry 
spectrum. 
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Figure 2.8: Absorption peak at 5200 cm-1 is used for calibration of residual moisture in 
the drying coating. The area under the absorption peak between wave 
number 4800 cm-1 and 5400 cm-1 is the calibration parameter.  
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Figure 2.9: Estimated residual moisture content in water based acrylate emulsion coating 
applied on poly (propylene) substrate with 0.076 mm initial thickness and 
drying at 60 °C 
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2.6 Measurement of Transport Coefficients 
HTCs characterize the rate of heat transfer between the drying air and the coated 
substrate. Experiments were conducted to measure the heat transfer coefficient in the 
drying chamber and its dependence on the flow rate of air through the chamber. A glass 
plate is placed on the drying tray and inserted into the drying chamber. Temperature 
increase of the glass plate is measured by attaching a thermocouple to the glass plate. The 
IR lamps were turned off during the experiment to avoid an increase in temperature of the 
glass plate due to radiation heating.  The exponential increase in the temperature of the 
glass plate with time in the drying temperature is the characteristic feature of convective 
heat transfer from air to solid. The experimental data were fitted to following equation: 
    )exp()( t
xC
TTTT
p
oairairt ρ−−−=    (2.3) 
Here T
h
p
r and Tate (1936) gives the best 
measurement among the published empirical correlations. Since the comparison is not 
very good,  the experimental results are curve fitted to relate the heat transfer coefficient 
to the flow and is used for all further calculations.  
  
t is the temperature of the glass plate at time t, Tair and To are the temperatures of 
the air and initial temperature of the glass plate, respectively. h is the heat transfer 
coefficient, x, C  and ρ are thickness, heat capacity and density of the glass plate. The 
experimental data is fitted to equation 2.3 using least squares to predict HTC. Figure 2.10 
shows the estimated HTCs increase from 22 W/(m2 K) to 55 W/(m2 K). The HTCs 
measured lie in the range realized for single impingement nozzle dryers (17-52 W/(m2 
K)) (Gutoff and Cohen 1995). The flow in the chamber is not fully developed. An 
empirical correlation by Siede fits to the experimental 
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Figure 2.10:  Measured heat transfer coefficient (HTC) in the drying chamber over a 
range of flow rates (20 l/min-170 l/min) 
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Along with the convective heat transfer between the drying air and the coating, 
there is also radiation heat transfer from the IR lamps to the co ing in an 
average increase in temperature of the coating by 15 – 18 °C.  One to three lamps were 
used for as IR light source during experiments for NIR spectroscopy. To estimate the 
radiation constant the temperature increase of the glass plate is measured by placing a 
thermocouple on the glass plate when on turning on the IR lamps with no air flowing 
through the drying chamber. The radiation constant is predicted using the following 
equation: 
       (2.4) 
Here σ is the radiation constant and h is the convective heat transfer coefficient. TIR is the 
IR lamp radia ady state glass plate temperature 
and Tair is the temperature of the air in the drying chamber. Table 2.1 gives the radiation 
constant depending on the number of lamps turned on during the experiment. The 
radiation constant for all the lamps was found to be of the order of 10-11 W/(m2*K4), 
corresponding to a product of emissivity and shape factor of around 10-3. 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.1: Radiation constant for IR lamps 
ating, result
)()( 44 airsubsubIR TThTT −=−σ
tion element temperatures, Tsub is the ste
 
 
 
 
 
No. Of IR Lamps Radiation Constant (σ, W/(m2*K4)) 
1 4.52x10-11
2 5.16x10-11
3 5.32x10-11
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MTCs characterize the rate of mass transfer of the moisture from the coating to 
the drying air. Experiments were conducted to measure the mass transfer coefficient in 
 a piece of paper in water an
e of drying to a 
odel similar to evaporation of water from a water bath and given by following equation: 
the drying chamber by soaking d than placing it in the drying 
chamber. Drying of paper soaked in water takes place in two phases. The first phase 
consists of the constant drying rate exhibited by the linear part of the drying curve 
(residual moisture content v/s time), the rate of moisture loss is external controlled by the 
convective mass transfer coefficient. The second phase results in non-linear drying curve, 
the rate of moisture loss in internally controlled by diffusion of moisture within paper. 
MTC is estimated by curve fitting the linear drying curve for the first phas
m
)(-  Curve Drying of Slope ∞−= CCk sat    (2.5) 
ere k is the mass transfer coefficient, Csat is the moisture concentration in the saturated 
vapor and C∞ is the mo igure 2.11 shows that 
the estimated MTC vary from 1x10-3 m/s to 19x10-3  in air flow rate 
through the drying chamber. The published correlat
exhibit good comparison with the experimental estimate, as the flow is not fully 
developed in the drying hamber. A linear fit is used to relate the mass transfer 
coeffic
H
isture concentration in the drying air (= 0). F
 m/s with increase
ions (Sieder and Tate, 1936) do not 
 c
ient to the flow rates. 
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igure 2.11: Measured mass transfer coefficient (MTC) in the drying chamber over a 
range of flow rates (60 l/min-180 l/min) 
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2.7 Results 
Experiments were performed to study the effect of initial coating thickness and 
drying temperature on the drying kinetics of water based acrylate emulsion applied on 
poly (propylene) substrate. Figure 2.12 shows the effect of initial coating thickness on the 
drying kinetics of the coating drying at 60 °C. The coating exhibits initially high constant 
drying rate, exhibited by the linear part of the drying curve, and the drying rate is 
controlled by the external mass transfer coefficient. As the coating dries further the 
drying curve plateaus and the further drying is diffusion controlled. The initial thickness 
of the coating has no effect on the qualitative shape of the drying curve. The coating with 
lower initial t er initial thickness suggesting the 
absence of skinning effect (Vinjamur and Cairncross 2001). 
Figure 2.13 shows the effect of temperature on the drying kinetics of the coating. 
The coatings are dried at 60 °C and 75 °C. The increase in temperature increases the 
equilibrium vapor pressure at the coating-air interface. This results in an increase in 
initial drying rate. Thus, as seen in Figure 2.13, increase in temperature results in an 
increase in initial drying rate. In the diffusion controlled regime the drying rate is not 
significantly affected by drying air temperature.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
hickness dries faster than coating of high
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Figure 2.12: 
°C with initial coating thickness of 0.05 mm, 0.076 mm and 0.1 mm. 
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Drying of water based acrylate coating on poly (propylene) substrate at 60 
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igure 2.
substrate of initial thickness of 0.076 mm at 60 °C and 75 °C heater 
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2.8 Conclusions 
Industrial drying conditions have been simulated on the bench scale experimental 
set-up, HADES. HTCs increase from 22 W/(m2 K) to 55 W/(m2 K) with increase in flow 
rate, indicating that HADES can simulate single impingement nozzle dryers. Residual 
moisture content of the coating is measured using diffuse reflectance FTNIR 
spectroscopy. We have presented the application of HADES for studying the drying 
kinetics of water based acrylate emulsion coating on poly (propylene) substrate. HADES 
has also been used to study the drying kinetics of organic solvent and water-based 
coatings on various substrates. Experiments were also performed to study the drying 
kinetics of paper and coatings applied on paper, which are presented in the next chapter.  
 In Chapter 3, models for moisture transport through water based acrylate 
drying of acrylate coating a
rom HADES. Models for moisture transport in the coating, silicone and paper layer are 
bined with appropriate interfacial boundary conditions to develop a three layer model 
or drying of pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) coatings applied on silicone coated paper 
sive label by transfer method. 
 
emulsion coating, silicone layer, and paper layer are discussed.  Model predictions for 
nd paper are compared with the experimental measurements 
f
com
f
during the manufacture of self-adhe
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CHAPTER 3: 3-LAYER MODEL FOR DRYING OF PSA COATING APPLIED 
ON RELEASE LINER 
 
This chapter describes a 3-layer model for drying of water-based acrylate PSA 
emulsion coating applied on silicone coated paper substrate in the manufacture of 
pressure sensitive (self-adhesive) labels. The first pressure sensitive label was developed 
and introduced by Stanton Avery in 1935 (Benedek & Heymans, 1997) and sold then 
under the name Kum Kleen Products. This has resulted in a billion dollar industry within 
half a century. The world market for pressure sensitive labels is expected to be over $ 22 
billion (U.S.) by 2008, U.S.A is expected to account for over 20 % of the global demand 
(Freedonia  Report, 2004a). 
 
3.1 Introduction 
A pressure sensitive label is a two component laminate (face stock & release 
liner) temporarily bonded together with the aid of a PSA (Figure 1.1(a)). The 
manufcature process for pressure sensitive label consists of coating, drying, and 
laminating operations. PSAs, are typically coated from polymer solvent solution, water 
based emulsion or hot melt. PSA can either be coated onto the face stock (direct method) 
or onto the release coating of the release liner (transfer method). In the manufacture of 
labels, the PSA adhesive is coated onto the release coating of the release liner to avoid 
destruction of the face stock material during drying and to avoid formation of air bubbles 
in the dried PSA coating. The drying rate of a PSA layer often limits the maximum line 
speed given the size of the dryer oven. The label manufacturing process studied in this 
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thesis involves drying of water based acrylate PSA emulsion coating applied on silicone 
coated paper (release liner) substrate. 
 Upon application of a water based PSA coating on silicone coated paper (release 
liner) substrate and during the subsequent drying process, the water permeates through 
the silicone layer into the paper substrate. At the same time, water evaporates from both 
the surface of the coated layer and throughout the paper layer. Initially, the moisture 
evaporation rate from the wet coating surface is dominant, but at longer times the bulk 
evaporation from the paper can dominate (Jain and Cairncross, 2003). A one-dimensional 
3-layer model for drying of water based acrylate PSA coating applied on silicone-coated 
paper (release liner) is developed by combining distinct models for moisture transport 
through coating, silicone and paper layer. Models for moisture transport through three 
layers and the combined 3-layer model is described in the following sections.  The 
models described in the following sections are used for scale up from bench scale 
(HADES) to pilot and industrial scale for drying of coating, paper and drying of PSA 
coating on release liner, resulting in shorter start-up time for new coating and drying 
equipments. 
  
3.2 PSA Coating 
A water-based acrylate PSA emulsion is a dispersion of polymer particles 
suspended in water. Film formation during drying of emulsion coatings is known to occur 
in three stages as depicted in Figure 3.1. Stage I is the water evaporation stage, at the start 
of stage I, particles are dispersed in the suspension medium (water). As the water 
evaporates, the particles are brought closer together and either arrange into an ordered 
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packing or distribute randomly, depending on the magnitude of various parameters 
involved in the drying process (Monovoukas et al. 1988; He et al. 1996). Stage II is the 
particle deformation stage during which particles deform under the influence of capillary 
forces (Brown 1956). Stage III is the coalescence stage, during which polymer diffusion 
across particle boundaries results in the formation of continuous film.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Emulsion Stage I: Water evaporation 
Stage II: Particle deformation 
Stage III: Coalescence & Inter- diffusion 
Film 
Figure 3.1: Schematic of film formation during drying of water-based emulsion 
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The rate of loss of water from the emulsion coating during the early stages of 
drying has been found to be approximately equal 85 % of pure water (Eckersley, et. al, 
1994; Croll 1986; Sheetz 1965). During the next stage, particles come into irreversible 
contact and then undergo deformations due to coalescence under the influence of various 
forces based on the drying conditions and result in film formation which severely affects 
water absorption and moisture transport in the coating. Croll (1986), based on his work 
with acrylic latexes, proposed a two-stage model. The first stage is the constant rate 
period. In the second stage a drying front parallel to the substrate moves downward 
leaving behind a dry porous layer and a wet layer beneath. The second stage is 
characterized by a falling rate period of drying which is due to the decrease in supply of 
water to the drying front from the wet layer beneath.  
Vanderhoff et al. 1973, Croll 1986 and Eckersley 1992 suggested various models 
for moisture transport in drying water based emulsion coating. However from the early 
results it was found that the drying of system of interest (water based acrylate PSA 
emulsion) is accurately modeled by Fickian diffusion. Fickian model for drying of 
shrinking water based acrylate PSA emulsion coating (further referred to as “PSA 
coating”) applied on an impermeable is described in the below. 
 
3.2.1 Model  
In this thesis, moisture transport in the PSA coating layer is modeled by Fickian 
diffusion with diffusion coefficient having exponential dependence on moisture 
concentration: 
⎟⎠
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    (3.1) 
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Here Cw is the concentration of water (kg/m3) in the coating and vv is the volume average 
velocity, which is constant through the thickness of the coating (Cairncross, 1994). The 
physical significance of vv is discussed in detail section 3.5. Dc is the diffusion coefficient 
of water in the coating assumed to depend exponentially on the moisture concentration. 
   )exp( 21 wc CaaD =     (3.2) 
a1 & a2 are constant. Other forms of concentration dependence of the diffusion 
coefficient can be readily accommodated.  
 In the emulsion-coating model as depicted in Figure 3.6a, the upper surface is 
exposed to air and the lower surface is impermeable to water. At the coating-air interface 
the moisture flux in the coating is equal to the rate of water removal in the external 
drying air, which is characterized by a mass transfer coefficient (kgc): 
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Here vsc is the velocity of shrinkage of coating-air interface. When the coating is applied 
on an impermeable substrate, a no-flux condition is applied a at the coating-substrate 
interface. 
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This boundary condition is easily adapted for a permeable substrate by modifying the 
right-hand side. The above set of equations (3.1 – 3.4) describing drying of PSA coating 
applied on an impermeable substrate is solved used Galerkin’s method with finite 
element basis functions. Details of the numerical method are described in Section 3.5.1.  
The computer code for the model is included in Appendix B. 
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3.2.2 Experimental Validation of Emulsion Layer Model 
Figure 3.2 compares predictions with experimental measurements from HADES 
for drying of a water based acrylate PSA coating with 76.2 µm initial thickness coated on 
poly (propylene) sheet (impermeable substrate) with dry air at 60 °C. The experiments 
show an initial high drying rate, which decreases with decrease in residual moisture 
concentration. The model predictions are curve fitted to the experimental measurements 
to obtain constant a1 & a2 in equation 3.2 using a SIMPLEX algorithm. The code fo the 
parameter estimator is described in Appendix C.  The model predictions with a diffusion 
coefficient of Dc = 2x10-11exp(5.1Cw) m2/s compare well with the experiments, thus the 
assumption of exponential dependence of diffusion coefficient on moisture concentration 
in the coating is acceptable.  
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of model predictions and Experimental results for drying of 
water based acrylate emulsion of PSA coating applied on an impermeable 
substrate. (Initial coating thickness Xco = 76.2 µm, Drying air temperature 
Tair = 60 °C). 
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3.3 Silicone Layer 
The silicone layer is a dense silicone polymer coating supported on the paper 
substrate, which acts as a release coating. Silicone resins are linear polymers or 
prepolymers in liquid form, with or without solvent. They are coated onto paper, film or 
other backing materials and then cured, typically by heat and/or surface catalytic action to 
form solid non-tacky, cross-linked polymer (Benedek & Heymanns, 1997). The function 
of the release coating is to separate the adhesive from the release liner and to offer easy 
but controlled and reproducible separation of the adhesive coated face stock from the 
release liner. 
The thickness of the silicone layer (typically about 1 µm) is small compared to 
those of the coating and of the paper (~25-90 µm) (Figure 1.1a). Furthermore, the 
solubility of water in silicone is very small, but mobility of water in silicone is high 
(Banerjee et al., 1997). For example, the diffusion time of water through a 1 µm thick 
silicone layer is 2.5x10-4 sec as compared to 20 sec through a 20 µm thick coating. 
Therefore, the accumulation of moisture in the silicone layer is neglected. A pseudo 
steady state (PSS) model is used to describe moisture transport in the silicone layer. In 
the PSS model, the concentration varies linearly and moisture flux in the silicone layer is 
proportional to the concentration gradient: 
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0, == −= xSiXxSi
Si
Si
Siw CCX
DN
Si
   (3.5) 
Here Nw,Si is the moisture flux (kg/m2s) in the silicone layer, CSi is the concentration of 
water (kg/m3) in the silicone layer; DSi is the diffusion coefficient of water in silicone 
assumed to be constant and XSi is the thickness of the silicone layer. 
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3.4 Paper Layer 
Paper is a hygroscopic porous substrate with a dual scale pore structure: large 
pores between the fibers and smaller pores in the lumen and fiber wall (Lampinen et al., 
1993). The pores are of different shapes and sizes, mainly between irregularly layered, 2-
4 mm long, 20-40 µm thick fibers in the flexible fiber net.  Water transport takes place on 
both length scales by several mechanisms, capillary transport, bulk diffusion and surface 
diffusion in the liquid phase, bulk gas and Knudsen diffusion in the vapor phase (Liang 
1990). In general there are two approaches for modeling moisture transport. Ramarao et 
al. (2003) present a review of different approaches for modeling moisture transport 
through paper in the hygroscopic range with no liquid water in the pore space. The first 
approach treats paper as a homogeneous medium with moisture flux proportional to the 
moisture content gradient (Hartley and Richards, 1974).  This approach fails as is shown 
in the following section as it does not account for the effect of pore structure on moisture 
transport in paper. The second approach treats the paper as fiber composite with void 
spaces.  Reardon et al. (1999) developed a model of moisture transport in the pore space 
and fiber space; it does not account for moisture transport between the pore space and the 
paper fibers. Bandyopadhyay et al. (2002) developed a model for moisture transport in 
both the paper fibers and in the pore space, but their model is applicable only at the low 
moisture content regime. The model proposed by Bandyopadhyay et al. (2002) with some 
modifications is used in this thesis. 
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3.4.1 Model 
Paper is a fibrous hygroscopic porous material. Moisture transport in the paper 
takes place through both the pore space and the fiber space and moisture is exchanged 
between pore and fiber spaces (Fig. 3.3). The model used in this thesis is based on the 
assumption that moisture content is small enough that bulk water does not exist in the 
macro-pore space between fibers.  The transport of water absorbed in the fibers can be 
described by a diffusion equation (Bandyopadhyay et al. 2002): 
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Here Uw is the moisture content (kg of water/ kg of dry paper) in the paper fiber; Pv is the 
water vapor pressure in the pore space and Pveq in air in equilibrium with paper of 
moisture content Uw. Dpf is the diffusion coefficient of water in the paper fiber assumed 
to depend exponentially on moisture content. The first term on the right side of the above 
equation represents moisture transport by diffusion and the second term represents 
moisture transport between macro-pores and paper fibers with an inter-phase mass 
transfer coefficient ki. Water also diffuses as vapor through the pore-space. Transport of 
water vapor in the pore space is described by an additional diffusion equation: 
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Here Dpv is the diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air, ρp is the density of the paper, εb 
is the bulk porosity and the tortuosity (τ) is taken to be constant. 
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Inter phase mass transfer 
Fiber Space
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the approach for modeling moisture transport in paper. 
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In the paper layer model as depicted in Figure 3.6c, the upper surface is exposed to air 
and the lower surface i impermeable to water. At the paper-air interface the moisture 
fluxes in the paper is equal to the rate of water removal in the external drying air, which 
is characterized by mass transfer coefficient: 
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kgp is the mass transfer coefficient at the paper-air interfaces. The equilibrium vapor 
phase concentration at the pore-air and paper-air interfaces are different, therefore the 
rate of moisture loss from them would also be different given by equations 3.8 & 3.9. It is 
assumed that surface porosity εs is equal to the bulk porosity εb. At the paper-substrate 
interface no-flux condition is imposed: 
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Experiments were performed to obtain the sorption isotherm of paper by placing 
the paper samples in an environmental chamber and measuring the moisture content of 
the paper on equilibrium. 5 paper samples of size 10 cm X 10 cm were placed in the 
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environmental chamber. The temperature and humidity of the air in the environmental 
chamber was set at the required values and let the paper samples were left to reach 
equilibrium. The initial moisture content of the paper was found to be 7%, i.e., moisture 
content of 0.08 Kg of water/Kg of bone-dry paper by TGA analysis. The experimental 
results match well with an empirical correlation reported by Paltakari and Karlsson 
(1996) for fine paper. Comparison between the experimental measurements and the 
correlation is shown in Figure 3.4. 
nw
sat
UmePP )(v 1)/(Humidity  lativeRe −−=    (3.12) 
       m =285.655 - 1.670 x T 
      n =2.491 - 0.0120 x T 
(Paltakar & Karlsson, 1996) 
Here T is the equilibrium temperature in ºC. It is assumed that this equilibrium empirical 
correlation is also valid in the pore space. Equation 3.12 is used for evaluating Pveq in 
equation 3.8 & 3.9. 
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Figure 3.4:  Sorption isotherm as obtained for Paltakari and Karlsson (1996) correlations 
and its comparison with experimental measurements at 45 °C. 
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3.4.2 Experimental Validation of Paper Layer Model 
Figure 3.5 compares model predictions with measurements for drying of a 101 
µm thick paper on an impermeable substrate at 87.7 °C in dry air. The predictions from 
the two-phase paper model compare well with the experiments. Also plotted in Figure 3.5 
are model predictions assuming the paper to be a single-phase medium using a single 
effective constant diffusion coefficient as in Hartley and Richards (1974). This is 
achieved by setting εs = εb = 0 and Dpf = Deff in the drying simulation. The single-phase 
constant diffusion model does not compare well with the experimental measurements. 
The predictions from the constant diffusion model can be curve fit to the initial or the 
later part of the drying curve, but not the complete drying curve. 
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of model predictions and experimental results for drying of 
paper from one-sided drying of paper (paper density 890 Kg/m3, paper 
thickness Xp = 101 µm, drying air temperature Tair=87.7 °C). 
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3.5 3-Layer Model 
The drying of a PSA coating applied on silicone-coated paper is modeled with a 
one-dimensional 3-layer model consisting of: (1) a diffusion model for water transport in 
the emulsion coating (Section 3.2), (2) a pseudo-steady state diffusion model in the 
silicone layer (Section 3.3), and (3) a two phase model for vapor and fiber diffusion in the 
paper with intra-fiber mass transfer (Section 3.4). Figure 3.6 shows a schematic of the 
approach for deriving the 3-layer model. An emulsion coating with initial thickness Xc is 
applied on a silicone-coated paper with silicone layer thickness XSi and paper layer 
thickness Xp. Heat conduction and moisture diffusion are neglected along the dryer length 
dimension. At the coating-air and paper-air interfaces the boundary conditions are the 
same as that in the individual models (i.e. for one-sided drying on an impermeable 
substrate), and at the coating-silicone and paper-silicone interface are suitably modified. 
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igure 3.6: Schematic of the three-layer moisture transport model for drying of an 
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emulsion coating applied on silicone- coated paper. The three-layer system 
shown in (d) is created by combining individual moisture transport models 
for (a) an emulsion coating, (b) a silicone layer, and (c) a paper substrate. 
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3.5.1  Model 
Models for moisture transport in the three layers: PSA coating, silicone layer and 
paper layer are combined using appropriate interfacial boundary conditions. Pseudo-
steady state (PSS) model for moisture transport in paper helps in coupling the model for 
moisture transport in the PSA coating and the paper layer. To evaluate the moisture flux 
through silicone layer (equation 3.5), the water concentrations in the silicone layer at the 
coating-silicone and paper-silicone interfaces are needed. These are obtained by 
assuming equilibrium at the interfaces. It is also assumed that polymer does not penetrate 
the silicone layer: 
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Here S is the solubility of water in silicone, taken to be constant. At the coating-silicone 
layer interface continuity of flux gives: 
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At the paper silicone interface it is assumed that all that moisture is absorbed by the paper 
fiber. 
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To summarize, equation (3.1) along with the boundary conditions (3.2) at the coating-air 
interface and  (3.15) at the coating-silicone interface describes the moisture transport in 
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the coating. Equations (3.8) and (3.9) along with boundary conditions (3.10) & (3.11) at 
paper-air interface and (3.16) & (3.17) at paper-silicone interface describe the moisture 
transport in paper.  
 
3.5.2 Solution of Equations 
During drying the coating is allowed to shrink with the boundary conforming 
computational mesh. The equation describing moisture transport in the coating (equation 
3.1) is transformed from a static frame of reference to moving reference frame (material 
co-ordinates). A linear relationship is assumed between the velocity of shrinkage vsc of 
the coating and the nodal velocity.  
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Instead of linear relationship between shrinkage velocity vsc and nodal velocity other 
forms of relationship can used which would result in a change in the second term on the 
right side in the above equation. Volumetric average velocity vv is the same as the 
volumetric moisture flux through the silicone layer and velocity of shrinkage of the 
velocity vsc is the same as the total volumetric flux of moisture loss from the coating. 
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Here Vbot & Vtop are volumetric flux of moisture at coating-silicone and coating-air 
interfaces respectively.  is the specific volume of water assumed to be constant. In the 
numerical integration, the volume average velocity v
w
^
V
v and velocity of shrinkage vsc are 
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evaluated by using moisture concentration values predicted in the previous time step. The 
thicknesses of paper and silicone layer are assumed to be constant. 
 
3.5.2.1 Scaling of Parameters 
The system of partial differential equations 3.20 describing moisture transport in 
emulsion coating and 3.8 & 3.9 for moisture transport in paper along with boundary 
conditions are made dimensionless by using the following scaling parameters: 
  Length    Xco (Initial coating thickness) 
  Diffusion   Dco (Initial Diff. coeff. -moisture in coating) 
  Concentration   Cwo (Initial moisture conc.- coating) 
  Moisture Content  Uwo (Initial moisture content- Paper) 
Vapor Pressure Psat,in (Saturated vapor pressure at initial 
temperature Tin of the substrate) 
Time (to) (Xco2/ Dco) 
The scaled equations after simplifications are shown below. The scaled parameters are 
indicated by ~ at the top. 
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Similarly equations representing the boundary conditions are also scaled.  
 
3.5.2.2 Finite Element Representation 
The independent variables in the system of equations shown above are Cw, Uw and 
Pv. In finite element method the coating and the paper layer are divided into elements and 
the independent variables are interpolated with basis function through the corresponding 
coating and the paper. 
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nc is the number of nodes in the coating layer and np is the number of nodes in the paper 
layer. φi is the basis function and has a value of 1 at the node I, and zero at all other 
nodes. The times derivatives and the spatial derivatives are also interpolated in terms of 
the same basis function and substituted in the equations 3.21, 3.22 & 3.23. 
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3.5.2.3 Galerkin’s Method 
Galerkin’s method transform the partial differential equations represented by 
3.27, 3.28 & 3.29 into differential equations. The method weighs the residual of the 
equation 3.27, 3.28 & 3.29, with weighing functions φj, and integrates the residual across 
the corresponding coating and paper thickness. 
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          (3.30) 
Rcij is the residual of equation 3.7. Similarly residual for equation 3.28 (Ruij) & 3.29 (Rpij) 
are evaluated. Integration by parts reduces the order of the second term in the R.H.S from 
second order to first order. The temperature gradient across the coated substrate is 
neglected. The energy equation is not descritized because a lumped equation describes 
coating temperature. 
 
3.5.2.4 Matrix Representation  
The residual equations Rcij, Ruij & Rpij are a set of first order differential equations 
and can be arranged in combined matrix form. 
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    0=+• BXXA
BXAX 1−
• =       (3.31) 
A & B are square matrices of the order nc+2*np+1. The components of the matrices are 
given by the corresponding coefficients of the independent variables and time derivatives 
of the independent variables.  Vectors X and 
•
X  are the vectors of independent variables 
and their time derivatives.  The CVODE package (Cohen and Hindmarsh 1994) is used 
for solving the system of non-linear coupled ODE’s resulting from discretization 
(equation 3.31). It employs backward differentiation in time along with a predictor-
corrector scheme for automatic step-size control. Whole drying run takes less than a 
minute on a 1GHz Pentium III PC. 
 
3.5.3 Results 
Figure 3.7 shows predictions of residual moisture for drying a “base case” coating 
on silicone-coated paper. The relevant parameter values are given in Table 3.1. The 
coating is initially 20 µm thick, the silicone layer 0.01 µm and the paper layer 101 µm. 
The model predictions show that drying can be viewed as taking place in four 
consecutive stages: (1) the water permeates through the silicone layer and is absorbed by 
the paper; (2) the coating loses most of its moisture from the free surface and silicone 
interface while the paper from its own free surface (this rate of moisture loss is small 
compared to that at coating free surface). The second stage ends in a nearly dry coating 
while the paper layer still contains a significant amount of moisture; (3) the paper still 
loses moisture from its free surface and also back into the coating through the silicone 
layer; (4) the rate of loss of moisture from the paper-silicone interface is reduced, but the 
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moisture loss from paper free surface is still significant and eventually leads to a 
completely dry system. These four stages are indicated in Figure 3.7 and roughly 
demarked by vertical dashed lines. 
The four stages are also evident in the concentration profiles in the coating and 
paper (Fig. 3.8). Moisture diffusion from high to low concentration is shown by the 
arrows. Concentration gradients at the coating and paper free surfaces are caused by rapid 
evaporation into the drying air. Early on the gradients near the silicone layer indicate 
moisture transport from the coating into the paper through the silicone layer. A wet layer 
is formed in the paper layer near the silicone interface. The paper layer acts as an 
effective reservoir, absorbing moisture from the coating and thus increasing the rate of 
drying. However at longer times moisture returns from the paper to the coating, as seen 
from the change in slope of the concentration gradients near the silicone layer. 
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   Table 3.1: Parameters for Drying Simulation 
 
Dc 2x10-11 exp (5.1Cw) m2/s 
Dpf 2.7x10-5exp(10.0 Uw) m2/s 
Dpv 3.2x10-11 m2/s 
DSi  4x10-9 m2/s   (Comyn et. al. 2001) 
ρp 890 Kg/m3
ki 0.35 sec-1
kgc 15.3x10-2 m/s 
kgp 15.3x10-2 m/s 
hc 50 W/m2K 
hp 50 W/m2K 
S 6.954x10-3 Kg/m3 mm Hg  (Comyn et. al. 2001)
m 285.655-1.67*(T)  (Paltakari et. al. 1996) 
n 2.49-0.0120*(T)  (Paltakari et. al. 1996) 
εb 0.35 
εs 0.35  
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3.6 Parametric Study 
The base-case results discussed above demonstrate the role of the silicone layer in 
allowing moisture to transfer back and forth between coating and paper. The thickness 
and permeability of the silicone layer determine the exchange of water between the 
layers. Figure 3.9 shows the effect of the silicone layer thickness on the evolution of 
moisture content in the coating. As this thickness decreases, and with it the resistance to 
water transport, the initial rate of drying of the PSA increases. The resistance to mass 
transport is inversely proportional to thickness of the silicone layer (equation 5). For a 
silicone layer thicker than 10 µm the initial moisture profile is comparable to that for 
drying of PSA on an impermeable substrate. For a silicone layer thinner than 0.1 µm the 
moisture content is similar to one with no silicone layer. Although a thinner silicone layer 
results in an increase in initial drying rate, at longer times the residual moisture can be 
higher than that with a thicker silicone layers. Thinner silicone layers result in higher 
initial permeation rate of water from the PSA coating into the paper which acts as a 
reservoir and releases the water back into the coating when the coating is nearly dry. 
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The effect of silicone layer thickness is also shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, 
which plot the time required to remove 80% and 90% of the PSA moisture (called the 
80% and 90% drying time respectively) under base-case conditions. The 80% drying time 
of a PSA on an impermeable substrate is 0.2738 to (to -Diffusion time scale) and 
decreases with silicone thickness (Fig. 3.10). Clearly, the thinner the silicone layer, the 
more water gets into the paper through the silicone layer. The 80% drying time varies 
significantly from 0.273 to for a silicone layer thickness of 10 µm to 0.121 to for a 
silicone layer thickness of 0.01 µm.  
By contrast, the 90% drying time of a PSA on an impermeable substrate is 0.370 
to and increases with decreasing silicone layer thickness (Fig. 3.11). For a silicone layer 
thickness of 10 µm it is 0.367 to increasing to 0.601 to for a 0.01 µm silicone layer .The 
thinner the silicone layer, the greater the transport of moisture from the coating to the 
paper during stages 1 and 2. Consequently, during stage 3, more moisture from the paper 
is transported back to coating which sometimes might result in longer drying times.  
In practice there is usually a short period of slow drying between coating and the 
start of drying, called the “lag time” or “open time”. Open time is accounted for in the 
model by including a short period of low mass and heat transfer. When open time is long, 
upon coating, water transports through the silicone into the paper while little evaporation 
from the free surfaces goes on. When air impingement drying starts in the oven, there is 
significant evaporation from both free surfaces along with transfer of moisture form the 
PSA to the paper through the silicone. From Figure 3.10 it can be seen that for a silicone 
layer thicker than 10 µm, including the open time does not affect the 80 % drying time. 
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For a silicone layer thinner than 10 µm, increasing open time reduces drying time. From 
Figure 3.10, open time does not significantly affect the 90% drying time.  
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3.7 Conclusions 
A model for drying of a three-layer system consisting of a PSA coating, a silicone 
layer and paper is developed. The model treats the paper as a two-phase system and 
predicts that the drying of coating occurs in four stages: (1) permeation of water from 
coating to the paper through the silicone, (2) drying of coating, (3) moisture loss from 
paper back into the coating and (4) drying of paper.  The model also predicts that 
decreasing silicone layer thickness reduces the time for drying of PSA to moderately low 
residual moisture content and increases time for drying of PSA to low residual moisture 
content. Thus reducing silicone layer thickness aids drying of PSA to moderately low 
residual moisture content but retards drying of PSA to low moisture content. Increase in 
open time reduces the time for drying of PSA to moderately low residual moisture 
content. The developed mathematical model is useful optimization tool for drying of PSA 
coating resulting in reduced energy requirement of the processing equipments and better 
product quality control. The model is used for scale-up from bench scale (HADES) to 
pilot and industrial scale, resulting in shorter start-up time for new coatings, and drying 
equipment. 
The two-phase model for describing moisture transport through paper neglect the 
effect of moisture on the physical and transport properties of paper, assuming them to be 
constant. The current two-phase model is valid in the low moisture content regime, where 
the effect of moisture on properties of paper is not significant. But to model the drying of 
coating drying applied onto paper (direct method) and understanding of the effect of 
moisture on properties is required.  Swelling of paper on exposure to moisture is result of 
swelling of paper fiber and relaxation of inter and intra-fiber hydrogen bond. Chapter 3 
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describes a model for the predicting the cross-sectional shape of the paper fiber at various 
stages of drying and/or moisturization. 
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CHAPTER 4: SINGLE PAPER FIBER DEFORMATION 
  
Paper swells on exposure to moisture. Swelling of paper is the result of relaxation 
of inter & intra-fiber hydrogen bonds, and swelling of paper fibers. This chapter 
describes a model to predict swelling of paper fiber on exposure to moisture. The 
swelling of paper fiber is modeled as the deformation of thick walled elastic tube under 
imposed trans-mural pressure. The model predicts the cross-sectional shape of the paper 
fiber at various at various stages of drying and/or moisturization.  
 
4.1 Background 
Paper is a thin flexible, fibrous web consisting of cellulose fibers deposited upon 
each other, randomly oriented in the plane of the paper. The fibers are linked by 
hydrogen bonds, which form during drying and calendaring. Dry paper fibers exhibit a 
ribbon-like structure with width on the order of 25 µm, thickness of about 5 µm and 
length of about 1-2 mm. Wood is most commonly used source of cellulose fibers in 
paper.  
Wood is a cellular porous material, the cells of which show a great diversity in 
shape and size. Wood fibers for papermaking fall into two categories: Hardwood from 
deciduous trees and Softwood from coniferous trees. In softwood the principal cell or 
fiber elements are the tracheids. Tracheids are highly elongated lignified cells with 
tapering ends having an average length of about 3 to 5 mm. and an average diameter of 
0.03 mm. Tracheids constitute over 90 % of the volume of most softwood and are 
principal paper making cell (Casey 1960). Hardwood is more complex than softwood and 
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contains two principal cell types: wood fibers and vessels elements. The wood fibers, 
which are the predominating cell type, are elongated, thick-walled fibers having an 
average length slightly over 1mm and an average diameter of about 0.02 mm. The vessels 
are relatively short in length but have a large diameter (Casey 1960). The wood fibers, 
vessels and tracheids are aligned longitudinally in the wood (Bergander 2001). The main 
characteristic of hardwood pulp is short fibers, good bulk, opacity and, surface 
smoothness. The main characteristic of softwood pulp is long fibers and improved 
strength.   
The first stage in the paper making process is the making of pulp from wood. The 
pulping process separates the wood into individual fibers allowing the fibers to enter into 
a new random configuration within the paper material. The pulping process can be 
accomplished in two methods: Mechanical Pulping or Chemical Pulping. The mechanical 
process involves the reduction of wood or other raw material to fibrous state by 
mechanical means, generally grinding wood to pulp against a large grinding stone. The 
yield of the pulp is high by this process (about 95 %), but the pulp is of low purity and 
there is considerable fiber damage. Chemical processes involve cooking of the wood with 
chemicals, which selectively remove lignin holding the fibers together, and other 
impurities, thereby isolating and partially purifying the individual fibers. The yield would 
be expected much lower than in mechanical pulping, but the pulp purity is higher and 
there is relatively little fiber damage. 
 The second stage is the paper formation stage. Pulp blend is mixed with water 
creating a pulp/water mixture with 99% water. The mixture enters the paper machine 
through head box, which meters the mixture onto the continuously moving wire belt. The 
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water drains from the mixture through the wire belt. . The inter-fiber hydrogen bonding 
starts to develop when the moisture content falls below approximately 60% (Nilsson 
1996).  The pulp is further pressed and dried to remove the remaining water.  
 Calendaring is the final operation. The calendaring operation compresses the 
paper between a series of steel rolls or cotton rolls. As the calendaring increases, the 
sheet becomes smoother and glossier. 
 
4.2 Fiber Wall 
Wood consists of mainly three different polymeric substances: cellulose, 
hemicelluloses and lignin (Salmen, 1986). Cellulose and hemicelluloses are 
polysaccharide, the building block of which are carbohydrates with six and five carbon 
atoms respectively in each unit. Lignin in contrast consists of aromatic units. Cellulose 
and hemicelluloses are partly crystalline whereas lignin is amorphous (Bergander 2002). 
The body of the fibers is composed of cellulose and hemicelluloses; lignin serves as the 
glue connecting the fibers in the wood, although lignin is also present in the fiber wall.  
 
4.2.1 Microstructure 
Cellulose is the reinforcing material in the cell wall, giving strength and stiffness 
to the cell walls (Wagberg and Annergen, 1997). Linear cellulose molecules exhibit a 
strong tendency to form intra and intermolecular hydrogen bonded square shaped 
microfibrils (Revol, 1982). The sizes of these cellulose microfibrils vary from species to 
species. Theses microfibrils aggregate to form fibrils, which have a width ranging from 
14 to 20 nm (Duchesne and Danial, 2000; Hult et al., 2000). Cellulose fibrils are helically 
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embedded in the matrix of hemicelluloses and lignin. The structural arrangement of 
hemicelluloses and lignin is still under debate. There are indications that hemicelluloses 
show some degree of preferential orientation with the cellulose alignment. Selected 
delignification of cell wall results in decrease in cell wall thickness without reduction in 
width of the fiber, on the basis of which Stone et al. (1971) suggested tangential layer 
arrangement of lignin. Kerr and Goring (1975) suggest an interrupted lamella 
arrangement on the basis of electron microscope studies where the dimension of the 
lamella is greater in the tangential direction than in the radial direction. 
The softwood tracheid consists of five layers (Figure 4.1)(Emerton, 1982). The 
middle lamella is primarily made of lignin, supporting and binding wood fibers. The 
primary wall is extremely thin and is primarily made up of widely spaced fibrils together 
with hemicelluloses and pectin. The primary wall and middle lamella also referred as 
compound middle lamella are typically removed during pulping. The secondary wall of 
fibers constitutes major portion of the cell wall of most cell types. The secondary wall is 
made of three layers S1, S2 & S3, differing in composition and arrangement of the fibrils 
(Figure 4.1). The outer layer S3 of the secondary wall, next to the primary wall is thin, 
and contains the highest percentage of lignin of the secondary wall and serves primarily 
to hold the inner layers intact. The middle layer S2 of the secondary wall is thick and 
provides longitudinal strength to the fiber. The angle of cellulose fibrils with respect to 
the fiber central axis varies between the layers and controls the mechanical properties of 
the fiber.  (Stone, 1971; Page et al., 1977; Jang et al., 2001).  In the outer (S3) & the inner 
(S1) layers of the secondary wall the fibrils are wound at approximately right angle to the 
fiber axis, whereas in the S2 layer the fibrils are wound at a smaller angle, usually from 
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10 to 30 °. The smaller the fibril angle in the S2 layer, greater is the strength of the fiber. 
The transverse mechanical properties of the paper fiber depend on the fibril angle in the 
S3 and S1 layer of the fiber wall. 
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4.3 Single Fiber Deformation Model 
Paper is formed from a dilute aqueous fiber suspension. A pulp suspension settles 
on a mesh and is pressed to remove excess water. During dewatering and pressing, the 
fibers come in contact with each other as a result of mechanical and capillary forces. 
After pressing, water is present between the fibers, in the lumen, and in the fiber wall.  
Water evaporates first from between the fibers without significant morphological 
changes; then water diffuses from the lumen through the fiber wall.  The removal of 
water from lumen results in an increase in capillary pressure, which causes collapse of 
the fiber (Nanko and Oshawa, 1989). The fiber wall contains some pits or pores that 
disappear on drying so that the wall of a dried fiber is a non-porous solid (Topgaard, 
2002, Scallan, 1992, Stone and Scallan, 1966).   
On contacting dry paper with water or simply exposing paper to high humidity, 
the fibers expand (Forseth and Helle, 1998). Fiber expansion is the resultant of the 
swelling of the fiber wall and opening of the collapsed lumen (Figure 4.2). In chemically 
pulped fibers, swelling of the fiber wall is the dominant factor in fiber swelling (Scallan, 
1977; Skowronski, Lepoutre et al., 1988; Forseth and Helle, 1997; Enomae and Lepoutre, 
1998). In mechanically pulped fibers, recovery of tubular shape is the dominant factor in 
fiber swelling (Skowronski, Lepoutre et al., 1988; Lloyd and Dickson, 2000). Contact 
with water breaks hydrogen bonds and releases drying and calendaring stresses 
(Skowronski, 1990; Forseth and Helle, 1997; Retulainen, Moss et al., 1997). Forseth, 
Wiik et al. (1997) noted 70% recovery of the lumen opening for mechanically pulped 
fibers. The thicker the fiber wall, greater is the tubular shape recovery for mechanically 
pulped fibers (Forseth, Wiik et al., 1997). In the model described below, swelling of the 
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fiber wall is neglected. The change is cross-sectional shape of paper fiber during drying 
and/or moisturization is modeled similar to deformation of thick walled elastic tube under 
imposed trans-mural pressure (Jain and Cairncross, 2004). The effect of inter-fiber 
interaction on fiber deformation is neglected in the model described below. The predicted 
cross-sectional shape of the paper fiber during drying and/or moisturization is mapped 
onto unit cell model of paper structure as described in Chapter 5 to predict the effect of 
moisture on properties of paper. The predicted effect of moisture on properties of paper 
on coupling with two-phase model described in Chapter 3 would accurately describe 
moisture transport in paper.  
 
 
 
 
 
       (a)              (b)     (c) 
 
Moisturization Moisturization 
Drying Drying 
Figure 4.2: Schematic of paper fiber cross-sectional shape at various stages of drying 
and/or moisturization. The cross-sectional shape of paper fiber changes from 
(a) elliptical in the pulp slurry to (b) bi-lobed when partially dried to (c) 
ribbon-like shape in completely dry paper. 
 
 
 
 
 
The shape of the cross-section of the paper fiber after pressing and before entering 
the drying section is assumed to be elliptical. During drying and calendaring the shape of 
the cross-section of the paper fibers changes from elliptical to ribbon-like. On 
moisturization the paper fiber cross-section shape tends to revert back to its initial shape 
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i.e. elliptical (Figure 4.2). The change in cross-sectional shape of paper fibers during 
drying, calendaring and re-moisturization is modeled as deformation of a thick walled 
tube under imposed trans-mural pressure using a finite elements solid mechanics 
package, ABAQUS. To simulate the fiber collapse during drying, it is assumed that the 
pressure in the interior of the tube is less that the pressure on the exterior of the tube, i.e. 
water in the tube is under tension via capillary pressure. The model predicts the cross-
sectional shape of the paper fiber during drying and/or moisturization. The swelling of 
paper fiber wall is significant in chemically pulped fibers as compared to mechanically 
pulped fibers. In the current model the swelling of paper fiber wall is neglected. For a 
roughly elliptical fiber, due to symmetry only a quarter of the domain is solved.  
Figure 4.3 shows a schematic of the 2-dimensional computational domain along 
with the equations and boundary conditions for deformation of a paper fiber under trans-
mural pressure. The stress field in the fiber wall is described by Cauchy’s equation of 
momentum conservation at mechanical equilibrium: 
0=•∇ T      (4.1) 
T  is the stress tensor. On the inner surface of the paper fiber the normal stress acting on 
the tube is equal to the trans-mural pressure and the tangential stress is zero. 
fiber of surfaceInner  
0:
:
⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫=
−=
Tnt
PTnn c   (4.2) 
cP  is the trans-mural pressure, positive corresponds to fiber dilation and negative 
corresponds to fiber collapse. n  & t  are unit vectors normal and tangent to the surfaces 
of the fiber with convention that n  always points outward. On the outer surface of the 
fiber, both the normal and tangential stresses are zero. 
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fiber of surfaceOuter  
0:
0:
⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫=
=
Tnt
Tnn
  (4.3) 
The displacements perpendicular to the symmetry plane are zero. 
0=xu  @ X symmetry plane   (4.4) 
0=yu  @ Y symmetry plane   (4.5) 
ux and uy are displacements along the x axis and y axis respectively. Stress and strain are 
related by isotropic Hooke’s constitutive law, neglecting the fiber wall anisotropy (Cave 
1968).  
     ijijijij UUT µδλ 2+=     (4.6) 
Here λ and µ are Lame elastic constants and δij is the Kronecker delta. Tij and Uij are the 
components of the stress tensor and Lagrangian finite strain tensor. 
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of computational domain, governing equations and boundary 
conditions for predicting deformation of a paper fiber under imposed trans-
mural pressure. Because of symmetry the computational domain is reduced 
to a quarter of the fiber.  
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The convergence of the predicted solution is a function of level of descritization 
also control parameters Rvα and Cvα. Rvα is the convergence criterion for the ratio of the 
largest residual to the corresponding average flux norm for convergence and Cvα is the 
convergence criterion for the ratio of the largest solution correction to the largest 
corresponding incremental solution. Convergence of the solution was tested using the x 
co-ordinate of the fiber wall corner along the x-axis as the convergence parameter. Figure 
4.4 shows the plot of the convergence parameter v/s number of nodes for control 
parameters Rvα = 5x10-4 and Cvα =10-3.  The convergence plot exhibits a converged 
solution on descritizing the computational domain into more than 1020 nodes 
corresponding to 961 elements. For the predictions presented in this thesis the fiber wall 
is discretized into 1221 nodes corresponding to 1152 elements with plane stress bi-
quadratic elements.  The elements on the symmetry plane, at the corners of the fiber wall 
are necklaced to be amenable to the extreme deformation at the corners (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.4: Plot for convergence parameter (x co-ordinate of the fiber all corner along 
the x-axis) versus number of nodes for control parameters Rvα = 5x10-4 and 
Cvα =10-3. 
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 On fiber deformation the opposite surfaces of the lumen come in contact (Figure 
4.2(b)). To model the self-contact on the lumen surface, a rigid analytical surface is 
created coinciding with the symmetry plane (Y symmetry plane). The contact is modeled 
as a two-dimensional contact between the slave node and rigid surface with small sliding 
in ABAQUS. A sample ABAQUS input file is shown in Appendix D. The rigid analytical 
surface is the “master surface” and inner surface of the fiber wall is the “slave surface”. A 
kinematic constraint is enforced which ensures that the slave nodes do not penetrate the 
master surface. On lumen surface self-contact there would be formation of hydrogen 
bonds. On modeling the interaction between hydrogen-bonded surfaces similar to Van 
der Waals non-retarded interaction (Israelachvili, 1991) with hamaker constants 
measured by Rutland et al (1997), the maximum interaction pressure is estimated equal to 
3.57x104 Pa. The trans-mural pressure acting on the lumen surfaces on buckling for the 
base case paper fiber is of the order of 108 Pa, thus the effect of hydrogen bond on the 
fiber deformation is neglected.  
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4.4 Experimental Validation 
The single fiber deformation model (Section 4.3) is experimentally validated by 
comparing the model predictions with deformation of thick walled silicone rubber tube 
under imposed trans-mural pressure. Figure 4.5 shows the schematic of the experimental 
set-up used for studying the deformation of silicone rubber tube under vacuum. Andrew 
Fallis, an undergraduate student in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Drexel 
University, performed the experiments. The silicone rubber tube initially has an elliptical 
cross-section with outer major axis dimension of 0.95 cm and minor axis dimension of 
0.94 cm with wall thickness of 0.16 cm. The Young’s modulus of the tube material is 
measured with an INSTRON and is equal to 2.86 MPa. Silicone rubber tube deforms on 
creating a vacuum inside the tube using a vacuum pump. The maximum dimensions of 
the tube along the orthogonal directions (X, Y) are measured using micrometer screw 
gauge, along with the corresponding deforming vacuum pressure using vacuum gauge. 
Figure 4.6 shows the comparison between the model predictions and the experimental 
measurements. At low values of the vacuum pressure (Pc/E< 0.016) there is no significant 
change in the dimension of the tube cross-section in the X and Y direction. At the point 
of the buckling (Pc/E ~ 0.016) there is sudden increase the cross-section dimension in the 
X direction and decrease in Y direction. Buckling here is defined by the first state in the 
formation of bi-lobed structure. Buckling could also be defined at the stage where the 
cross-section starts to deviate from elliptical shape. After the buckling there is again no 
significant change in the cross-sectional dimensions. The model prediction compares well 
with the experimental measurements. The model also accurately predicts the onset and 
end of the buckling of the tube, thus validating the model for deformation of thick walled 
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tube under imposed trans-mural pressure. This model is further used on the micro scale to 
study the deformation of paper fiber during drying and/or moisturization. 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of experimental set-up for studying deformation of silicone rubber 
tube under vacuum pressure. 
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4.5 Results 
As a base case for predicting fiber deformation, the shape of the fiber is taken to 
be elliptical with the inner major and minor axis length 7.5 µm and 5.0 µm, respectively 
(Figure 4.3). The fiber wall thickness is 5.0 µm. For a given geometry, deformation of 
paper fiber is function of only ratio of the trans-mural pressure (Pc) to Young’s modulus 
(E). The fiber wall is assumed to be nearly incompressible (Poisson ratio 0.49).  
 Figure 4.7 shows the plot for change in fiber cross-sectional area (total and 
lumen) with absolute Pc/E. There are three zones of deformation, (I) nearly elliptical 
compression of the fiber, (II) buckling of the fiber leading to a bi-lobed shape and (III) 
collapse of fiber to a ribbon-like shape. In zone I (Figure 4.7), with increase in Pc/E, 
cross-section of the paper fiber maintains an approximately elliptical shape with an 
increase in the major axis and a decrease in minor axis. In zone II (Figure 4.7), with 
increase in Pc/E, the paper fiber buckles leading to self-contact of the lumen surface. The 
location of maximum y dimension (Ymax) of the fiber surface shifts away from X 
symmetry plane resulting in formation of hump. The size of the hump (difference 
between Ymax and y dimension at the X symmetry plane of the fiber surface) increases 
with increase in Pc/E. There exists a kink in the plot on self-contact of lumen surface 
((Pc/E)=0.035). In zone III (Figure 4.7), with increase in Pc/E, lumen area decreases until 
it becomes zero and size of the hump decreases. The lumen surface self-contact area 
increases, completely closing the lumen opening resulting in ribbon-like cross-section for 
the paper fiber. 
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In the predictions presented above it is assumed that the fiber wall is single layer 
homogeneous structure. But as discussed in Section 4.2, paper fiber wall is a three layer 
composite (S1, S2 & S3 layer). The S1, S2 & S3 layers exhibit varying mechanical 
properties.  Figure 4.8 presents results for the deformation of paper fiber, taking into 
account the three layers in the fiber wall composite. Berg and Gradin (1999) predicted the 
mechanical properties of the three layers (S1, S2 & S3) for softwood summerwood fiber, 
using the micromechanical lamination theory (Halpin, 1984). The Young’s modulus of 
S1 layer is 6.7 GPa, S2 layer is 9.9 GPa and S3 layer is 9.55 GPa (Berg and Gradin, 
1999) is used for the predictions. The thickness of the S1 layer is 0.15 µm, S2 layer is 4 
µm and S3 layer is 0.05 µm. The predictions for deformation of paper fiber considering 
the variation in the mechanical properties of the three layers and that using the single 
layer fiber wall are identical. The lumen surface self-contact it predicted to occur at 
Pc/E_S2 layer ~ 0.027, for both the three-layer fiber wall model and the single layer fiber 
wall model.   
On decreasing the stiffness of the S1 and S3 layer the qualitative nature of the plot 
remains the same. The lumen surface self-contact is predicted to occur at lower Pc/E_S2 
layer (Pc/E_S2 layer ~ 0.024), due to decrease in the effective stiffness of the fiber wall.  
On increasing the stiffness of the S1 and S3 layer the qualitative nature of the plot 
remains the same. The lumen surface self-contact is predicted to occur at higher Pc/E_S2 
layer (Pc/E_S2 layer ~ 0.04), due to increase in the effective stiffness of the fiber wall. 
Thus the deformation the paper fiber can be modeled using a homogenous single layer 
fiber wall model with effective Young’s modulus of the fiber wall, instead of the 
complicated three-layer fiber wall model. 
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The effective Young’s modulus of paper fiber (Efib) is strongly dependent on 
moisture concentration in the fiber wall (Caulfield and Nissan 1997). Increase in moisture 
concentration results in decrease in Efib by an order of magnitude. The presence of 
moisture in the fiber wall and therefore the effect of moisture concentration on Efib is 
neglected in the previous predictions. Paper fiber wall is a laminate made up of helically 
arrange cellulose fibrils in reinforcing matrix of lignin and hemicelluloses (Berg and 
Gradin, 1999). The Young’s modulus of the paper fiber wall composite is predicted from 
the mechanical properties of its components using the Halpin-Tsai (Halpin 1984) micro-
mechanical model 
    llhhccfib VEVEVEE ++=      (4.7)  
Here E is the Young’s modulus and V is the volume fraction. Subscript fib is for the fiber 
wall. Subscripts c, h and l are for cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin.   The mechanical 
properties of cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin, and it dependence on moisture 
concentration has been extensively studied (Sakurada, et al. 1962; Goring, 1971; Cousins, 
1976 & 1978; Bodig 1982 & Salmen 1986). Using the Halpin-Tsai micro-mechanical 
model and the dependence of mechanical properties of the components of the fiber wall 
composite on moisture concentration, the relation between Young’s modulus and 
moisture concentration in the fiber wall is predicted in Figure 4.9. Table 4.1 gives the 
sample composition for soft summerwood fiber. The results show decrease in Young’s 
modulus of paper by 2 GPa, on wetting. The micromechanical model over-predicts the 
Efib, as it does not account for opening up of the pores in the fiber wall on wetting 
(Maloney, 2000). 
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Table 4.1: Composition of Softwood Summerwood Fiber Wall 
 Cellulose Hemicelluloses Lignin 
Mass fraction 28 31 41 
Vol frac 0.261888 0.280887 0.457225 
  (Berg and Gradin, 1999) 
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Figure 4.9: Predicted effect of equilibrium RH on the Young’s Modulus (Efib) of fiber 
wall using the Halpin Tsai micromechanical lamination theory (equation 
4.6). 
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Figure 4.10 shows an outline for predicting the sorption isotherm of paper from 
the properties of the paper fiber. The predicted dependence of Efib on moisture content is 
incorporated in the single fiber deformation model to predict the sorption isotherm of 
paper. The equilibrium moisture content of the fiber wall is predicted from the sorption 
isotherm of it components. Absorption of moisture by cellulose is neglected due to its 
crystalline nature. The sorption isotherm of hemicelluloses and lignin is obtained from 
Cousins (1976 & 1978). The moisture content of the fiber wall is given by equation 4.8. 
lhc
leqlheqh
eqfib MMM
MUMU
U ++
+= ,,,     (4.8) 
Here U is the moisture content and has units of weight of water / dry weight. M is the 
mass of the components in the fiber wall.  Subscript fib is for fiber wall. Subscripts c, h 
and l are for cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin. Subscript eq denotes in equilibrium 
with vapor pressure Pv. 
 Assuming that the trans-mural pressure (Pc) is equal to capillary pressure; the 
trans-mural pressure is estimated from equilibrium vapor pressure using Kelvin’s 
equation: 
    ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛=
o
v
w
gg
c P
P
V
TR
P ln     (4.9) 
Pv and Po are vapor pressure and saturated vapor pressure of air at temperature T. For all 
the predictions the temperature Tg is 298 K. Rg is the universal gas constant and wV is 
molar specific liquid volume of water. Ratio of trans-mural pressure to Young’s modulus 
of paper (Pc/Efib) is related to lumen cross –sectional area (Alumen) using the plot in Figure 
4.7 predicted by the single fiber deformation model. Assuming the lumen of paper fiber 
to be filled with liquid water; then the lumen moisture content (Ulumen) is ratio of mass of 
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water in the lumen to mass of fiber wall. The assumption of lumen filled is exactly true in 
the low moisture content regime, but the assumption has been made for obtaining 
approximate predictions of the sorption isotherm. 
   
lhc
lumenw
lumen MMM
AU ++=
ρ
     (4.10) 
The total moisture content for a hypothetical paper, where the moisture is present only in 
the lumen and fiber wall is given by equation 4.10. 
    lumenfibpaper UUU +=      (4.11) 
Here Upaper is the moisture content and has units of weight of water / weight of bone-dry 
paper. Figure 4.11 shows the prediction of the sorption isotherm of paper. Up to 4% RH 
there is no significant contribution of fiber wall moisture content toward total moisture as 
compared to lumen moisture content. Lumen moisture content increases sharply in the 
range of 4-8 % relative humidity and than plateaus. The fiber wall moisture content 
increases gradually. Above 98% RH, moisture contained in the fiber wall moisture 
content is greater than the moisture contained in the lumen. The sorption isotherm model 
described here is limited by the assumption of no moisture present in the inter-fiber pore 
space and liquid filled lumen. 
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Figure 4.11: Predicted sorption isotherm from the single fiber deformation model for a 
hypothetical paper where the moisture is present only in the lumen and fiber 
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4.6 Conclusions 
icting deformation of a single paper fiber during drying and/or 
re-mois
ct the cross-sectional shape 
of a pap
effective Young’s modulus of a paper fiber (Efib) is strongly dependent on 
moistur
of paper, which further affects 
the tra
A model for pred
turization is described. The single fiber deformation model was validated by 
comparing the model predictions to experimental measurements for deformation of 
silicone rubber tube under an imposed trans-mural pressure.  
The single fiber deformation model was used to predi
er fiber at various stages of drying and re-moisturizing, neglecting swelling of the 
fiber wall.  
The 
e concentration in the fiber wall. The effect of moisture on Young’s modulus of 
paper fiber is predicted from the mechanical properties of its components using the 
Halpin Tsai micromechanical theory. A road map to predict the sorption of paper from 
the single fiber deformation model from the properties of it components (cellulose, 
hemicelluloses and lignin) and composition is presented.  
Swelling of paper fibers affects the pore structure 
nsport properties of paper. In Chapter 5 the predictions from the single fiber 
deformation model are mapped onto a unit cell model of the paper structure to predict the 
effect of moisture on the physical and transport properties of paper. 
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CHAPTER 5: UNIT CELL MODEL OF PAPER STRUCTURE AND 
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES IN PAPER 
 
Dry paper is made up of ribbon shaped paper fibers randomly oriented in the 
plane of the paper. Paper swells on exposure to moisture due to relaxation of the drying 
stresses and swelling of paper fiber. In Chapter 4, a single fiber deformation model was 
described to predict the cross-sectional shape of the paper at various stages of drying 
and/or moisturization. Swelling of paper fiber affects the pore structure of paper, which 
further affects the transport properties of paper. In this chapter the paper structure is 
represented by idealized unit cell models. The predicted cross-sectional shape of paper 
fiber during the various stages of drying and/or moisturization are mapped onto the unit 
cell models to predict the properties of paper.  
 
5.1 Background 
Paper is a composite made up of hydrogen bonded cellulose fibers randomly 
oriented in the plane of the paper. Paper exhibits bi-continuous medium composed of 
fiber space and pore space, both well connected to each other (Samuelson 2002). The 
effect of moisture on the physical and transport properties of paper has been mostly 
studied experimentally (Baggerud, 2004 & Uesaka, 1994). Nilsson and Stenstrom (1995 
& 1997) predicted the transport properties of paper, representing the structure of paper in 
from of two-dimensional array of paper fibers. Goel, Ramaswamy et al., (2002) and 
Ramaswamy, Huang et al., (2001) considered the three dimensional porous structure of 
paper obtained by X-ray microtomography and simulated random walk numerical 
experiments to predict transport properties of paper. Goel, Ramaswamy et al. (2002) and 
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Ramaswamy, Huang et al. (2001) approach can predict the transport properties of paper 
from its structure, but it does not give any information about the different parameters 
(e.g. moisture content, equilibrium vapor pressure, mechanical properties of paper fiber, 
porosity etc.) affecting transport properties of paper. Ramarao et al. (2003) suggests a 
need for 3D idealized representation of paper structure to study the effect of porosity and 
tortuosity on the transport properties of paper.  
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5.2 Unit Cell Model of Paper Structure 
Paper is made up of ribbon-like fibers randomly oriented in the plane of paper. 
The random paper structure is represented as an array of repeating unit cells for 
predicting the effect of moisture on the properties of paper. Unit cell model predicts the 
properties of paper from its microstructure, thus relating microstructure to macroscopic 
properties. One of the limitations of the unit cell approach is that random orientation and 
size distribution has a significant effect on the properties of paper, which cannot be 
accounted by unit cell. The paper structure is idealized using two unit cell model 
representations: 2D unit cell and 3D unit cell. 
 
5.2.1 2D Unit Cell 
The unit cell in Figure 5.1(a) corresponds to a paper structure consisting of a 2D 
array of paper fibers. Fibers in adjacent layers are parallel to each other, stacked and in 
contact. Fibers in the same layer are parallel to each other and have space between them. 
During drying, evaporation of water between paper fibers leads to capillary forces at the 
contact area between fibers; the effect of these forces on fiber deformation is neglected. 
The height of the unit cell (Ly) is equal to twice the Ymax (maximum y co-ordinate of the 
outer surface of the fiber) of the outer surface of the paper fiber predicted from single 
fiber deformation model 
   surface)Outer (Fiber   2 maxYLy =    (5.1) 
The length (Lx) of the unit cell is calculated from the measured porosity (φdry) of dry paper 
made up of ribbon shaped paper fibers. 
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ydry
fibWall
x L
A
L
)1( φ−=     (5.2) 
AfibWall is the total cross-sectional area of completely deformed (ribbon-shape) paper fiber. 
Lx is assumed to be constant, i.e. independent of fiber deformation. The solid region in the 
unit cell corresponds to the space occupied by fibers and the meshed region correspond to 
macro-pore space. In the 2-D unit cell the paper fibers are not in contact in the transverse 
direction, thus the paper would fall apart and the suggested paper structure is not realistic. 
But this is just the first approximation of paper structure, the 2D unit cell could be further 
modified into staggered arrangements instead of the regular stack arrangement presented 
above. 
 
5.2.2 3D Unit Cell 
Figure 5.1(b) displays a 3D unit cell of paper fiber. Fibers in adjacent layers are 
perpendicular to each other and in contact. Fibers in the same layer are parallel to each 
other and have space between them. The dimensions of the unit cell are calculated using 
same equations (5.1 & 5.2) as that for the 2D unit cell. The depth of the unit cell (Lz) is 
equal to length of the unit cell (Lz = Lx). 
 
5.3 Predicted Properties of Paper 
The predictions from the single fiber deformation model are mapped onto the unit 
cell model of paper structure to predict the effect of moisture on the porosity and water 
vapor diffusion coefficient in inter-fiber pore space in paper. The outer surface profile of 
the paper fiber predicted from the single fiber deformation solved using ABAQUS is 
saved into a text file. The text file is imported into MATLAB. Using MATLAB 
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geometric commands, the surface profile predicted from ABAQUS is mapped onto the 
unit cells. Due to limitation of MATLAB and FEMLAB the fibers cannot be allowed to 
contact with each other, there is a small clearance between the fibers. 
 
5.3.1 Porosity 
Pore space in dry paper exists between paper fiber and in the lumen. Total 
porosity (φTotal) takes into account the pore space between the fiber, the fiber wall and the 
lumen. Apparent porosity (φApparent) only accounts for the pores space between the paper 
fibers. The predicted porosity of the 2D and 3D unit cell are equal and are given by 
equations 5.3 & 5.4.  
   
cell
fibwallcell
Total V
VV −=φ     (5.3) 
   
cell
lumenfibwallcell
Apparent V
VVV )( +−=φ    (5.4) 
Here Vfibwall is fiber volume in unit cell, Vlumen is lumen volume in the unit cell and Vcell is 
unit cell volume. The shape of the fiber wall is predicted from single fiber deformation 
model volume of the fiber and the lumen is calculated by multiplying lumen cross-
sectional area and total fiber cross-sectional area with the unit cell length. A porosity 
isotherm (Figure 5.2) is created by repeating fiber deformation calculation at various RH 
(as shown in Figure 4.11) and calculating porosities by equation 5.3 & 5.4 for paper made 
up of the base case paper fiber. The Kelvin’s equation is used to relate RH to Pc The 
effect of moisture on the mechanical properties of paper fiber is neglected for all the 
predictions presented in this chapter. For all predictions presented in this chapter Efib = 
8.8 GPa. Apparent pore space is the one that contributes to vapor diffusion through paper, 
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affecting the transport properties of paper. At high relative humidity the total porosity is 
greater than apparent porosity due to significant contributions of lumen pore volume. The 
wet total porosity of paper is 0.61 and apparent porosity of paper is 0.45. The 
contribution of lumen pore volume to total porosity decreases with decrease in relative 
humidity due to closing of the lumen, decreasing the gap between the predictions of total 
and apparent porosity. On drying of paper, at the start of buckling total porosity is 0.52 
and apparent porosity is 0.38. At the end of buckling defined by lumen surface self-
contact the total porosity is 0.33 and apparent porosity is 0.29. In the completely dry state 
(zero equilibrium relative humidity) the paper fibers are ribbon-like with no contribution 
from lumen to total porosity. In the dry paper the total and apparent porosity, both equal 
to 0.26. As seen from the plot the difference between the total porosity and apparent 
porosity decreases with decrease in RH due to decrease in lumen pore volume 
contribution towards total porosity.  
Figure 5.3 shows predicted effect of equilibrium relative humidity (RH) on 
apparent porosity of paper for three values of Young’s modulus (Efib) of the fiber wall. 
Apparent porosity increases with increase in Efib for constant RH i.e. stiffer fibers 
collapse less as compared to slender fibers.  
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5.3.2 Effective Diffusion Coefficient 
The effective diffusion coefficients for standard periodic structures have been 
predicted analytically (Maxwell 1873; Rayleigh 1892; Brydges 1975; Perkins 1979). 
Maxwell (1873) proposed an analytical expression (equation 5.5) for effective diffusion 
for a medium made up of impenetrable spheres. 
s
s
g
eff
D
D
φ
φ
+
−=
2
)1(2     (5.5) 
Here φs is the fraction of the volume occupied by solid spheres. Maxwell (1873), for 
deriving the above expression assumed that flow across a sphere is independent of that 
across other spheres, thus the medium is assumed to be of high porosity. Similarly, 
Rayleigh (1892) proposed an analytical expression (equation 5.6) for effective diffusion 
coefficient for medium made up of impenetrable cylinders.  
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Here φs is the fraction of the volume occupied by solid cylinders. Rayleigh (1892) also 
assumed that the flow across a cylinder is independent of that across other spheres, thus 
the medium is assumed to be of high porosity. Perkins (1979) proposed an analytical 
expression for predicting flow across a medium made up of impenetrable cylinders 
arranged in hexagonal array (equation 5.7) and square array (equation 5.8) 
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Perkins (1979) did account for the interactive effect of flow across adjacent cylinders.  
There exists no analytical model for predicting the effective diffusion coefficient for the 
proposed unit cell model of paper structure (Figure 5.1). In this section the effective 
diffusion coefficient of paper is predicted by numerically solving steady state diffusion 
equation in the macro pore space.  
 
5.3.2.1  Steady State Diffusion Model 
The moisture transport in the pore space between the fibers in the idealized unit 
cell (Figure 5.4) is described by steady state diffusion through stagnant air: 
        (5.9) 02 =∇ CDo
C is scaled concentration of water vapor in air and Do is diffusion coefficient of water 
vapor in air (m2/s). Concentration boundary conditions are applied at the inflow and 
outflow plane.  
    C = Cin  @ y=0    (5.10) 
    C = Cout @ y=L    (5.11) 
Cin and Cout are the scaled water vapor concentrations at the inflow and the outflow plane. 
No flux conditions are applied at the fiber surfaces. Symmetry conditions are used at the 
four transverse sides of the unit cell. With this set of equation, steady-state diffusion 
occurs in the macro-pore space between upper and lower surfaces of the unit cell. From 
the predicted flux through the unit cell and the imposed concentration difference, an 
effective diffusion coefficient is estimated: 
   ∫ ∇•−= PlaneInflowzxoutin
y
o
eff Cn
LLCC
L
D
D
 
ds 1   (5.12) 
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Deff is the effective diffusion coefficient of water vapor in paper. The shape of a fiber 
predicted from the single fiber deformation model is mapped onto the unit cell using 
MATLAB. The inter-fiber pore space is meshed and imported into multiphysics finite 
element package FEMLAB for diffusion predictions. Sample FEMLAB input file is 
shown in Appendix E. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Schematic of 2D computational do
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 of water vapor in paper. 
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5.3.2.2 odel Validation 
The proposed technique for predicting the effective diffusion coefficient of a 
medium represented by a unit cell solving steady stage diffusion equation in the pore 
space with concentration boundary condition with equation (5.12) is validated by 
comparing the predictions with an analytical model. Figure (5.5) shows a comparison 
between effective diffusion coefficients for a medium made of impenetrable spheres 
predicted using the technique described in Section 5.3.2.1 and analytical model proposed 
by Maxwell (1873) (equation 5.5).  Maxwell’s model is applicable in the high porosity 
regime where there is no interaction between flow across the impenetrable spheres in the 
medium. The numerical model predictions compare well with the analytical model in the 
high porosity regime (φ > 0.75). In the low porosity regime the numerical model 
predictions deviate from the analytical model. This validates our numerical model 
(Section 5.3.1.1) for predicting effective diffusion coefficient of a medium from a unit 
cell representation by solving steady state diffusion equation in the pore space. 
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5.3.2.3 Experimental Validation 
Figure 5.6 shows the comparison between experimental measurements and model 
predictions of the effective diffusion coefficient as a function of porosity (RH = 0 %). 
Several sets of experimental data are included in the plot.  The data from the literature 
sources (Nilsson & Stenstrom, 1995 and Goel, Ramaswamy et al., 2002) did not include 
dimensions of the paper fibers and resulted in much lower diffusion coefficients than 
predicted by our model.  We measured water vapor effective diffusion coefficients in 
paper made up of fibers with average dimension equal to base case paper fiber using the 
Mocon-Permatran W-100K and the Upright Cup experiment according to the ASTM 
E96-94. Idealized 3D unit cell model predictions of effective diffusion compares well 
with the experimental measurements. The 3D unit cell model predicts higher effective 
diffusion coefficient than experimentally measured by Nilsson & Stenstrom, 1995 and 
Goel, Ramaswamy et al., 2002. The disagreement between the model and experimental 
measurements from literature is due to lack of information of dimension and stage of 
deformation of paper fiber (equilibrium relative humidity) of the paper used for the 
experiments. 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of 3D Unit Cell model predictions with experimental data from 
Mocon Permatran W-100K & Upright Cup experiment for a fine paper with 
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5.3.2.3 Model Predictions 
e prediction of effective diffusion coefficient in paper in the 
transve
xhibits three regimes of behavior: a 
collaps
Figure 5.7 shows th
rse (thickness) direction versus relative humidity for the unit cells shown in Figure 
5.1(a) and Figure 5.1(b). The effective diffusion coefficient curves for 2D and 3D unit 
cell are qualitatively similar. There is a sharp increase in effective diffusion coefficient in 
the range of 12-20 % relative humidity. The 3D unit cell model predicts lower diffusion 
coefficients than 2D unit cell model due higher tortuosity. There are three primary factors 
that affect the magnitude of the predicted effective diffusion coefficient: length of the 
unit cell in the diffusion direction (Ly), the smallest cross-sectional area for diffusion 
(Ainflow) and tortuosity (τ). The effective diffusion coefficient is directly proportional to 
Ainflow and inversely proportional to Ly & tortuosity. 
The effective diffusion coefficient curve e
ed fiber region (0-12 % relative humidity, zone III), a transition region (12-20 % 
relative humidity, zone II) and an open fiber region (20-100 % relative humidity, zone I). 
In the collapsed fiber region of the curve (0-12 % RH), the effective diffusion coefficient 
increases approximately linearly with relative humidity. The slow rise in effective 
diffusion coefficient in this region is mainly caused by an increase in Ainflow as the fiber 
shape changes from ribbon-like to bi-lobed (zone III in Fig 5.7). In the transition region 
(12-20 % RH), there is a sharp increase in the effective diffusion coefficient. In this 
region fiber cross-section shape changes from bi-lobed to approximately elliptical (zone 
II in Figure 5.7), with a corresponding rapid increase in Ainflow without much increase in 
Ly. In the transition region there is a kink at 15 % relative humidity, which appears to be 
related to the final disappearance of the bi-lobed shape. In the open fiber region (20-100 
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% relative humidity), effective diffusion coefficient increases at lower rate than the 
collapsed fiber and the transition region. The fiber cross-section maintains an 
approximate shape with decrease in major axis and increase in minor axis (zone I in 
Figure 5.7). The rate of increase on minor axis and rate of decrease of major axis with 
relative humidity are comparable, therefore rate of increase of Ainflow and Ly are 
comparable resulting in low rate of increase of effective diffusion coefficient with 
relative humidity.  
Figure 5.8 shows the predictions of the diffusion coefficient in paper in the 
transve
n Figure 5.7 are for thick walled paper fibers, but real 
paper f
rse and in-plane direction. The effective diffusion coefficient in the plane of paper 
is greater in the machine direction than in the cross direction due to preferential 
orientation of paper fiber in the machine direction. The 3D unit cell model of paper 
structure does not differentiate between machine and cross direction in the plane of paper, 
as it assumes the paper fibers to be perpendicular to each other. The 3D unit cell model 
predicts higher effective diffusion coefficient in the in-plane directions than in the 
transverse direction. The difference between the effective diffusion coefficient in paper in 
the transverse and in-plane direction in paper at RH ~ 1 depends on the ellipticity of the 
paper fiber in the wet state. The difference between the effective diffusion coefficient in 
paper in the transverse and in-plane direction in paper at RH ~ 0 (dry paper) depends on 
the thickness of the paper fiber. 
The predictions shown i
ibers often exhibit a range of wall thicknesses. We define a wall thickness ratio as 
ratio of fiber wall thickness to length of major axis of the fiber in the undeformed state. 
 
state undeformedin  AxisMajor  ofLenght 
Thickness Fiber Wall  Ratio Thickness =  (5.13) 
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Figure 5.9 shows the effect of fiber wall thickness ratio and relative hu
effective diffusion coefficient of paper. For the base case results shown in Figure 5.7, the 
midity on the 
thickness ratio is 1.0. Decrease in thickness of paper fibers results in smoothening of the 
relationship between effective diffusion coefficient and relative humidity. Paper made 
with thinner paper fibers exhibit lower effective diffusion coefficient due to lower 
apparent porosity of paper.  
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The effective diffusion coefficient is a strong function of the porosity of paper. 
The po
 
rosity of paper is dependent on the dry porosity of the paper and on equilibrium 
relative humidity. Figure 5.10 shows the plot of the predicted effect of change in porosity 
of paper on the effective diffusion coefficient for 3D unit cell model of paper. For the 
solid line in the plot, the porosity of the paper is varied by changing the unit cell size, in 
the dry state (i.e. RH = 0 and paper fiber cross-section is ribbon-like), which is equivalent 
to changing the dry porosity. For the dotted line in the plot the porosity of paper varies by 
changing equilibrium RH. The cross-sectional shape of the paper fiber changes with RH, 
and the unit cell size is constant (Lx = 18 µm, which corresponds to dry porosity of 0.27). 
On changing the porosity of dry paper by changing cell size, the predicted effective 
diffusion coefficient increases approximately linearly with porosity. This corresponds 
well with the general approach of modeling transport through porous media where 
effective diffusion coefficient is considered to be directly proportional to porosity. On 
changing porosity of dry paper by changing RH, effective diffusion coefficient increases 
with increase in porosity, but the relationship cannot be described by a simple analytical 
expression. 
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Figure 5.11 and 5.12 show the relation between effective diffusion coefficient, 
porosit
 
   
y and tortuosity of paper for paper fiber thickness ratio of 1 and 0.33 respectively. 
The porosity change in paper is achieved by changing the equilibrium relative humidity.  
 The relation between effective diffusion coefficient, porosity and tortuosity is give
equation 5.14. 
τ
φ oApparent
eff
D
D =     (5.14) 
Here φ Apparent is the apparent porosity and τ is the tortuosity of the paper. F
diffusio
or paper made 
up of thick-walled paper fibers (thickness ratio =1, Figure 5.9), diffusion coefficient and 
porosity of paper increases monotonically with increase in relative humidity, but 
tortuosity does not decrease monotonically with relative humidity. This non-monotonic 
relation between tortuosity and relative humidity is a result of buckling of the paper fiber.  
For paper made up of thin walled paper fibers (thickness ratio = 0.33, Figure 5.9), 
n coefficient in pore space increases and tortuosity decreases monotonically with 
relative humidity, but apparent porosity does not increase monotonically with relative 
humidity. For paper made up of thin paper fiber, on buckling of paper fiber, change in 
paper fiber volume is greater than change in unit cell volume with relative humidity 
resulting in the non-monotonic relation between porosity and relative humidity (Figure 
5.13). Unit cell model of paper along with single fiber deformation model is a useful tool 
for predicting macroscopic properties of paper as a function of equilibrium relative 
humidity from it microstructure. 
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5.4 Conclusions 
er presents idealized unit cell models of paper structure. The predicted 
cross-s
icro-structural model to predict 
macros
This chapt
ectional shapes of paper fiber during drying and/or moisturization are mapped 
onto unit cell model of paper structure to predict the porosity and effective water vapor 
diffusion coefficient of paper. Papers made up of stiffer fibers swell more on 
moisturization as compared to soft fibers resulting in higher porosity. Mass transport 
equations are solved in the macro-pore space of the unit cell to predict effective diffusion 
coefficients of paper. A 3D idealized unit cell model of paper structure predicts lower 
effective diffusion coefficient than 2D due to the increase in tortuosity. Effective 
diffusion coefficient of paper is function of dry porosity and equilibrium relative 
humidity. Predictions of effective diffusion coefficient from idealized 3D unit cell model 
of paper compares well with our experimental measurements for paper made up of fibers 
with average dimension equal to base case paper fiber. 
Chapter 4 & 5 presents a microscopic, m
copic transport properties of paper as a function of equilibrium relative humidity 
(Figure 1.1). The model requires limited parameters (geometry of paper fiber, dry 
porosity of paper and Young Modulus (E) of the fiber wall) and predicts the macroscopic 
properties from these fundamental parameters. This theory lays the groundwork (road 
map) for the more precise predictions including additional mechanisms such as fiber wall 
swelling.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSIONS 
  
This thesis describes a model for moisture transport through paper and coatings 
applied on a silicone-coated paper substrate. This work also describes a methodology for 
predicting the macroscopic properties of paper from it microstructure. Chapter 2 
describes a high airflow drying experimental set-up (HADES) for simulating industrial 
drying conditions on the bench scale. Chapter 3 describes a three-layer model for drying 
of water-based coatings applied on silicone coated paper substrate. Chapter 4 & 5 
describe a constitutive model of paper (Figure 6.1) to predict the effect of moisture on the 
physical and transport properties of paper from its microstructure. Chapter 4 describes a 
single fiber deformation model for predicting the cross-sectional shape of the paper fiber 
at various stages of drying and/or moisturization. Predictions from the single fiber 
deformation model (Chapter 4) are mapped onto unit cell models of paper structure in 
Chapter 5 to predict the effect of moisture on the properties of paper. The constitutive 
model of paper on coupling with macroscopic model for moisture transport in paper 
(Appendix F) would be able to accurately predict moisture transport in paper over the 
whole range of moisture content (Figure 6.1) and would aid in developing a model to 
predict drying of a PSA coating on an uncoated paper, in the manufacture of tapes. This 
chapter summarizes the conclusions from Chapters 2-5 and provides recommendations 
for future research directions. 
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Figure 6.1: Coupling micro scale constitutive model of paper with model of paper with 
model for moisture transport in paper (reproduced from Figure 1.3).  
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6.1 HADES 
 The drying intensities of industrial dryers are characterized by heater transfer 
coefficients (HTC). From experimental measurements on the High Airflow Drying 
Experimental Set-up (HADES) presented in Chapter 2, measured HTCs increase from 22 
W/(m2 K) to 55 W/(m2 K) with increase in airflow rate, indicating that HADES can 
simulate single impingement nozzle dryers. In HADES, the residual moisture content in a 
coating during drying is measured using Diffuse Reflectance Fourier Transform Near 
Infrared (DR/FTNIR) spectroscopy, which could also be used for online monitoring of 
the drying systems. HADES has been successfully used to study the drying kinetics of 
organic solvent and water-based coatings on polymer and silicone coated paper substrate 
under industrial drying conditions. 
 
6.2 3-Layer Model 
A model for drying of a three-layer system consisting of an emulsion coating, a 
silicone layer and paper was developed and described in Chapter 3. The model predicts 
that the drying of a coating supported on silicone-coated paper can be roughly divided 
into four stages: (1) permeation of water from the coating layer to the paper through the 
silicone layer, (2) drying of the coating layer, (3) moisture loss from the paper layer back 
into the coating layer and (4) drying of paper layer. The silicone layer, which is a thin 
semi-permeable coating between the paper and emulsion layer mediates moisture 
transport between the coating and the paper layer. The model predicts that decreasing the 
silicone layer thickness reduces the time for drying of an emulsion coating when 
moderately low residual moisture content is desired. However decreasing the silicone 
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layer thickness increases time for drying of emulsion coating when low residual moisture 
content is desired. Thus reducing the silicone layer thickness aids in the drying of coating 
to moderately low residual moisture content but retards drying of coating to low moisture 
content. Increase in open time reduces the time for drying of coating to moderately low 
residual moisture content. The combination of the three layer mathematical model and 
experimental data from HADES is useful optimization tool for improving drying of PSA 
coatings in label manufacturing, with potential to reduce energy requirements of the 
processing equipment and improve product quality control.  
 
6.3 Single Fiber Deformation Model 
Paper swells on exposure to moisture. Swelling of paper is a result of relaxation 
of the intra and inter-fiber hydrogen bonds and swelling of paper fibers. Changes in the 
cross-sectional shape of a paper fiber were modeled as deformation of a thick walled 
elastic tube under an imposed trans-mural pressure difference (Chapter 4). The model 
predicts the cross-sectional shape of paper fiber at various drying and re-moisturizing 
stages, neglecting swelling of the fiber wall. Sorption isotherms of paper are presented 
based on the cross-sectional shape of paper fiber, relating the trans-mural pressure to 
relative humidity by Kelvin’s equation and assuming that water is present only in the 
lumen and the fiber wall. Stiffer fibers (higher Young’s modulus (E)) collapse less as 
compared to soft fibers (lower Young’s modulus (E)), thus paper made up of stiffer fibers 
exhibit higher equilibrium lumen moisture content compared to that made up of soft 
fibers. 
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6.4 Unit-Cell Model of Paper Structure 
The cross-sectional shape of paper fibers predicted from the single fiber 
deformation model is mapped onto an idealized unit cell model of paper structure to 
predict a porosity isotherm of paper (Chapter 5). Stiffer paper fibers swell more as 
compared to soft paper fibers resulting in higher porosity paper. The diffusion equation is 
solved in the macro pore space of the unit cell to predict the effective diffusion 
coefficients of water vapor in paper in the transverse and in-plane direction. Predictions 
of effective diffusion coefficients from an idealized 3D unit cell model of paper compare 
well with our experimental measurements for paper made up of fibers with average 
dimension equal to the base case paper fiber. 
The Single fiber deformation model of Chapter 4 and the Unit cell of approach 
Chapter 5 combine to make a microscopic, micro-structural model to predict macroscopic 
transport properties of paper as a function of equilibrium relative humidity. The model 
requires a limited number of physical and geometric parameters: geometry of the paper 
fibers, dry porosity of the paper and Young’s Modulus (E) of the fiber wall. From these 
fundamental property parameters the constitutive model of paper (Figure 6.1) predicts the 
effect of changes in relative humidity on several macroscopic properties: moisture 
content, porosity, thickness, and effective diffusion coefficients (transverse and in-plane) 
in the pore space.  
 
6.5 Recommendation For Future Research Directions 
The thesis describes a model for moisture transport through paper and coatings 
applied on a silicone-coated paper substrate. One of the future research directions would 
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be to extend this model to drying of water based emulsion coating applied onto an 
uncoated paper substrate. For this extension, a model for moisture transport in paper 
applicable over whole range of moisture content in paper is needed. The two-phase model 
for moisture transport in paper is applicable in the low moisture content regime with no 
liquid water in the pore space. A multi-mechanistic model for moisture transport through 
paper applicable from high moisture (with liquid water in pore space) to low moisture 
content (with no liquid water in pore space) has been developed based on the model for 
moisture transport in wood proposed by Stanish et al., (1986) (Appendix F).  
Initial predictions from the multi-mechanistic model for moisture loss from drying 
of a paper initially soaked in liquid do not compare well with experimental 
measurements.  A likely cause of this discrepancy is that paper swells on moisturization 
and shrinks on drying, which is not included in the model. In the paper soaked with water 
the pore space and the paper fibers are saturated with water. As the paper dries it shrinks, 
resulting in decrease in thickness and porosity of the paper. In the current two-phase 
model and multi-mechanistic model for moisture transport through paper, the porosity 
(ε), thickness of paper (Xp) and diffusion coefficient in the pore space (liquid water & 
water vapor) are assumed to be constant. A relation between moisture content and 
physical and transport properties of paper is needed to make this model more generally 
applicable. 
The relation between moisture and properties of paper can either be measured 
experimentally or predicted using an appropriate model of paper structure. The porosity 
of paper as a function of equilibrium relative humidity can be measured using SEM 
images of cross-sections of paper and/or X-ray micro-tomography. The transport 
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properties of paper can be measured by a twin-cell experiment with paper as a barrier for 
moisture transport between the cells, similar to the MOCON Permatran. The property 
relationships can also be predicted based on the methodology described in Chapters 4 and 
5.  
The theory and predictions presented in this thesis, specifically in Chapters 4 and 
5 has resulted in some fundamental questions for future research: 
1. What is the physical state of moisture in the lumen of paper fibers at 
lower relative humidity? 
2. What are the factors affecting deformation of paper fibers during various 
stages of drying and/or moisturization? 
3. How will inter-fiber interaction affect paper fiber deformation? 
4. How does distribution of paper fiber sizes and orientation affect the 
properties of paper? 
Answers to these questions will improve the predictions of the constitutive model (Figure 
6.1) of paper. 
 In this thesis it is assumed that moisture present in the lumen of the paper fiber is 
always in liquid state. In the wet state (paper soaked in water), water is present between 
the fibers, in the lumen, and in the fiber wall. Liquid pressure in the lumen is equal to the 
ambient pressure. Based on experimental evidence that collapse of a paper fiber is 
reversible (Forseth, 1997), we hypothesized in Chapter 4, that the collapse and expansion 
is driven by changes in pressure of liquid water within the lumen of the paper fiber. On 
drying of wet paper, water evaporates first from between the fibers without significant 
morphological changes; then water diffuses from the lumen through the fiber wall.  The 
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removal of water from the lumen results in lower liquid pressure in the lumen than the 
ambient pressure, which causes collapse of the fiber (Nanko and Oshawa, 1989), 
eventually leading to a ribbon-like fiber. The single fiber deformation model described in 
Chapter 4 models the deformation of a paper fiber due to lower liquid pressure in the 
lumen than ambient pressure. Kelvin’s equation is used to relate the difference between 
liquid pressure in the lumen and ambient pressure (defined as trans-mural pressure (Pc)) 
to equilibrium relative humidity (RH). This use of the Kelvin equation to relate trans-
mural pressure to relative humidity is equivalent to assuming that the trans-mural 
pressure (Pc) is equal to the capillary pressure of liquid in the lumen, where the capillary 
menisci are either positioned at the fiber ends or within small micro-pores called pits in 
the fiber wall and fiber deformation is driven by capillary pressure.  
On further drying, liquid water in the lumen may be replaced by water vapor due 
to reduced pressure in the lumen, which is the source of the first fundamental question for 
future research, “What is the physical state of moisture in the lumen at lower relative 
humidity?”  If the state of moisture in the lumen does transform to the vapor state at low 
relative humidity, then another mechanism (other than trans-mural pressure caused by 
capillary forces) must be responsible for maintaining the fiber in the collapsed state.  
Several possibilities exist including plastic deformation of the fiber wall and collapse of 
micro pores in fiber wall.  To develop an improved model of fiber shrinkage, it will be 
necessary to determine which mechanisms are really responsible for reversible shrinkage 
and expansion of paper fibers.  
Fiber wall shrinkage is due to loss of moisture absorbed in the fiber matrix 
(cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin) and collapse of nano-pores in the fiber wall. The 
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collapse of nano-pores in the fiber wall results in intra-fiber hydrogen bonding which 
affects the stiffness (Efib) of the fiber wall. The single fiber deformation model described 
in Chapter 4 is applicable in the high moisture content regime (with liquid water in the 
lumen) and does not take into account the effect of non-uniform fiber wall shrinkage, and 
non-uniform Young’s modulus (due to moisture gradient in the fiber wall) on the 
deformation of paper fiber. 
A coupled three dimensional model of solid deformation and moisture diffusion 
in the fiber wall including the effect of moisture on fiber wall thickness and stiffness 
(Efib) should be developed. Along with the coupled single fiber deformation model, 
experiments to ascertain the physical state of moisture in the fiber lumen would be an 
area of future research. The predictions from the single fiber deformation model should 
be experimentally validated by observing swelling of paper fiber on moisturization under 
the microscope. The predictions from the improved single fiber deformation model would 
help understand the effect of various physical processes (capillary pressure, loss of liquid 
water from the lumen and shrinkage of the fiber wall) on the deformation of paper fiber 
during drying and/or moisturization and extend the validity of the model to moisture 
content regime.  
The predictions from the single fiber deformation (Chapter 4) are mapped onto 
unit cell model of paper structure (Chapter 5) to predict the properties of paper, thus we 
neglect the effect of inter-fiber interaction (Nanko, 1995) on the deformation of paper 
fiber. A three dimensional single fiber deformation model with fibers arranged as shown 
in the unit cell of Figure 5.1 accounting for inter-fiber interaction should be developed. 
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The improved unit cell model would be able to predict stress evolution in paper during 
drying and/or moisturization. 
 The fibers in paper exhibit a range of sizes and orientation in paper. The 
distribution of fiber size and orientation can be accounted in the unit cell model by the 
proposed two methods. A first approach would be to use a larger unit cell accounting for 
distribution in sizes and orientation of the fibers in paper. A second approach would be to 
use the unit cell models of paper structure presented in Chapter 5 with the fiber sizes and 
orientations observed in paper and then use the weighted average of the predicted 
properties of paper based on distribution of size and orientation of fibers in paper.  
The improvements in the single fiber deformation model and the unit cell model 
of paper structure will provide a better constitutive model of paper structure (Figure 6.1). 
The constitutive model of paper could then be coupled with the multi-mechanistic model 
for moisture transport through paper (Figure 6.1) for improved predictions over whole 
range of moisture content (Appendix F).  
The one-dimensional model for drying of a coating directly applied onto paper 
should be extended to two and three dimensions. Two and three dimensional models for 
drying of a coating applied on paper would be able to predict the effect of various 
parameters on the smoothness of the coating. The improved unit cell model would be 
able to predict stress evolution in paper during drying and/or moisturization, which on 
coupling with two and three dimensional models for drying of a coating applied on 
uncoated and silicone coated paper would be able to predict onset of curling of the web, 
thus resulting in better products. 
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APPENDIX A: CALIBRATION CURVE FOR ESTIMATING MOISTURE 
CONTENT IN COATING FROM NIR SPECTRUM 
 
This appendix describes the procedure for measuring the calibration used in 
Chapter 2 for estimating residual moisture content in the dry coating form its near-IR 
spectrum. The calibration curve is generated using gravimetric technique. Poly 
(propylene) sheet is coated with a coating of an acrylate emulsion. A circular piece of 3.0 
inch diameter is cut from the coated substrate and placed on a weighing scale. The 
weighing scale is placed exactly under the IR source with the IR detector. The coating is 
allowed to dry under room conditions. The weight of the coating is recorded and 
corresponding near-IR spectrum scan of the coating is captured for that weight. This is 
continued at a regular interval for 60 minutes. The coating is than dried in an oven for 60 
minutes at 100 °C and than scanned to obtain the dry spectrum (Chapter 2). The last 
spectrum of the coating was subtracted from all the initial spectra so as to get the spectra 
of only water (assuming water concentration be the only varying component). The 
difference between the initial and the final weight gives the amount of water present in 
the coating at the start of the experiment which on dividing by the coating area give the 
water content of coating per unit area. Similarly water content of coating per unit area 
corresponding to each NIR spectra is calculated.  Figure A.1 exhibits a plot of water 
content of coating per unit area v/s the corrected area for peak of the corresponding 
spectrum at wave number 5200 cm-1 (Chapter 2). The corrected area is known to be 
directly proportional to amount of the corresponding component present in the line of IR 
light. This was further verified from the calibration plot. The non-linearity in the 
calibration plot at low moisture coat weight is due to the increase in noise in the NIR 
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spectrum of the coating. The calibration plot is used to predict moisture content of the 
coating from the corrected area under the peak of the subtracted spectrum at wave 
number 5200 cm-1.  
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Figure A.1: Calibration curve for drying of water based acrylate emulsion coating on 
paper using corrected are under the peak at 5200 cm-1. 
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APPENDIX B: DRYING CODE 
  
 This appendix describes the code used to solve the 3-layer model for drying of 
PSA coating applied on silicone coated paper (release liner) substrate, described in 
chapter 3, section 3.5, to study the effect of silicone layer thickness on drying time. This 
code can also be used for solving the for drying of PSA coating and paper on 
impermeable substrate developed in chapter 3, section 3.2 & 3.4 respectively by setting 
the moisture diffusion coefficient in paper to zero. The section first lists the main 
program code and than the subroutines. The subroutine Cvode (Cohen and Hindmarsh 
2001), which is the time integrator is not listed because it is readily available from the 
website www.netlib.org. The purpose of each subroutine is described at the start of each 
subroutine. The input to the program is provided via an input file “data.txt” shown in 
Figure B.1. The “#” sign is used to indicate the start and end of the comment in the input 
file. The dry code is first linked with Cvode files before execution.  The results of the 
code are stored into data files that are opened in the main program. These files can be 
opened in the Microsoft Excel for analysis. Residual moisture content in the coating and 
paper layer at each time is stored in output file “time.txt”. More detailed information 
about the moisture concentration profile in the coating and paper layers is stored in output 
files “coat.txt”, “moist.txt” and “coat.txt”. Information about tickness of coating, coating 
shrinkage velocity and volume average velocity is stored in output file “testf.txt”  
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20  #Number of elements in coating#  
20  #Number of elements in paper# 
2  #Order of basis function# 
0.9  #Eccentricity for the mesh# 
1.0  #1 for shrinking and 0 for non shrinking coating# 
0.39  #Initial solvent concentration of coating gm/cc# 
0.1003 #Initial moisture content of coating# 
1.0  #Specific volume of solvent cc/gm# 
7.1e-7 #Diffusion coefficient of solvent in coating# 
4.9e-5 #Diffusion coefficient of solvent in silicone# 
9.069e-2 #Diffusion coefficient of vapor# 
8.3e-7 #Diffusion coefficient of solvent in fiber# 
15.3  #Mass transfer coefficient coating side# 
15.3  #Mass transfer coefficient paper side# 
50e-4  #Heat transfer coefficient coating side# 
50.0e-4 #Heat transfer coefficient paper side# 
0.35  #Intra-fiber mass transfer coefficient 0.35# 
0.35  #bulk Porosity of paper# 
0.35  #Surface porosity# 
0.809  #Density of paper# 
2.23  #Density of glass# 
0.002  #Thickness of coating# 
1e-5  #Thickness of silicone layer# 
0.0101 #Thickness of paper layer# 
0.0  #Thickness of glass layer   0.3175# 
295.3  #Initial coating temperature# 
360.92 #Drying air temperature# 
2200  #IR bulb temperature# 
1.8e-15 #radiation constant# 
4.18  #Heat capacity of water# 
1.3  #Heat capacity of paper# 
0.779  #Heat capacity of glass# 
2500.0 #Heat of vaporization of water# 
1.56e-4 #Final moisture coat weight# 
1  #print parameter# 
0.0  #Time in second for time lag#  
0  #1 for equilibrating after drying and 0 for not #    
 
 
 
Figure B.1: Sample input data file data.txt for the drying code 
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/*Standard header files*/ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
 
/*Header files for Cvode time integrator*/ 
#include "llnltyps.h"  
#include "cvode.h"     
#include "llnlmath.h" 
#include "cvdense.h"   
#include "nvector.h"   
#include "dense.h"     
 
/*Defining data structure in Cvode*/ 
#define Ith(v,i)    N_VIth(v,i)         /*Ith Numbers components 
1..NEQ */ 
#define IJth(A,i,j) DENSE_ELEM(A,i,j)  /*IJth numbers rows,cols 
1..NEQ */ 
 
 
/*Defining tolerances for convergence*/ 
#define RTOL  1e-14  /*scalar relative tolerance            */ 
#define ATOL1 1e-25 /*vector absolute tolerance components 
for coating conc and moisture content*/ 
#define ATOL2 1e-20 /*vector absolute tolerance for vapor 
pressure*/ 
#define ATOL3 1e-14 
 
#define T0    0.0   /* initial time           */ 
#define T1    5e-5  /* first output time    */ 
#define TMULT 1.0   /* output time factor   */ 
#define NOUT  1000  /* Data output frequency factor */ 
 
/*File pointers for storing predicted results from the code*/ 
FILE *fp, *fp_coat, fp_vapor, *fp_moist, *fp_time, *result, *test, 
*sithick; 
 
/*Data structure for transferring data between subroutines*/ 
typedef struct 
{int n;  /*Total number of unknowns (problem size)*/ 
 int nep;  /*Number of elements in the paper layer*/ 
 int nec;  /*Number of elements in the coating layer*/ 
 int mov;  /*Switch for static & moving mesh in the coating*/ 
 integer nnp; /*Number of nodes in paper layer*/ 
 integer nnc; /*Number of nodes in coating layer*/ 
 integer order; /*Order of the basis function*/ 
 real Cin;  /*Initial moisture concentration in the coating*/ 
 real Uin;  /*Initial moisture content of paper fiber*/ 
 real Dcin;  /*Initial moisture diffusion coefficient in coating*/ 
 real Dpvin; /*Initial water diffusion coefficient in air*/ 
 real Dpfin; /*Initial moisture diffusion coeff. in paper fiber*/ 
 real Dsin;  /*Moisture diffusion coefficient in silicone */ 
 real charC; /*Characteristic coating concentration scale */ 
 real charU; /*Characteristic moisture content scale*/ 
 real charL; /*Characteristic length scale*/ 
 real charD; /*Characteristic diffusion coefficient scale*/ 
 real charP; /*Characteristic vapor pressure scale*/ 
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 real chart; /*Characteristic time scale*/ 
 real Lc;  /*Coating layer thickness*/ 
 real Lp;  /*Paper layer thickness*/ 
 real Lsi  /*Silicone layer thickness*/ 
 real Lg;  /*Glass plate thickness*/ 
 real kmc;  /*MTC at coating-air interface*/ 
 real kmp;  /*MTC at paper-air interface*/ 
 real Ki;  /*Inter–phase MTC*/ 
 real kco;   
 real kpo; 
 real rhop;  /*Density of paper*/ 
 real rhog;  /*Density of glass*/ 
 real spv;  /*Specific volume of water*/ 
 real pore;  /*Bulk Porosity of paper*/ 
 real supore; /*Surface porosity of paper*/ 
 real eta;  /*Mesh stretching parameter*/ 
 real khp;  /*HTC at paper-air interface*/ 
 real khpo; 
 real khc;  /*HTC at coating-air interface*/ 
 real khco; 
 real Tino;  
 real Tin;  /*Initial temperature of the coating substrate*/ 
 real Ta;  /*Temperature of the drying air*/ 
 real Tao; 
 real Tr;  /*Temperature of the IR lamp heating element*/ 
 real Tro; 
 real hv;  /*Heat of evaporation*/ 
 real radc;  /*IR lamp radiation constant*/ 
 real cpp;  /*Heat capacity of paper*/ 
 real cpg;  /*Heat capacity of the glass plate*/ 
 real cpw;  /*Heat capacity of liquid water*/ 
 real rfinal; /*Final residual moisture in drying substrate*/ 
 int printp; 
 real tlag;  /*Lag time*/ 
 real **M1;  /*Mass matrix for the coating layer*/ 
 real **M2;  /*Mass matrix for the paper layer*/ 
 real *dXin; 
 integer a; 
 int remoist; 
 int lag; 
    }*UserData; 
 
 
/*Declaration of the subroutines for the code*/ 
double **Create_Mat( int n); 
 
void free_Mat(double **Mat, int n); 
 
static void PrintFinalStats(long int iopt[]); 
extern void fmesh(int fne, int fel,real flength, real feta, real *fx, 
real *fdelta); 
 
void fCoatWeight(N_Vector fX, void *f_data,real *fRc,real *fRpv,real 
*fRpf); 
 
int Nop(int elno,int nodeno, int order); 
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real Phi(int a, real b, real delta, int order); 
 
real Phith(int a, real b, real delta, int order); 
 
void lu_factor(real **fA, int fsize); 
 
void lu_solve(real **fA,real fX[], int fsize); 
 
static void f(int fn,real ft,N_Vector fXin,N_Vector fXdot,void *f_data  
); 
 
static void F_print(N_Vector fXin,real ft, int fnnc, int fnnp,real fRc, 
real fRpv, real fRpf, UserData data ); 
 
double Satp(double T); 
 
double Paperequl(double U, double T); 
 
double FibD(double U,UserData data); 
 
double CwD(double C, UserData data); 
 
double PvD(double P, UserData data); 
 
double Deltaps( double U, double T, UserData data); 
 
double Alphac(double C, double T, UserData data); 
 
double Gammacs(double C, double T, UserData data); 
 
void Change_line(FILE* ); 
 
void Read(UserData  ); 
 
void Write(UserData ); 
 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/**************************Main Program ****************************/ 
 
main() 
{ 
   real ropt[OPT_SIZE], reltol, t, tout,var1; 
   long int iopt[OPT_SIZE]; 
   N_Vector X, abstol, dXdt; 
   void *cvode_mem; 
   int iout, flag,printpar; 
 int i,j,n,nnp,nnc,order,nbf,layer,el,g,a,b; 
 real pore,rhop,temp,Mw,R,mu1,mu2,Pec; 
  real charC,charU,charD,charL,chart,charP,Psat,nDsi,nLsi,Pin; 
   double deltax,mx,GP[3],GW[3],**M1,**M2,factor,*dXin,eta; 
 double alphac,gammacs,deltaps; 
 real Rc,Rpv,Rpf,TotR,Pep; 
 int too_much_work = 0, cont_integ =1, flag1; 
 int NE[2]; 
     UserData data; 
 double flux_si; 
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 double sia,sib,var2,var3,var4,var5; 
 
 /*Structure for transferring data*/ 
 data=(UserData)malloc(sizeof *data); 
 Read(data); 
 Write(data); 
 data->lag=0; 
 if(!(sithick = fopen("sithick.txt","w"))) 
        printf("File sithick.txt cannot be opened"); 
 var2=data->khp; 
 var3=data->khc; 
 var4=data->kmp; 
 var5=data->kmc; 
 
 for(var1=1.0;var1<3.0;var1=var1+0.1) 
 { 
    data->khp=var2*var1; 
    data->khc=var3*var1; 
    data->kmp=var4*var1; 
    data->kmc=var5*var1; 
     
/*Opening file to write the output*/ 
          if(!(fp = fopen("testf.txt","w"))) 
        printf("File testf.txt cannot be opened"); 
 
          if(!(fp_coat = fopen("coat.txt","w"))) 
        printf("File coat.txt cannot be opened"); 
   
   if(!(fp_vapor = fopen("vapor.txt","w"))) 
        printf("File vapor.txt cannot be opened"); 
 
   if(!(result = fopen("result.txt","w"))) 
        printf("File result.txt cannot be opened"); 
 
          if(!(fp_moist = fopen("moist.txt","w"))) 
        printf("File moist.txt cannot be opened"); 
 
          if(!(fp_time = fopen("time.txt","w"))) 
        printf("File time.txt cannot be opened"); 
         
   if(!(test = fopen("test.txt","w"))) 
        printf("File test.txt cannot be opened"); 
     
  
 
 fprintf(fp_coat,"VARIABLES=\"x\",\"c\",\"t\"\n"); 
 
/*************************Initialization *****************************/ 
/*****************************************************************/ 
 nnp=data->order*data->nep+1; 
 nnc=data->order*data->nec+1; 
 n=(nnc+2*nnp)+6; 
 order=data->order; 
  nbf=order+1; 
 
 pore=data->pore; 
 rhop=data->rhop; 
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   temp=data->Tin; 
 eta=data->eta; 
 Psat=Satp(data->Tin); 
  
 /* Antoine Coefficients */ 
 Mw=18.0; 
 R=62356; 
 
 /* scaling of variables */ 
  charC=data->Cin; 
 charU=data->Uin; 
 charD=data->Dcin; 
 charL=data->Lc; 
 chart=(charL*charL)/charD; 
 data->chart=chart; 
 charP=Psat; 
 
 /*Initializing the HTC,MTC and Temperature for implementing the 
lag */ 
 data->kco=data->kmc; 
 data->kpo=data->kmp; 
 data->khco=data->khc; 
 data->khpo=data->khp; 
 data->Tino=data->Tin; 
 data->Tao=data->Ta; 
 data->Tro=data->Tr; 
    
  /*Non-dimensionalizing*/ 
 nDsi=data->Dsin/charD;  
 nLsi=data->Lsi/charL; 
 
 X = N_VNew(n, NULL);      
 dXdt = N_VNew(n, NULL);   
  abstol = N_VNew(n, NULL); 
 
 /*Time derivatice*/ 
 dXin=(double*)calloc(n,sizeof(double)); 
 data->dXin=(double*)calloc(n,sizeof(double)); 
 
  
 
 /*Initialization*/ 
 /* coating concentrations */ 
  for(i=0;i<nnc;i++) 
 { 
  Ith(X,i)=data->Cin/charC; 
    dXin[i]=0; 
 } 
 /* Paltakari equilibrium model Pin=P/Psat*/ 
 Pin=Paperequl(data->Uin, temp); 
 /* water partial pressure in paper */ 
  for(i=nnc;i<(nnc+nnp);i++) 
 { 
  Ith(X,i)=Pin; 
  dXin[i]=0; 
 } 
 /* water moisture content in fibers */ 
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 for(i=(nnc+nnp);i<(nnc+2*nnp);i++) 
 { 
  Ith(X,i)=1; 
  dXin[i]=0; 
 } 
 Ith(X,(n-4))=temp; 
  
 mu1=data->rhop*data->Uin/data->Cin; 
 mu2=(Mw*Satp(Ith(X,(n-4)))/R*Ith(X,(n-4)))/data->Cin; 
 deltaps=Deltaps(Ith(X,(nnc+2*nnp-1)),Ith(X,(n-4)),data ); 
 gammacs=Gammacs(Ith(X,0),Ith(X,(n-4)),data); 
  
flux_si=(-1.0)*(nDsi/nLsi)*(deltaps*mu1*Ith(X,nnc+2*nnp-1)-
gammacs*Ith(X,0)); 
 
/*rate of volumetric loss of solvent per unit area from Paper 
silicone interface*/ 
 Ith(X,(n-6))=0; 
 dXin[n-6]=data->spv*(data->Uin*data->rhop/mu1)*flux_si; 
 
/*rate of volumetric loss of solvent per unit area from Paper air 
interface*/ 
 Ith(X,(n-5))=0; 
 Pep=data->kmp*charL/charD; 
 dXin[n-5]=0; 
 
/*rate of volumetric loss of solvent per unit area from  Coating 
silicone interface*/ 
   dXin[n-2]= data->mov*(-1.0)*(data->spv*data->Cin)*flux_si; 
 Ith(X,(n-2))=0; 
  
/*rate of volumetric loss of solvent per unit area from Coating-
air interface*/ 
 Pec=data->kmc*charL/charD; 
dXin[n-1]=data->mov*(data->spv*data->Cin)*Pec*(mu2*Ith(X,(nnc-
1))-0); 
 Ith(X,(n-1))=0; 
  
 /*Initial coating thickness and velocity of shrinking*/ 
 Ith(X,(n-3))=data->Lc/charL; 
 dXin[n-3]= (-1.)*dXin[n-2]-dXin[n-1]; 
 
 Rc=0; 
 Rpf=0; 
  
 /*rate of change of temperature temperature */ 
 dXin[n-4]=0; 
  
/*Setting up the mass matrix **********************************/ 
 
 NE[0]=data->nec; 
 NE[1]=data->nep;  
 
  
 GP[0]=0.1127016654; 
 GW[0]=0.555555555/2; 
 GP[1]=0.5; 
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 GW[1]=0.888888889/2; 
 GP[2]=0.8872983346; 
 GW[2]=0.555555555/2; 
  
 /*Creating mass matrix*/ 
 M1=Create_Mat(nnc); 
 M2=Create_Mat(nnp); 
 
 for(i=0;i<nnc;i++) 
 { 
  for(j=0;j<nnc;j++) 
  { 
   M1[i][j]=0; 
  } 
 } 
 for(i=0;i<nnp;i++) 
 { 
  for(j=0;j<nnp;j++) 
  { 
   M2[i][j]=0; 
  } 
 }  
 
  for(layer=0;layer<2;layer++) 
 { 
  for(el=0;el<NE[layer];el++) 
  { 
   mx=0; 
   deltax=0; 
   fmesh(NE[layer],el,1.0,eta,&mx,&deltax); 
   for(g=0;g<3;g++) 
   { 
 
    factor=deltax*GW[g]; 
         
    for(i=0;i<nbf;i++) 
    { 
     for(j=0;j<nbf;j++) 
     { 
      if(layer==0) 
      { 
       b=Nop(el,j,data->order); 
       a=Nop(el,i,data->order); 
M1[a][b]=M1[a][b]   
+factor*Phi(i,GP[g],deltax,data-
>order) 
        *Phi(j,GP[g],deltax,data->order); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       a=Nop(el,i,data->order); 
       b=Nop(el,j,data->order); 
     M2[a][b]=M2[a][b] 
 +factor*Phi(i,GP[g],deltax,data-
>order) 
      *Phi(j,GP[g],deltax,data->order); 
      } 
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     }/*End of row loop*/ 
    }/*End of column loop*/ 
 
   }/*End of gauss loop*/ 
  }/*End of element loop*/ 
 }/*End of layer loop*/ 
  
/*Factoring the mass matrix*/ 
   lu_factor(M1,nnc); 
   lu_factor(M2,nnp); 
 
 
   /*Setting up the data struct*/ 
  data->M1=Create_Mat(nnc); 
  data->M2=Create_Mat(nnp); 
    for(i=0;i<nnc;i++) 
         { 
            for(j=0;j<nnc;j++) 
               { 
   data->M1[i][j]=M1[i][j]; 
   } 
       } 
  for(i=0;i<nnp;i++) 
         { 
            for(j=0;j<nnp;j++) 
               { 
      data->M2[i][j]=M2[i][j]; 
   } 
  } 
     free_Mat(M1,nnc); 
     free_Mat(M2,nnp); 
 
  data->n=n; 
   data->nnp=nnp; 
    data->nnc=nnc; 
    data->order=order; 
     data->charC=charC; 
     data->charU=charU; 
  data->charP=charP; 
  data->charL=charL; 
  data->charD=charD; 
  
  for(i=0;i<n;i++) 
  { 
   data->dXin[i]=dXin[i]; 
  } 
 
  free(dXin); 
  data->a=0; 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
   /*Setting the tolerance*/ 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
  reltol = RTOL;               /* Set the scalar relative tolerance 
*/ 
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   for(i=0;i<nnc;i++) 
 { 
 Ith(abstol,i) = ATOL1;     /*Set the vector absolute tolerance */ 
 } 
 for(i=nnc;i<(nnp+nnc);i++) 
 { 
     Ith(abstol,i) = ATOL2; /* Set the vector absolute tolerance 
*/ 
 } 
 for(i=(nnc+nnp);i<(2*nnp+nnc);i++) 
 { 
     Ith(abstol,i) = ATOL1; /* Set the vector absolute tolerance 
*/ 
 } 
 Ith(abstol,(n-6)) = ATOL1; 
 Ith(abstol,(n-5)) = ATOL1; 
 Ith(abstol,(n-4)) = ATOL1; 
 Ith(abstol,(n-3)) = ATOL1; 
 Ith(abstol,(n-2)) = ATOL3; 
 Ith(abstol,(n-1)) = ATOL3; 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*****************Time Integration Using Cvode***********************/ 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
  /* Call CVodeMalloc to initialize CVODE:  
 
     NEQ     is the problem size = number of equations 
     f       is the user's right hand side function in y'=f(t,y) 
     T0      is the initial time 
     y       is the initial dependent variable vector 
     BDF     specifies the Backward Differentiation Formula 
     NEWTON  specifies a Newton iteration 
     SV      specifies scalar relative and vector absolute tolerances 
     &reltol is a pointer to the scalar relative tolerance 
     abstol  is the absolute tolerance vector 
     FALSE   indicates there are no optional inputs in iopt and ropt 
iopt    is an array used to communicate optional integer input 
and output 
     ropt    is an array used to communicate optional real input and 
output 
 
     A pointer to CVODE problem memory is returned and stored in 
cvode_mem. */ 
printpar=data->printp; 
 
cvode_mem = CVodeMalloc(n, f, T0, X, BDF, NEWTON, SV, &reltol, 
abstol,data, NULL,  FALSE, iopt, ropt, NULL); 
 
 if (cvode_mem == NULL) { printf("CVodeMalloc failed.\n"); 
return(1); } 
 
  /* Call CVDense to specify the CVODE dense linear solver with the 
user-supplied Jacobian routine Jac. */ 
 
  CVDense(cvode_mem, NULL, NULL); 
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  /* In loop over output points, call CVode, print results, test for 
error */ 
 
  fprintf(fp," \nTest stiff problem\n\n"); 
  data->a=0; 
  Rc=10; 
  TotR=10; 
  t=0; 
  /* three ways to stop integration: 1) number of output steps,  
                  2) film is dry, 3) CVODE fails too many times*/ 
  if(data->tlag!=0) 
  { 
  for (iout=1, tout=T1; iout<=NOUT&&t<data->tlag && TotR>(0.2*data-
>Cin*data->Lc)&& cont_integ; iout++)  
{ 
 
   if (iout < 10) { 
 flag = CVode(cvode_mem, tout, X, &t,ONE_STEP); /* take just one 
step */ 
  } else 
   { 
 flag = CVode(cvode_mem, tout, X, &t, NORMAL);  /* integrate to 
tout */ 
    if (flag == SUCCESS) tout += T1; 
     }  
data->a=1; 
  
         if((iout%printpar)==0) 
 { 
  /* get time derivatives */ 
  flag1 = CVodeDky(cvode_mem, t, 1, dXdt); 
  Rc=0; 
  Rpv=0; 
  Rpf=0; 
  fCoatWeight(X, data,&Rc,&Rpv,&Rpf); 
  TotR=Rc+Rpv+Rpf; 
 } 
     if (flag != SUCCESS)  
{  
  printf("CVode failed, flag=%d.\n", flag); 
  if (flag == TOO_MUCH_WORK) { 
   too_much_work++; 
 printf("CVode failed for too much work, number=%d.\n", 
too_much_work); 
   if (too_much_work > 10) cont_integ = 0; 
  } else cont_integ = 0;  
 } 
  } 
  } 
   
/**********************************************************************
/ 
  /*Now starting the drying after the lag*/ 
 
 cvode_mem = CVodeMalloc(n, f,T0 , X, BDF, NEWTON, SV, &reltol, 
abstol,data, NULL,  FALSE, iopt, ropt, NULL); 
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 if (cvode_mem == NULL) { printf("CVodeMalloc failed.\n"); 
return(1); } 
 CVDense(cvode_mem, NULL, NULL); 
for (iout=1, tout=T1; iout<=NOUT&&t<1.0 && TotR>(0.2*data->Cin*data-
>Lc) && cont_integ; iout++) 
 { 
 data->lag=1; 
   if (iout < 10)  
{ 
   flag = CVode(cvode_mem, tout, X, &t,ONE_STEP); /* take just one 
step */ 
   } else 
 { 
   flag = CVode(cvode_mem, tout, X, &t, NORMAL);  /* integrate to 
tout */ 
   if (flag == SUCCESS) tout += T1; 
   }  
 data->a=1; 
 if((iout%printpar)==0) 
 { 
  /* get time derivatives */ 
  flag1 = CVodeDky(cvode_mem, t, 1, dXdt); 
  Rc=0; 
 Rpv=0; 
  Rpf=0; 
 fCoatWeight(X, data,&Rc,&Rpv,&Rpf); 
  TotR=Rc; 
printf(" Step number %d, t=%g TotRp = %g Si thickness %g 
\n",iout,(t),TotR,data->Lsi); 
 } 
    if (flag != SUCCESS) {  
  printf("CVode failed, flag=%d.\n", flag); 
  if (flag == TOO_MUCH_WORK) { 
   too_much_work++; 
printf("CVode failed for too much work, number=%d.\n", 
too_much_work); 
   if (too_much_work > 10) cont_integ = 0; 
  } else cont_integ = 0;  
 } 
  } 
N_VFree(X);                  /* Free the y and abstol vectors */ 
N_VFree(abstol);    
fprintf(sithick,"  %g    %g \n",var1,t); 
printf("  %g    %g \n",data->khp,t); 
} 
 
 
  CVodeFree(cvode_mem);        /* Free the CVODE problem memory */ 
  fclose(sithick); 
  return(0); 
} 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/*Read input from a file data.txt*/ 
void Read(UserData data) 
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{ 
 FILE *filer; 
 filer = fopen("data.txt","r"); 
 fscanf(filer,"%d\n",&data->nec); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%d\n",&data->nep); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%d\n",&data->order); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->eta); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%d\n",&data->mov); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Cin); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Uin); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->spv); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Dcin); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Dsin); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Dpvin); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Dpfin); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->kmc); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->kmp); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->khc); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->khp); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Ki); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->pore); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->supore); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->rhop); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->rhog); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Lc); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Lsi); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Lp); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Lg); 
 Change_line(filer);  
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Tin); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Ta); 
 Change_line(filer); 
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 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->Tr); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->radc); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->cpw); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->cpp); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->cpg); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->hv); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->rfinal); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%d\n",&data->printp); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%lf\n",&data->tlag); 
 Change_line(filer); 
 fscanf(filer,"%d\n",&data->remoist); 
 fclose(filer); 
} 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/*Moves the file pointer to next line while readin a file*/ 
void Change_line(FILE *filer){ 
  char c; 
  do{ 
  fscanf(filer,"%c",&c);   
  }while(c!='\n'); 
} 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/*Writes in input to a file input.txt*/ 
void Write(UserData wdata) 
{ 
 FILE *indat; 
 if(!(indat=fopen("input.txt","w"))) 
  printf("File input.txt cannot be opened"); 
 fprintf(indat,"nec = %d\n",wdata->nec); 
 fprintf(indat,"nep = %d\n",wdata->nep); 
 fprintf(indat,"order = %d\n",wdata->order); 
 fprintf(indat,"Co = %g\n",wdata->Cin); 
  fprintf(indat,"Uo = %g\n",wdata->Uin); 
 fprintf(indat,"spv = %g\n",wdata->spv); 
 fprintf(indat,"Dc = %g\n",wdata->Dcin); 
 fprintf(indat,"Dsi = %g\n",wdata->Dsin); 
 fprintf(indat,"Dpvo = %g\n",wdata->Dpvin); 
 fprintf(indat,"Dpfo = %g\n",wdata->Dpfin); 
 fprintf(indat,"kmc = %g\n",wdata->kmc); 
 fprintf(indat,"kmp = %g\n",wdata->kmp); 
 fprintf(indat,"khc = %g\n",wdata->khc); 
 fprintf(indat,"khp = %g\n",wdata->khp); 
 fprintf(indat,"pore = %g\n",wdata->pore); 
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 fprintf(indat,"pore = %g\n",wdata->supore); 
 fprintf(indat,"rhop = %g\n",wdata->rhop); 
 fprintf(indat,"rhog = %g\n",wdata->rhog); 
 fprintf(indat,"Lc = %g\n",wdata->Lc); 
 fprintf(indat,"Lp = %g\n",wdata->Lp); 
 fprintf(indat,"Lsi =%g\n",wdata->Lsi); 
 fprintf(indat,"Lg =%g\n",wdata->Lg); 
 fprintf(indat,"Tin= %g\n",wdata->Tin); 
 fprintf(indat,"Tair= %g\n",wdata->Ta); 
 fprintf(indat,"Trad= %g\n",wdata->Tr); 
 fprintf(indat,"radc= %g\n",wdata->radc); 
 fprintf(indat,"hv= %g\n",wdata->hv); 
 fprintf(indat,"rfinal = %g\n",wdata->rfinal); 
 fprintf(indat,"printp = %ld\n",wdata->printp); 
 fprintf(indat,"Time lag = %g\n",wdata->tlag); 
 fprintf(indat,"Remoist = %d\n",wdata->remoist); 
 fclose(indat); 
} 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/* Print some final statistics located in the iopt array */ 
Static void PrintFinalStats(long int iopt[]) 
{ 
  fprintf(fp,"\nFinal Statistics.. \n\n"); 
  fprintf(fp,"nst = %-6ld nfe  = %-6ld nsetups = %-6ld nje = %ld\n", 
  iopt[NST], iopt[NFE], iopt[NSETUPS], iopt[DENSE_NJE]); 
  fprintf(fp,"nni = %-6ld ncfn = %-6ld netf = %ld\n \n", 
  iopt[NNI], iopt[NCFN], iopt[NETF]); 
} 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/***************** Functions Called by the CVODE Solver 
******************/ 
/* f routine. Compute f(t,y). */ 
static void f(int fn,real ft, N_Vector fXin,N_Vector fXdot,void 
*f_data) 
{ 
 real fGW[3],fGP[3],fnbf,feta; 
 real *fN,fdeltax,*fBC; 
 int fNE[2],fa,i,j,layer,el,g; 
 real fDsi,fMw,fR,fPsat,factor,*fX1,*fX2,*fX3,*fX; 
real fC, fCx, fy, fy1, fP, fPx, fU, fUx, fPef, fmu1, fmu2, fmu3, 
fPec, fPep, fpar1, fpar2, fpar3, fPs, fRc, fRpv, fRpf; 
 UserData data; 
 real 
**fM1,**fM2,fcharC,fcharU,fcharP,fcharL,fcharD,fnLsi,fnLc,fnLp,fKi, 
  frhop,fpore,fsupore,*fdXin; 
 real dHdt, dV_bot_dt, dV_top_dt; 
 int fnnp,fnnc,forder; 
 double fkhc,fkhp,fkmp,fkmc; 
 double fdeltaps,fgammacs,falphac; 
 double flux_si,nPsat,nT,rhot,temp; 
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 data=(UserData)f_data; 
 if(data->lag==0) 
 { 
  data->kmc=0; 
  data->kmp=0; 
  data->Ta=data->Tin; 
  data->Tr=data->Tin; 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  data->kmc=data->kco; 
  data->kmp=data->kpo; 
  data->Ta=data->Tao; 
  data->Tr=data->Tro; 
 } 
 
 fRc=0; 
 fRpv=0; 
 fRpf=0; 
 fCoatWeight(fXin, data,&fRc,&fRpv,&fRpf); 
 if(data->remoist==1) 
 { 
  if(fRc<data->rfinal) 
  { 
  data->kmc=0.0; 
  data->kmp=0.0; 
  data->Ta=data->Tin; 
  data->Tr=data->Tin; 
  } 
 } 
 
 fN=(double*)calloc(fn,sizeof(double)); 
 fBC=(double*)calloc(fn,sizeof(double)); 
 fX1=(double*)calloc(data->nnc,sizeof(double)); 
 fX2=(double*)calloc(data->nnp,sizeof(double)); 
 fX3=(double*)calloc(data->nnp,sizeof(double)); 
 fX=(double*)calloc(fn,sizeof(double)); 
 fdXin=(double*)calloc(fn,sizeof(double)); 
 
 fM1=Create_Mat(data->nnc); 
 fM2=Create_Mat(data->nnp); 
 
  
 fcharP=data->charP; 
 fnnp=data->nnp; 
   fnnc=data->nnc; 
   forder=data->order; 
    fcharC=data->charC; 
     fcharU=data->charU; 
    fcharL=data->charL; 
    fcharD=data->charD; 
     fnLsi=data->Lsi/fcharL; 
fnLp=data->Lp/fcharL; 
fnLc=data->Lc/fcharL; 
fDsi=data->Dsin/fcharD; 
fKi=data->Ki; 
 fkhp=data->khp; 
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 fkhc=data->khc; 
 fkmc=data->kmc; 
 fkmp=data->kmp; 
frhop=data->rhop; 
     fpore=data->pore; 
 fsupore=data->supore; 
    feta=data->eta; 
 
    for(i=0;i<fnnc;i++) 
 { 
  for(j=0;j<fnnc;j++) 
     { 
      fM1[i][j]=data->M1[i][j]; 
  } 
 } 
 for(i=0;i<fnnp;i++) 
     { 
  for(j=0;j<fnnp;j++) 
          { 
      fM2[i][j]=data->M2[i][j]; 
  } 
     } 
     
 for(i=0;i<fn;i++) 
     { 
  fX[i]=Ith(fXin,i); 
  if(data->a==0) 
  { 
   fdXin[i]=data->dXin[i]; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   fdXin[i]=Ith(fXdot,i); 
  } 
      } 
   
 fnbf=forder+1; 
 fNE[0]=data->nec; 
 fNE[1]=data->nep; 
 
 fR=62356; 
 fMw=18.0; 
 fmu1=data->rhop*data->Uin/data->Cin; 
 rhot=((fMw*Satp(Ith(fXin,(fn-4))))/(fR*Ith(fXin,(fn-4)))); 
 fmu2=rhot/data->Cin; 
fmu3=((fMw*Satp(Ith(fXin,(fn-4))))/(fR*Ith(fXin,(fn-4))))/(data-
>rhop*data->Uin); 
 nPsat=Satp(Ith(fXin,(fn-4)))/fcharP; 
 nT=Ith(fXin,(fn-4))/data->Tin; 
 fPec=fkmc*fcharL/fcharD; 
 fPep=fkmp*fcharL/fcharD; 
 fPef=(fKi/(fcharD/(fcharL*fcharL))); 
 fdeltaps=Deltaps(Ith(fXin,(fnnc+2*fnnp-1)),Ith(fXin,(fn-
4)),data); 
 fgammacs=Gammacs(Ith(fXin,0),Ith(fXin,(fn-4)),data); 
flux_si=(-1.0)*(fDsi/fnLsi)*(fdeltaps*fmu1*Ith(fXin,fnnc+2*fnnp-
1)-fgammacs*Ith(fXin,0));  
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   /* find rate of film shrinkage dHdt */ 
    dV_bot_dt = data->mov * (data->spv*data->Cin)*flux_si; 
dV_top_dt = data->mov*(data->spv*data-
>Cin)*fPec*(fmu2*Ith(fXin,(fnnc-1))-0); 
    dHdt =(-1)*dV_bot_dt-dV_top_dt; 
  
 /*Initialization of the stiff vector and boundary condition 
vector*/ 
 for(i=0;i<fn;i++) 
 { 
  fN[i]=0; 
  fBC[i]=0; 
 } 
 
 /*Parameters for guassion quadrature integration*/ 
 fGP[0]=0.1127016654; 
 fGW[0]=0.555555555/2; 
 fGP[1]=0.5; 
 fGW[1]=0.888888889/2; 
 fGP[2]=0.8872983346; 
 fGW[2]=0.555555555/2; 
 
 for(layer=0;layer<2;layer++) 
 { 
  for(el=0;el<fNE[layer];el++) 
  { 
   fy1=0; 
   fdeltax=0; 
   fmesh(fNE[layer],el,1.0,feta,&fy1,&fdeltax); 
   for(g=0;g<3;g++) 
   { 
     
    fC=0; 
    fCx=0; 
    fP=0; 
    fPx=0; 
    fU=0; 
    fUx=0; 
    factor=fdeltax*fGW[g]; 
    fy=fy1+fGP[g]*fdeltax; 
 
    for(i=0;i<fnbf;i++) 
    { 
     if(layer==0) 
     { 
      /* COATING */ 
      fa=Nop(el,i,data->order); 
fC=fC+fX[fa]*Phi(i,fGP[g],fdeltax,d
ata->order); 
fCx=fCx+fX[fa]*Phith(i,fGP[g],fdelta
x,data->order); 
     }/*End of if*/ 
     else 
     { 
      /* PAPER */ 
      fa=Nop(el,i,data->order)+fnnc; 
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fP=fP+fX[fa]*Phi(i,fGP[g],fdeltax,d
ata->order); 
fPx=fPx+fX[fa]*Phith(i,fGP[g],fdelt
ax,data->order); 
      fa=Nop(el,i,data->order)+fnnc+fnnp; 
fU=fU+fX[fa]*Phi(i,fGP[g],fdeltax,d
ata->order); 
fUx=fUx+fX[fa]*Phith(i,fGP[g],fdelt
ax,data->order); 
     }/*End of else*/ 
    }/*End of loop fo evaluating values at a 
point*/ 
   /*Relative humidity of vapor in equilibrium with the 
paper fibers*/ 
    fPs=Paperequl(fX[fa]*data->charU,fX[fn-4]); 
     
for(i=0;i<fnbf;i++) 
{ 
if(layer==0) 
 { 
 /* COATING */ 
 fa=Nop(el,i,data->order); 
 fN[fa]=fN[fa]+factor*( 
 (-(CwD(fX[fa],data)/fcharD)/fX[fn-3])*fCx                 
   +data->mov * dV_bot_dt  *fC *(fy-1) 
  +data->mov * dV_top_dt  *fC *fy     
 )*Phith(i,fGP[g],fdeltax,data->order); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
 /* PAPER */ 
 fa=Nop(el,i,data->order)+fnnc; 
 fN[fa]=fN[fa]+factor*( 
   -(data->pore*(PvD(fX[fa],data)/fcharD)/(fnLp*fnLp)) 
*fPx*Phith(i,fGP[g],fdeltax,data->order) 
   +fPef*(nPsat*fPs-fX[fa])*Phi(i,fGP[g],fdeltax,data-
>order) ); 
   fa=Nop(el,i,data->order)+fnnc+fnnp; 
   fN[fa]=fN[fa]+factor*( 
    -((FibD(fX[fa],data)/fcharD)/(fnLp*fnLp)) 
*fUx*Phith(i,fGP[g],fdeltax,data->order) 
-fPef*(rhot/(nPsat*data->Uin*data->rhop)) 
*(nPsat*fPs-fX[fa-
fnnp])*Phi(i,fGP[g],fdeltax,data->order) ); 
 } 
 }/*End of column loop*/ 
 }/*End of gauss loop*/ 
 }/*End of element loop*/ 
 }/*End of layer loop*/ 
 
 /***********************Boundary 
Conditions************************/ 
 /*Coating-Silicone Layer interface*/ 
 fBC[0] =( -1.0)*flux_si; 
 /*Coating-air interface*/ 
 fBC[fnnc-1] = (-1.)*fPec*(fmu2*Ith(fXin,(fnnc-1))-0) 
 /*Paper-air interface*/ 
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 fBC[fnnc]=fsupore*(-1.)*fPep*(fX[fnnc]-0); 
 fBC[fnnc+fnnp]=(1-fsupore)*(-1.0)*fPep*(1/(data->rhop*data->Uin)) 
               *(rhot*Paperequl(fX[fnnc+fnnp]*data-
>charU,fX[fn-4])-0); 
  
 /*Paper Silicone interface*/ 
 fBC[fnnc+fnnp-1]=fsupore*(nPsat/fmu2)*flux_si; 
 fBC[fnnc+2*fnnp-1]=/*(1-fsupore)*/(1/fmu1) *flux_si; 
 /****************************************************************
/ 
 for(i=0;i<fnnc;i++) 
 { 
  fX1[i]=(fN[i]+fBC[i])/fX[fn-3]; 
 } 
 for(i=fnnc;i<(fnnp+fnnc);i++) 
 { 
  fX2[i-fnnc]=(fN[i]+fBC[i]/fnLp)/(fpore); 
 } 
 for(i=(fnnp+fnnc);i<(fnnc+2*fnnp);i++) 
 { 
  fX3[i-fnnp-fnnc]=(fN[i]+fBC[i]/fnLp); 
 } 
 
 /* solveit(fM,fX2,fn);*/ 
 lu_solve(fM1,fX1,fnnc); 
 lu_solve(fM2,fX2,fnnp); 
 lu_solve(fM2,fX3,fnnp); 
 
    for(i=0;i<fnnc;i++) 
 { 
  Ith(fXdot,i)=fX1[i]; 
 } 
 
for(i=fnnc;i<(fnnc+fnnp);i++) 
 { 
  Ith(fXdot,i)=fX2[i-fnnc]; 
 } 
 
for(i=(fnnc+fnnp);i<(fnnc+2*fnnp);i++) 
 { 
  Ith(fXdot,i)=fX3[i-fnnc-fnnp]; 
 } 
 
Ith(fXdot,(fn-6))=(-1.0)*(data->spv*data->Uin*data->rhop) *flux_si/fmu1 
  
Ith(fXdot,(fn-5))=data->spv*fPep* 
       ((1-fsupore)*(rhot*Paperequl(fX[fnnc+fnnp]*data-
>charU,fX[fn-4])-0) 
    +fsupore*((fX[fnnc]*fcharP*fMw/(fR*fX[fn-4]))-0)); 
temp=Ith(fXdot,(fn-5)); 
  /*Loss from the bottom*/ 
 Ith(fXdot,(fn-2)) = data->mov*data->spv*data->Cin*flux_si; 
 /*Loss from the top*/ 
Ith(fXdot,(fn-1))=data->mov*(data->spv*data-
>Cin)*fPec*(fmu2*Ith(fXin,(fnnc-1))-0); 
 fRc=0; 
 fRpf=0; 
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 fRpv=0; 
 fCoatWeight(fXin,f_data,&fRc,&fRpv,&fRpf); 
 Ith(fXdot,(fn-4)) =(fcharL*fcharL/fcharD)* (fkhc*(data->Ta-fX[fn-
4]) 
   +fkhp*(data->Ta-fX[fn-4]) 
+data->radc*(pow(data->Tr,4)-pow(fX[fn-4],4))-data-
>hv*(  (Ith(fXdot,(fn-5))/data->spv)/(fcharL/fcharD) 
   +(Ith(fXdot,(fn-1))/data->spv)/(fcharL/fcharD) 
   )) 
/((fRpv+fRpf+fRc)*data->cpw+data->Lg*data->rhog*data-
>cpg+frhop*data->Lp*data->cpp); 
 /* thickness */ 
 Ith(fXdot,(fn-3)) = (-1.)*Ith(fXdot,(fn-2))-Ith(fXdot,(fn-1)); 
 
 i=1; /* dummy line */ 
 free(fN); 
 free(fBC); 
 free(fX1); 
 free(fX2); 
 free(fX3); 
 free(fX); 
 free_Mat(fM1,fnnc); 
 free_Mat(fM2,fnnp); 
 free(fdXin); 
 
} 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*Subroutine for storing predicted data into output files*/ 
static void F_print(N_Vector fXin,real ft, int fnnc, int fnnp,real fRc, 
real fRpv, real fRpf, UserData fdata ) 
{ 
 int i,fn,j; 
 real moistp,fluxsi,deltaps,gammacs; 
 fn=fnnc+2*fnnp+6; 
 if(fdata->lag==1) 
 { 
  ft=ft+fdata->tlag; 
 } 
 
 fprintf(fp," time t = %g ",ft); 
 //fprintf(fp_coat,"%g, ",ft); 
 fprintf(fp_vapor,"%g, ",ft); 
 fprintf(fp_moist,"%g, ",ft); 
   fprintf(fp_coat," ZONE  \n"); 
   j=0; 
 for(i=(fnnc-1);i>=0;i--) 
 { 
   
  fprintf(fp_coat,"%f %f %f   \n",(double )j,Ith(fXin,i),ft); 
  j=j+1; 
 } 
 
 for(i=(fnnc+2*fnnp-1);i>=(fnnc+fnnp);i--) 
 {    
  fprintf(fp_coat," %f %f %f \n ",(double)j,Ith(fXin,i),ft); 
  j=j+1; 
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 } 
 fprintf(fp," Moisture content "); 
  
 for(i=(fnnc+2*fnnp-1);i>=(fnnc+fnnp);i--) 
 { 
  fprintf(fp_moist," %g, ",Ith(fXin,i)); 
 } 
 fprintf(fp," Vapor conc "); 
 for(i=(fnnc+fnnp-1);i>=fnnc;i--) 
 { 
  fprintf(fp_vapor," %g, ",Ith(fXin,i)); 
 } 
 deltaps=Deltaps(Ith(fXin,(fnnc+2*fnnp-1)),Ith(fXin,(fn-
4)),fdata); 
 gammacs=Gammacs(Ith(fXin,0),Ith(fXin,(fn-4)),fdata); 
fluxsi=(fdata->Dsin/fdata->Lsi)*(deltaps*Ith(fXin,(fnnc+2*fnnp-
1))*fdata->rhop*fdata->Uin-gammacs*Ith(fXin,0)*fdata->Cin); 
 fprintf(fp," T = %f ",Ith(fXin,(fn-4))); 
 fprintf(fp," L = %f ",Ith(fXin,(fn-3))); 
fprintf(fp," Flux si = %g ",fluxsi); 
 fprintf(fp," Vbc = %g ",Ith(fXin,(fn-2))); 
 fprintf(fp," Vtc = %g ",Ith(fXin,(fn-1))); 
 fprintf(fp," Vtp = %g ",Ith(fXin,(fn-6))); 
 fprintf(fp," Vbp = %g ",Ith(fXin,(fn-5))); 
 fprintf(fp," Rc = %g ",fRc); 
 fprintf(fp," Rpv = %g ",fRpv); 
 fprintf(fp," Rpf = %g ",fRpf); 
 fprintf(fp," TotR = %g ",(fRpf+fRpv+fRc)); 
fprintf(fp,"Masscon-coating  %g ",(fdata->Cin*fdata->Lc-
fRc+Ith(fXin,(fn-2))*fdata->Lc/fdata->spv+Ith(fXin,(fn-1))*fdata-
>Lc/fdata->spv)); 
fprintf(fp,"Masscon-paper  %g ",(fRpv+fRpf+Ith(fXin,(fn-
6))*fdata->Lc/fdata->spv+Ith(fXin,(fn-5))*fdata->Lc/fdata->spv)); 
 moistp=(fRc)*10000; 
fprintf(result," %g  %g  %g  %g\n",ft,moistp, 
fRpf*10000,(Ith(fXin,(fn-4))-273.15)); 
 fprintf(fp," \n "); 
 fprintf(fp_coat," \n "); 
 fprintf(fp_vapor," \n "); 
 fprintf(fp_moist," \n "); 
} 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/**********************************************************************
/ 
/*Subroutine for LU factorization of the mass matrix for matrix 
inversion*/ 
void lu_factor(double **fA, int fsize) 
{ 
   double **factor_A,a; 
   int i,j,k; 
 
   factor_A=Create_Mat(fsize); 
 
   for(i=0;i<fsize;i++) 
      { 
         for(j=0;j<fsize;j++) 
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         { 
           factor_A[i][j]=0; 
    } 
       } 
 
         for(j=0;j<fsize;j++) 
            { 
               for(i=0;i<=j;i++) 
                  { 
                      a=0; 
                     for(k=0;k<i;k++) 
                 { 
                      a=a+factor_A[i][k]*factor_A[k][j]; 
                    } 
                 factor_A[i][j]=fA[i][j]-a; 
                 } 
               for(i=j+1;i<fsize;i++) 
                  { 
                     a=0; 
                for(k=0;k<j;k++) 
                   { 
                      a=a+factor_A[i][k]*factor_A[k][j]; 
                    } 
                 factor_A[i][j]=(1/factor_A[j][j])*(fA[i][j]-a) ; 
                 } 
 
             } 
   /*fA=factor_A;*/ 
          for(i=0;i<fsize;i++) 
             { 
                for(j=0;j<fsize;j++) 
                   { 
                      fA[i][j]=factor_A[i][j]; 
                      } 
                } 
 
 } 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*Subroutine for back substitution in the LU factorized matrix*/ 
void lu_solve(real **fA,real fX[], int fsize) 
{ 
   static real *fY,*fsol,a; 
   static int first_call = 1; 
   int i,k; 
    if (first_call) { 
   fY=(real*)calloc(fsize,sizeof(real)); 
   fsol=(real*)calloc(fsize,sizeof(real)); 
   first_call = 0; 
   } 
   for(i=0;i<fsize;i++) 
   { 
           fY[i]=0; 
           fsol[i]=0; 
   } 
 
   for(i=0;i<fsize;i++) 
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      { 
           a=0; 
           for(k=0;k<i;k++) 
           { 
              a=a+fA[i][k]*fY[k]; 
           } 
        fY[i]=(fX[i]-a); 
      } 
 
   for(i=fsize-1;i>=0;i--) 
      { 
           a=0; 
           for(k=i+1;k<fsize;k++) 
           { 
              a=a+fA[i][k]*fsol[k]; 
           } 
        fsol[i]=(1/fA[i][i])*(fY[i]-a); 
           } 
 
 
   for(i=0;i<fsize;i++) 
      { 
         fX[i]=fsol[i]; 
       } 
   } 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*Subroutine that returns global node*/ 
int Nop(int elno,int nodeno, int order) 
{ 
  int a; 
  a=elno*order+nodeno; 
  return a; 
} 
real Phi(int a, real b, real delta, int order) 
{ 
  double c; 
  if (order==2) /*Checks for the ORDER of basis function*/ 
    if (a == 0) 
       c=(double)(2*(b*b)-3*b+1); 
    else 
      if (a ==1) 
       c=4*b-4*(b*b); 
      else 
       if (a==2) 
        c=2*(b*b)-b; 
       else 
        printf(" There is error in the program "); 
   else 
     if(order==1) 
       if (a == 0) 
        c=1-b; 
       else 
        if (a ==1) 
         c=b; 
        else 
         printf(" There is error in the program "); 
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   return c; 
} 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*Subroutine that returns gradient of the basis function*/ 
real Phith(int a, real b, real delta, int order) 
{ 
   double c; 
   if (order==2) 
    if (a == 0) 
     c=(4*b-3)/delta; 
    else 
     if (a ==1) 
      c=(4-8*b)/delta; 
     else 
      if (a==2) 
       c=(4*b-1)/delta; 
      else 
       printf(" There is error in the program ");  /* Error Check */ 
 
   else 
    if (order==1) 
     if (a == 0) 
       c= (-1.)/delta; 
     else 
      if (a ==1) 
       c=1/delta; 
      else 
       printf(" There is error in the program "); /* Error Check */ 
  return c; 
} 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*subroutine takes input from integrator and outputs GSCM coat weight 
of moisture in the paper and coating*/ 
void fCoatWeight(N_Vector fX, void *f_data,double *fRc,double 
*fRpv,double *fRpf) 
{ 
double fGW[3],fGP[3],fdeltax, factor, fMw, fR, ffRc, ffRpv, 
ffRpf, fpore, frhop,y,feta,fcharC,fcharL,Lp,fcharU,fcharP; 
 int fNE[2],layer,el,g,i,fa,forder,fnbf,fnnc,fnnp,fn; 
 UserData data; 
 
 data=(UserData)f_data; 
 feta=data->eta; 
 forder=data->order; 
 fnbf=forder+1; 
 fcharC=data->charC; 
 fcharL=data->charL; 
 Lp=data->Lp/data->charL; 
  
 fcharU=data->charU; 
 fpore=data->pore; 
 frhop=data->rhop; 
 fnnc=data->nnc; 
 fnnp=data->nnp; 
 fn=fnnc+2*fnnp+6; 
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 fNE[0]=data->nec; 
fNE[1]=data->nep; 
 fdeltax=0; 
 y=0; 
 fMw=18; 
 fR=62356; 
 fcharP=Satp(data->Tin); 
 
 /*Parameters for guassion quadrature integration*/ 
 fGP[0]=0.1127016654; 
 fGW[0]=0.555555555/2; 
 fGP[1]=0.5; 
 fGW[1]=0.888888889/2; 
 fGP[2]=0.8872983346; 
 fGW[2]=0.555555555/2; 
 
  
 ffRc=0; 
 ffRpv=0; 
 ffRpf=0; 
 for(layer=0;layer<2;layer++) 
 { 
  for(el=0;el<fNE[layer];el++) 
  { 
   for(g=0;g<3;g++) 
   { 
    fmesh(fNE[layer],el,1.0,feta,&y,&fdeltax); 
    factor=fdeltax*fGW[g]; 
    for(i=0;i<fnbf;i++) 
    { 
     if(layer==0) 
     { 
      fa=Nop(el,i,data->order); 
     
 ffRc=ffRc+factor*Ith(fX,fa)*Phi(i,fGP[g],fdeltax,data->order); 
 
     }/*End of if*/ 
     else 
     { 
      fa=Nop(el,i,data->order)+fnnc; 
     
 ffRpv=ffRpv+factor*Ith(fX,fa)*Phi(i,fGP[g],fdeltax,data->order); 
      fa=Nop(el,i,data->order)+fnnc+fnnp; 
     
 ffRpf=ffRpf+factor*Ith(fX,fa)*Phi(i,fGP[g],fdeltax,data->order); 
     }/*End of else*/ 
      
    }/*End of loop fo evaluating values at a 
point*/ 
     
 
   }/*End of gauss loop*/ 
  }/*End of element loop*/ 
 }/*End of layer loop*/ 
 ffRc=ffRc*fcharC*Ith(fX,(fn-3))*fcharL; 
    ffRpv=fpore*Lp*fcharL*ffRpv*fcharP*fMw/(fR*Ith(fX,(fn-4))); 
 ffRpf=fcharL*Lp*ffRpf*fcharU*frhop; 
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 *fRc=ffRc; 
 *fRpv=ffRpv; 
 *fRpf=ffRpf; 
} 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*Functions inputs total number of the element and length in the domain 
and outputs the starting location and size of the element*/ 
void fmesh(int fne, int fel,real flength, real feta, real *fx, real 
*fdelta) 
{ 
 
 real a,eta,delta,length,x,chi; 
 int b,i,j,ne; 
 x=*fx; 
 delta=*fdelta; 
 ne=fne; 
 eta=feta; 
 length=flength; 
 a=((1-eta)/(1-pow(eta,(ne/2))))*(length/2); 
 i=fel; 
  if(i<(ne/2)) 
  { 
   b=(ne/2)-i-1; 
   chi=0; 
   for(j=0;j<=b;j++) 
   { 
    if(j>0) 
    { 
    chi=chi+pow(eta,j); 
    } 
   } 
   x=(length/2)-chi*a-a; 
   if(b==((ne/2)-1)) 
   { 
    x=0; 
   } 
  } 
  else 
  { 
  b=i-(ne/2); 
  chi=0; 
  for(j=0;j<b;j++) 
   { 
    chi=chi+pow(eta,j); 
   } 
   x=(length/2)+chi*a; 
  } 
 delta=pow(eta,b)*a; 
 *fx=x; 
 *fdelta=delta; 
} 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*Function returns saturated vapor pressure of water at temperature T*/ 
double Satp(double T) 
{ 
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 double fa,fb,fc,fd; 
 /*Using Antoine equation get saturated vapor pressure*/ 
 fa=8.07131; 
 fb=1730.630; 
 fc=233.426; 
 fd=fa-(fb/(T-273.15+fc)); 
 fd=pow(10,fd); 
 return(fd); 
} 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*Function returns equilibrium vapor pressure of water for moisture 
content U in paper temperature T predicted using coorelation by 
Paltkari and Karlsson*/ 
double Paperequl(double U, double T) 
{ 
 double fa,fb,fc,fd; 
 fa=285.655-1.67*(T-273); 
 fb=2.49-0.0120*(T-273); 
 fc=fa*pow(U,fb); 
 fd=1-exp(-fc); 
 return(fd); 
} 
 
 
 
 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*Creating pointer data structre for a matrix*/ 
double **Create_Mat( int n) 
{ 
 double **Mat; 
 int i; 
 Mat=(double**)calloc(n,sizeof(double*)); 
 for(i=0;i<n;i++) 
 { 
  Mat[i]=(double*)calloc(n,sizeof(double)); 
 } 
 return Mat; 
} 
 
/*Free pointer for matrix data structure*/ 
void free_Mat(double **Mat, int n) 
{ 
 int i; 
 for(i=0;i<n;i++) 
 { 
  free(Mat[i]); 
 } 
 free(Mat); 
  
} 
 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*********************************************************************/ 
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/*Function return moisture diffusion in paper fiber at moisture content 
U*/ 
double FibD(double U, UserData data) 
{ 
double fa; 
 
fa=(3.2e-7)*exp(U*data->Uin*10.0); 
/*fa=data->Dpfin;*/ 
return(fa); 
} 
 
/*Function returns moisture diffusion coefficient in coating at 
moisture concentratrion C*/ 
double CwD(double C, UserData data) 
{ 
 double fa; 
 fa=4.5e-7*exp(C*data->Cin*15.0); 
 return(fa); 
} 
 
/*Function returns moisture diffusionc coefficient in air*/ 
double PvD(double P, UserData data) 
{ 
 double fa; 
 fa=data->Dpvin; 
 return(fa); 
} 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*Function return partition coefficient at paper-silicone interface*/ 
double Deltaps(double U, double T, UserData data) 
{ 
 double fa,Uin,Peq,R,Mw,mu,Ceq,solub; 
 Uin=U*data->Uin; 
 solub=6.954e-6; 
  
  
 Peq=Paperequl(Uin,T)*Satp(T); 
 fa=data->pore*Peq*solub; 
 return(fa); 
} 
 
/*Function return partition coefficient at paper-air interface*/ 
double Alphac(double C, double T, UserData data) 
{ 
 double fa,R,Mw,Psat; 
 R=62356; 
 Mw=18.0; 
 Psat=Satp(T); 
 fa=((Mw*Psat)/(R*T))/data->charC; 
 return(fa); 
} 
 
/*Function returns partition coefficient at the coating-silicone 
interface*/ 
double Gammacs (double C, double T, UserData data) 
{ 
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 double fa,solub; 
     solub=6.954e-6; 
 fa=solub*Satp(T); 
 return (fa); 
} 
/*********************************************************************/ 
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APPENDIX C: PARAMATER ESTIMATOR 
 
       In Chapter 3 model predictions for drying of emulsion coatings and paper are 
compared with experimental from high airflow drying experimental set-up (HADES) 
(Chapter 2). This is appendix describes a model base parameter estimator to curve fit 
model predictions to experimental measurements. The parameter estimator is 
implemented with the computer code for drying of PSA coating applied on silicone 
coated paper (release liner) substrate described in Appendix B. The drying code is 
modified to enable parameter estimation by minimizing the error between model 
predictions and experiments. The flow sheet for the computational algorithm is shown 
below: 
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Drying Code 
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Minimization  
Subroutine 
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ε  - Tolerance 
RMS error  >ε   
RMS error < ε  
Estimated Parameters 
 
 
Figure C.1: Flow Sheet for parameter estimation. 
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C.1  Introduction 
A downhill simplex method for unconstrained minimization (Nelder and Mead, 
1965) was used to reduce the difference between predicted and experimental data. The 
minimization subroutine estimated new parameter values to minimize the root mean 
square error between model predictions and experimental data.  Downhill simplex 
minimization method was selected because it requires only objective function 
evaluations, and not derivatives of the objective function. The method is quick, easy to 
implement and well suited for problems where function evaluations are not 
computationally expensive. The method is inefficient in terms of the number of function 
evaluation it requires and is suitable for multi-dimensional minimization. 
A simplex is a geometrical figure consisting, in N dimensions of N+1 points or 
vertices and all their interconnecting lines and segments. In two dimensions, a simplex is 
a triangle, in three dimensions, a tetrahedron.  N is the number of independent parameters 
of the function. The downhill simplex method must be started with N+1 points defining 
the simplex. Consider Po to be one of the starting points, and then the other starting N 
points can be taken to be  
     Pi =Po+λiei      (C.1) 
Where ei are the N unit vectors and λi is constant different for each parameter, which is 
the guess of the characteristic length scale of the problem.  
The downhill simplex method takes a series of steps, moving the points of the 
simplex where the function is the largest (“highest point”) through the opposite face of 
the simplex to the lower point. These steps are called reflections and they are constructed 
to conserve the volume of the simplex. When it can do so, the method expands the 
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simplex in one direction or another to take larger steps. When it reaches a “valley floor” 
the method contracts itself in the transverse direction and tries to ooze down the valley. If 
there is a situation where the simplex is trying to pass through the eye of the needle, it 
contracts itself in all directions, pulling itself in around its lowest point. The computer 
code for the minimization subroutine and implementation is presented in below. 
The output of the objective function is root means sum of the square (RMS) of the 
error between model predictions and experimental measurement (equation C.2) 
( )
n
txtX
n
i
ii∑
=
−
= 1
2)()(
 error  RMS     (C.2) 
Here X(ti) is model prediction and x(ti) is experimental measurement of residual solvent 
content at time ti. 
 
C.2  Implementation 
A Fickian diffusion model is used to described moisture transport in the coating 
during drying. Diffusion coefficient exhibits exponential dependence on concentration of 
solvent in the coating (equation C.3). 
   (Diffusion coefficient)    Dc = a1exp(a2Cw)   (C.3) 
Here Cw is solvent concentration in the coating. a1 & a2 are constant, estimated using the 
parameter estimator by curve fitting the experimental results. The initial guesses for the 
parameter estimator are generated by guessing the parameter values to minimize RMS 
error manually. The detailed implementation of the parameter estimator computer code is 
given in section C.3. Figure C.1 shows the comparison between experimental results and 
model predictions using estimated parameters for drying of an emulsion coating applied 
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on impermeable substrate at 88 oC.  The RMS of the error is minimized from 0.587 for 
the initial parameter guess to 0.157. The estimated pre-exponential coefficient is a1= 
1.504x10-7 and exponential coefficient is a2 = 3.77. 
The parameter estimator is tested by curve fitting simulated data. The model 
prediction with estimated parameters for the case study stated above (Figure C.2) is the 
input experimental data for the parameter estimator, which will be referred to as 
simulated experimental data. The parameter estimator minimizes the RMS error between 
model predictions and simulated experimental data. Parameter estimator should be able to 
estimate the parameter equal to that in the case study stated above and minimize the error 
to ~0. Figure C.3 shows the comparison between model prediction and simulated 
experimental data for estimated parameters. The estimated parameters match with the 
parameters for case study shown in Figure C.2 up to the third decimal place. The RMS of 
the error between model prediction and simulated experimental data is 3.47x10-8, which 
can be approximated to ~0.  
Simplex downhill minimization algorithm is implemented in computer model for 
drying of coating, drying of paper and drying of coating applied on silicone coated paper. 
Parameter estimator is fast and easy to implement. Validity of the parameter is tested by 
estimating parameters for simulated data. Parameter estimator with Simplex downhill 
minimization algorithm is not efficient in terms of the number of number of function 
evaluation. Simplex downhill minimization will be replaced with Direction set (Powell’s) 
method in multidimensional. The method applied line minimization algorithm in multi 
dimensions. 
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Figure C.2: Comparison between model prediction and experimental measurement for 
drying of coating applied on an impermeable substrate. (Initial coating 
thickness Xco = 76.2 µm, Drying air temperature Tair = 88 °C). 
 Initial: a1=2x10-7, a2 = 5, RMS error = 0.587 
 Final:  a1=1.504x10-7, a2 = 3.77, RMS error = 0.157 
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Figure C.3: Comparison between model prediction and simulated experimental 
measurement for drying of coating applied on an impermeable substrate. 
(Initial coating thickness Xco = 76.2 µm, Drying air temperature Tair = 88 
°C) 
Initial: a1=1.5x10-7, a2 = 3, RMS error = 0.2562 
Final:  a1=1.504x10-7, a2 = 3.77, RMS error = 3.74x10-8
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C.3  Computer Code 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/*Main function incorporating the minimization subroutine. ***********/ 
#define FTOL 1e-6 
#define MP 3 
#define NP 2 
int main (void) 
{ 
 double *mx,*my,**mp; 
 int nfunc,i,j; 
 int nr, nc; 
 nc=NP; 
 nr=MP; 
 mx=vector(1,nc); 
 my=vector(1,nr); 
/****************************************************************/ 
 mp=(double**)calloc((nr+1),sizeof(double*)); 
 for(i=0;i<=nr;i++) 
 { 
  mp[i]=(double*)calloc((nc+1),sizeof(double)); 
 } 
 
 for(i=1;i<=nr;i++) 
 { 
  for(j=1;j<=nc;j++) 
  { 
   mp[i][j]=0; 
  } 
 } 
 /*Paramater initialization and function evaluations*/ 
 mx[1]=1.5*1e-7; 
 mp[1][1]=mx[1]; 
 mx[2]=3.7; 
 mp[1][2]=mx[2]; 
 my[1]=funk(mx); 
 
 mx[1]=1.55*1e-7; 
 mp[2][1]=mx[1]; 
 mx[2]=3.65; 
 mp[2][2]=mx[2]; 
 my[2]=funk(mx); 
 
 mx[1]=1.51*1e-7; 
 mp[3][1]=mx[1]; 
 mx[2]=3.7; 
 mp[3][2]=mx[2]; 
 my[3]=funk(mx); 
 
 /*Calling the minimization function*/ 
 amoeba(mp,my,2,FTOL,funk,&nfunc); 
  
 printf("Number of function evaluations %d \n",nfunc); 
 printf("Vertices of final 3-d simplex and\n"); 
 printf("function values at the vertices:\n\n"); 
 printf("%3s %10s %12s %12s %14s\n\n", 
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  "i","x[i]","y[i]","z[i]","function"); 
 for (i=1;i<=3;i++) { 
  printf("%3d ",i); 
  for (j=1;j<=2;j++) printf("%g ",mp[i][j]); 
  printf("%g\n",my[i]); 
 } 
  
 printf(" The rms error is %g, %g, %g \n",my[1],my[2],my[3]); 
 /*************************************************************/ 
 
 free(my); 
 free(mx); 
 
 /*************************************************************/ 
 return (0); 
 
} 
#undef NRANSI 
/*********************************************************************/ 
 
 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/****************Minimization Subroutine ******************************  
The minimizatio subroutine is obtained from “Numerical Recipes in C ”, 
second edition; edited by Press, W. et. al, (1996), Chp. 10: 
Minimization or Maximization of Functions. 
Multidimensional minimization of function funk(x) where x[1…ndim] is a 
vector in ndim dimensions by downhill simplex method. The matrix 
p[1….ndim+1][1….ndim] is input. The vector y[1…ndim+1] components must 
be initialized to values of funk evaluated at ndim+1 vertices (row) of 
matrix p and ftol the fractional convergence to be achieved. 
**********************************************************************/ 
#include <math.h> 
#define NRANSI 
#include "nrutil.h" 
#define TINY 1.0e-10 
#define NMAX 5000 
#define GET_PSUM \ 
     for (j=1;j<=ndim;j++) {\ 
     for (sum=0.0,i=1;i<=mpts;i++) sum += 
p[i][j];\ 
     psum[j]=sum;} 
#define SWAP(a,b) {swap=(a);(a)=(b);(b)=swap;} 
 
void amoeba(float **p, float y[], int ndim, float ftol, 
 float (*funk)(float []), int *nfunk) 
{ 
 float amotry(float **p, float y[], float psum[], int ndim, 
 float (*funk)(float []), int ihi, float fac); 
 int i,ihi,ilo,inhi,j,mpts=ndim+1; 
 float rtol,sum,swap,ysave,ytry,*psum; 
 
 psum=vector(1,ndim); 
 *nfunk=0; 
 GET_PSUM 
 for (;;) { 
  ilo=1; 
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  ihi = y[1]>y[2] ? (inhi=2,1) : (inhi=1,2); 
  for (i=1;i<=mpts;i++) { 
   if (y[i] <= y[ilo]) ilo=i; 
   if (y[i] > y[ihi]) { 
    inhi=ihi; 
    ihi=i; 
   } else if (y[i] > y[inhi] && i != ihi) inhi=i; 
  } 
 rtol=2.0*fabs(y[ihi]-y[ilo])/(fabs(y[ihi])+fabs(y[ilo])+TINY); 
  if (rtol < ftol) { 
   SWAP(y[1],y[ilo]) 
   for (i=1;i<=ndim;i++) SWAP(p[1][i],p[ilo][i]) 
   break; 
  } 
  if (*nfunk >= NMAX) nrerror("NMAX exceeded"); 
  *nfunk += 2; 
  ytry=amotry(p,y,psum,ndim,funk,ihi,-1.0); 
  if (ytry <= y[ilo]) 
   ytry=amotry(p,y,psum,ndim,funk,ihi,2.0); 
  else if (ytry >= y[inhi]) { 
   ysave=y[ihi]; 
   ytry=amotry(p,y,psum,ndim,funk,ihi,0.5); 
   if (ytry >= ysave) { 
    for (i=1;i<=mpts;i++) { 
     if (i != ilo) { 
      for (j=1;j<=ndim;j++) 
      
 p[i][j]=psum[j]=0.5*(p[i][j]+p[ilo][j]); 
      y[i]=(*funk)(psum); 
     } 
    } 
    *nfunk += ndim; 
    GET_PSUM 
   } 
  } else --(*nfunk); 
 } 
 free_vector(psum,1,ndim); 
} 
#undef SWAP 
#undef GET_PSUM 
#undef NMAX 
#undef NRANSI 
/*******************************************************************/ 
/********************************************************************/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
/*********************************************************************/ 
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Function extrapolated by a factor fac through the face of the simplex 
across from the high point, tries it and replaces the high point if the 
new point is better. 
/*********************************************************************/ 
#define NRANSI 
#include "nrutil.h" 
 
float amotry(float **p, float y[], float psum[], int ndim, 
 float (*funk)(float []), int ihi, float fac) 
{ 
 int j; 
 float fac1,fac2,ytry,*ptry; 
 
 ptry=vector(1,ndim); 
 fac1=(1.0-fac)/ndim; 
 fac2=fac1-fac; 
 for (j=1;j<=ndim;j++) ptry[j]=psum[j]*fac1-p[ihi][j]*fac2; 
 ytry=(*funk)(ptry); 
 if (ytry < y[ihi]) { 
  y[ihi]=ytry; 
  for (j=1;j<=ndim;j++) { 
   psum[j] += ptry[j]-p[ihi][j]; 
   p[ihi][j]=ptry[j]; 
  } 
 } 
 free_vector(ptry,1,ndim); 
 return ytry; 
} 
#undef NRANSI 
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE ABAQUS INPUT FILE 
 
 This appendix presents a sample input file for finite element solid mechanics 
package ABAQUS. This input file is used to solve the single paper fiber deformation 
model presented in chapter 3.  The output from ABAQUS is the shape of the paper fiber 
at various trans-mural pressures (Figure 4.7). 
 
*Heading 
**Node set Heading 
**Defining all the nodes and their co-ordinates 
*Node, NSET=ALL  
1,75,0  
3,77.9412,0  
4,79.4118,0  
. 
. 
.  
1223,-0.077171,97.0588  
1224,-0.0781008,98.5294  
1225,-0.0790306,100  
**  
**Defining Elements 
*ELEMENT, ELSET=ALL, TYPE=CPS4  
1,1,3,38,37  
3,3,4,39,38  
4,4,5,40,39  
. 
. 
. 
1155,1188,1189,1224,1223  
1156,1189,1190,1225,1224  
** 
**Defining node sets and element sets needed to define surfaces to 
apply boundary **conditions  
*Nset,Nset=NBOTTOM 
1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, 
11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20, 
21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30, 
31,32,33,34,35, 
**  
*Elset,Elset=ElBOTTOM 
1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 
10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19, 
20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29, 
30,31,32,33,34, 
**  
*Nset,Nset=NTOP 
1190,1191,1193,1194,1195,1196,1197,1198, 
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1199,1200,1201,1202,1203,1204,1205,1206,1207,1208, 
1209,1210,1211,1212,1213,1214,1215,1216,1217,1218, 
1219,1220,1221,1222,1223,1224,1225, 
**  
*ELset,Elset=ElTOP 
1123,1125,1126,1127,1128,1129,1130,1131, 
1132,1133,1134,1135,1136,1137,1138,1139,1140,1141, 
1142,1143,1144,1145,1146,1147,1148,1149,1150,1151, 
1152,1153,1154,1155,1156, 
**  
*Nset,Nset=NLEFT 
1,71,106,141,176,211,246,281, 
316,351,386,421,456,491,526,561,596,631, 
666,701,736,771,806,841,876,911,946,981, 
1016,1051,1086,1121,1191, 
**  
*Elset,Elset=ElLEFT 
69,103,137,171,205,239,273,307,341, 
375,409,443,477,511,545,579,613,647,681, 
715,749,783,817,851,885,919,953,987,1021, 
1055,1089, 
**  
*Nset,Nset=NRIGHT 
35,70,105,140,175,210,245,280,315, 
350,385,420,455,490,525,560,595,630,665, 
700,735,770,805,840,875,910,945,980,1015, 
1050,1085,1120,1155,1190,1225, 
**  
*Elset,Elset=ElRIGHT 
34,68,102,136,170,204,238,272,306, 
340,374,408,442,476,510,544,578,612,646, 
680,714,748,782,816,850,884,918,952,986, 
1020,1054,1088,1122,1156, 
**  
**Defining Surfaces  
*SURFACE, NAME=SKINTOP 
ElTOP,S3  
**  
*SURFACE, NAME=SKINLEFT 
ElLEFT,S4  
**  
*SURFACE, NAME=SKINRIGHT 
ElRIGHT,S2  
**  
*SURFACE, NAME=SKINBOTTOM 
ElBOTTOM,S1  
** 
**Creating an analytical master surface for applying the kinematic 
boundary condition  
*NODE, NSET=RGBD1 
1235,.0,.0 
*RIGID BODY, ANALYTICAL SURFACE =RGBD1, REF NODE=1235  
*SURFACE, NAME=RGBD1, TYPE=SEGMENTS  
START,-1.0,.0  
LINE,150,.0 
**  
*CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION=INT2  
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SKINLEFT,RGBD1  
**  
*SURFACE INTERACTION, NAME=INT2  
**  
**Defining material properties 
*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=All, MATERIAL=STEEL 
1.,  
*MATERIAL, NAME=STEEL  
*ELASTIC, TYPE=ISO  
1.0, 0.49  
**  
**Applying boundary condition 
*BOUNDARY  
NBOTTOM,YSYMM  
NTOP,XSYMM  
RGBD1,1,6,0.  
**  
*RESTART, WRITE  
*STEP,INC=10000,NLGEOM  
*STATIC  
0.0005,0.1,1e-15,0.05  
**  
*CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=FIELD  
5E-4,1E-3,  
**  
**Applying force condition 
*DSLOAD  
SKINLEFT,P,-0.1  
**  
*CONTACT PRINT  
CAREA  
**  
*NODE PRINT, NSET=NLEFT  
COORD  
*NODE PRINT, NSET=NRIGHT  
COORD  
**  
*END STEP 
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APPENDIX E: SAMPLE FEMLAB INPUT FILE 
 
 
 This appendix presents a FEMLAB input file for predicting the effective diffusion 
coefficient of paper for 3D Unit Cell model of paper structure (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2). 
The predictions of the outer shape of paper fiber from single fiber deformation model 
(ABAQUS) are stored is a specific format in file ‘data.txt’. The predictions of the fiber 
shape from ABAQUS are mapped onto 3D unit cell model of paper structure using 
MATLAB geometric commands. The steady state diffusion equation is solved in the 
inter-fiber pore space (equation 5.9) with concentration boundary conditions (equations 
5.10 & 5.11). The effective diffusion coefficient of paper is predicted from the average 
flux at the inflow plane (equation 5.12). The prediction of effective diffusion coefficient 
is stored in file ‘result3D1.txt’ 
 
% FEMLAB Model M-file 
% Generated 30-Aug-2004 13:18:36 by FEMLAB 2.3.0.153. 
global data; 
load 'data.txt';     %input data file 
resultfile=fopen('result3D1.txt','w+');  %Opening file to store 
results 
F=amit;     %input data matrix 
 
ao=175.0;      %Size of the Unit Cell. 
par1=3.0;      %Separation between paper fibers 
 
[ncolumn,nrow]=size(F); 
ndata=ncolumn/2; 
 
for M=1:32     % Loop over data sets from ABAQUS 
flclear fem 
% FEMLAB Version 
clear vrsn; 
vrsn.name='FEMLAB 2.3'; 
vrsn.major=0; 
vrsn.build=153; 
fem.version=vrsn; 
 
 
% New geometry 1 
fem.sdim={'x','y','z'}; 
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% Creating Geometry 
parx=M*2+1; 
pary=parx+1; 
 
x=F(parx,:); 
y=F(pary,:); 
Length=length(x); 
ymax=0; 
indmax=0; 
for looppar1=Length:-1:1, 
    if (ymax<y(looppar1)) 
        ymax=y(looppar1); 
        indmax=looppar1; 
    end 
end 
xFirst=x(1); 
xLast=x(Length); 
y1First=ymax-y(1); 
xContactP=x(indmax); 
y1=ymax-y; 
y2=y-ymax; 
 
c1=geomspline([x;y1]); 
c2=geomspline([y2;x]); 
 
t1=geomspline([xLast x(1); ymax ymax]); 
t2=geomspline([x(1) x(1); ymax 0]); 
 
b1=geomspline([-ymax -ymax; xLast x(1) ]); 
b2=geomspline([ -ymax 0; x(1) x(1)]); 
 
s1=geomcoerce('solid',{c1,t1,t2}); 
s2=geomcoerce('solid',{c2,b1,b2}); 
 
 
S13d=extrude(s1,ao); 
S13d=move(S13d,0,par1,0); 
 
 
p_wrkpln=geomgetwrkpln('quick',{'yz',0}); 
S23d=extrude(s2,'distance',ao,'wrkpln',p_wrkpln); 
 
 
g1=S13d; 
g2=S23d; 
 
par3y=ymax+par1; 
tmp=rect2(0,ao,-par3y,par3y,0); 
 
g3=extrude(tmp,ao); 
 
 
%Subtraction of fiber from the unit cell cube  
g4=geomcomp({g3,g1,g2},'ns',{'R1','S13d','S23d'},'sf','R1-S13d-
S23d','face', ... 
'all','edge','all','out',{'ftx','ctx','ptx'}); 
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parrecy1=-ymax; 
parrecy2=-ymax-2.0*par1; 
g5=rect2(parrecy2,parrecy1,-10,300); 
g5=extrude(g5,'distance',2*ao,'wrkpln',p_wrkpln); 
 
g4=geomcomp({g4,g5},'ns',{'g4','g5'},'sf','g4-g5','face', ... 
'all','edge','all','out',{'ftx','ctx','ptx'}); 
 
clear s f c p 
objs={g4}; 
name={'BLK1'}; 
s.objs=objs; 
s.name=name; 
 
objs={}; 
name={}; 
f.objs=objs; 
f.name=name; 
 
objs={}; 
name={}; 
c.objs=objs; 
c.name=name; 
 
objs={}; 
name={}; 
p.objs=objs; 
p.name=name; 
 
drawstruct=struct('s',s,'f',f,'c',c,'p',p); 
fem.draw=drawstruct; 
fem.geom=geomcsg(fem); 
 
clear appl 
 
% Setting of steady state diffusion equation  
% Application mode 1 
appl{1}.mode=flchedi3d(1,'dim',{'c'},'sdim',{'x','y','z'},'submode','st
d', ... 
'tdiff','on'); 
appl{1}.dim={'c'}; 
appl{1}.form='general'; 
appl{1}.border='off'; 
appl{1}.name='di'; 
appl{1}.var={}; 
appl{1}.assign={'D_c';'D_c';'D_c_xx';'D_c_xx';'D_c_xy';'D_c_xy';'D_c_xz
'; ... 
'D_c_xz';'D_c_yx';'D_c_yx';'D_c_yy';'D_c_yy';'D_c_yz';'D_c_yz';'D_c_zx'
; ... 
'D_c_zx';'D_c_zy';'D_c_zy';'D_c_zz';'D_c_zz';'R_c';'R_c';'flux_c';'flux
_c'; ... 
'flux_c_x';'flux_c_x';'flux_c_y';'flux_c_y';'flux_c_z';'flux_c_z'; ... 
'grad_c_x';'grad_c_x';'grad_c_y';'grad_c_y';'grad_c_z';'grad_c_z';'nflu
x_c'; ... 
'nflux_c'}; 
appl{1}.elemdefault='Lag2'; 
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appl{1}.shape={'shlag(2,''c'')'}; 
appl{1}.sshape=2; 
appl{1}.equ.Ditensor={{{'1','0','0';'0','1','0';'0','0','1'}}}; 
appl{1}.equ.Ditype={{{'iso'}}}; 
appl{1}.equ.Di={{{'1'}}}; 
appl{1}.equ.Ri={{{'0'}}}; 
appl{1}.equ.gporder={{4}}; 
appl{1}.equ.cporder={{2}}; 
appl{1}.equ.shape={1}; 
appl{1}.equ.init={{{'0'}}}; 
appl{1}.equ.usage={1}; 
appl{1}.equ.ind=1; 
appl{1}.bnd.c={{{'0'}}}; 
appl{1}.bnd.N={{{'0'}}}; 
appl{1}.bnd.kc={{{'0'}}}; 
appl{1}.bnd.cb={{{'0'}}}; 
appl{1}.bnd.type={{{'No'}}}; 
appl{1}.bnd.gporder={{0}}; 
appl{1}.bnd.cporder={{0}}; 
appl{1}.bnd.shape={0}; 
appl{1}.bnd.ind=ones(1,74); 
 
fem.appl=appl; 
 
% Initialize mesh 
fem.mesh=meshinit(fem,... 
 'Out',    {'mesh'},... 
 'jiggle', 'on',... 
 'Hcurve', 0.40000000000000002,... 
 'Hcutoff',0.01,... 
 'Hgrad',  1.3999999999999999,... 
 'Hmaxfact',1); 
 
% Differentiation rules 
fem.rules={}; 
 
% Differentiation simplification 
fem.simplify='on'; 
 
% Boundary conditions 
clear bnd 
bnd.c={{{'0'}},{{'0.1'}},{{'1'}}}; 
bnd.N={{{'0'}},{{'0'}},{{'0'}}}; 
bnd.kc={{{'0'}},{{'0'}},{{'0'}}}; 
bnd.cb={{{'0'}},{{'0'}},{{'0'}}}; 
bnd.type={{{'No'}},{{'c'}},{{'c'}}}; 
bnd.gporder={{0},{0},{0}}; 
bnd.cporder={{0},{0},{0}}; 
bnd.shape={0,0,0}; 
bnd.ind=[1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1  ... 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1  ... 
1 3 1]; 
fem.appl{1}.bnd=bnd; 
 
% PDE coefficients 
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clear equ 
equ.Ditensor={{{'1','0','0';'0','1','0';'0','0','1'}}}; 
equ.Ditype={{{'iso'}}}; 
equ.Di={{{'1'}}}; 
equ.Ri={{{'0'}}}; 
equ.gporder={{4}}; 
equ.cporder={{2}}; 
equ.shape={1}; 
equ.init={{{'1'}}}; 
equ.usage={1}; 
equ.ind=1; 
fem.appl{1}.equ=equ; 
 
% Internal borders 
fem.appl{1}.border='off'; 
 
% Shape functions 
fem.appl{1}.shape={'shlag(2,''c'')'}; 
 
% Geometry element order 
fem.appl{1}.sshape=2; 
 
% Define constants 
fem.const={}; 
 
% Multiphysics 
fem=multiphysics(fem); 
 
% Extend the mesh 
fem.xmesh=meshextend(fem,'context','local','cplbndeq','on','cplbndsh','
on'); 
 
% Evaluate initial condition 
init=asseminit(fem,... 
 'context','local',... 
 'init',   fem.xmesh.eleminit); 
 
% Solve problem iterative 
fem.sol=femiter(fem,... 
 'init',   init,... 
 'nonlin', 'off',... 
 'out',    'sol',... 
 'report', 'on',... 
 'stop',   'on',... 
 'context','local',... 
 'sd',     'off',... 
 'nullfun','flnullorth',... 
 'blocksize',5000,... 
 'solcomp',{'c'},... 
 'method', 'eliminate',... 
 'uscale', 'auto',... 
 'itrestart',10,... 
 'itsolv', 'gbit',... 
 'maxlinit',1000,... 
 'prefun', 'luinc',... 
 'itol',   9.9999999999999995e-007,... 
 'rhob',   40,... 
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 'prepar', 
struct('droptol',{0.01},'thresh',{1},'milu',{0},'udiag',{0}, ... 
'preorder',{1})); 
 
% Plot solution 
%figure; 
postplot(fem,... 
 'geomnum',1,... 
 'context','local',... 
 'tridata',{'c','cont','internal'},... 
 'trifacestyle','interp',... 
 'triedgestyle','none',... 
 'trimap', 'jet',... 
 'trimaxmin','off',... 
 'tribar', 'on',... 
 'geom',   'on',... 
 'geomcol','bginv',... 
 'refine', 3,... 
 'contorder',2,... 
 'phase',  0,... 
 'lightmodel','phong',... 
 'lightreflection','default',... 
 'transparency',1,... 
 'view',   [-37.500000000000007 29.999999999999993],... 
 'title',  'Surface: concentration of c (c)  ',... 
 'solnum', 1,... 
 'renderer','zbuffer',... 
 'scenelight','off',... 
 'camlight','off',... 
 'campos', [-850.50685582852657 -1200.6923978468415 
981.97813874556346],... 
 'camprojection','orthographic',... 
 'camtarget',[90 25 90],... 
 'camup',  [0 0 1],... 
 'camva',  19.705987761255304,... 
 'axispos',[-0.25750000000000001 -0.29749999999999999 1.55 
1.6299999999999999],... 
 'axisequal','on',... 
 'axis',   [0 180 -100 150 0 180],... 
 'axisvisible','on',... 
 'grid',   'on',... 
 'scenelightpos',[-850.50685582852657 -1200.6923978468415 
981.97813874556346]) 
 
% Integrate on subdomains 
Length=ao 
run=M 
Poro=1.0-(trapz(x,y)/(ao*ymax)) 
I1=postint(fem,'nflux_c',...    % Average flux at 
inflow plane 
 'cont',   'internal',... 
 'contorder',2,... 
 'edim',   2,... 
 'solnum', 1,... 
 'phase',  0,... 
 'geomnum',1,... 
 'dl',     2,... 
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 'intorder',4,... 
 'context','local') 
 
%Evaluation of Diffusion coefficient 
Diff=(I1/(ao*ao))*((2*ymax+par1)/0.9)   
fprintf(resultfile,'Step no, %d,ao, %g,Porosity, %g,fluxIntg, %g, Diff,  
%g \n',M,ao,Poro,I1,Diff); 
 
%clear parx pary x y Length ymax indmax looppar1 y1First xFirst xLast 
xContactP y1 y2 c1 c2; 
%clear t1 t2 b1 b2 s1 s2 S13d S23d g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 par3y tmp; 
%flclear fem0; 
 
end; 
 
fclose(resultfile); 
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APPENDIX F: MULTI-MECHANISTIC MODEL FOR MOISTURE 
TRANSPORT THROUGH PAPER APPLICABLE OVER A WIDE RANGE OF 
MOISTURE CONTENT 
 
 
F.1 Introduction 
Paper is made up of hygroscopic cellulose fibers arranged in layers, randomly 
oriented in the plane of the paper sheet. The shape of dried, collapsed cellulose fibers at 
best can be described in terms of bands or ellipses with a hollow lumen (Nilsson 1995). 
Water transport takes place in the pore space and fiber space by several mechanisms. 
Capillary transport, bulk diffusion and surface diffusion involve transport of water in 
liquid phase, while the bulk gas diffusion and Knudsen diffusion involve water transport 
in vapor phase (Liang 1990). Hartley and Richards (1974) modeled the liquid and vapor 
transport in paper using a diffusion equation with an effective diffusion coefficient; their 
model neglects the effect of the porous structure of the paper on moisture transport.  
Reardon et al. (1999) proposed a model for moisture transport in paper accounting for 
moisture transport in the macro-pores; their model is applicable only in the high moisture 
content regime. Bandopadhyay et al. (2002) & Jain et al. (2003) accounted for moisture 
transport in both the paper fibers and the pore space, but their model is applicable only in 
the low moisture content regime, when there is no liquid water present in the pore space. 
Stanish et al., (1986) modeled the moisture transport through wood taking into account 
convective and diffusive moisture transport in the pores space and diffusive moisture 
transport in the fiber space. The model proposed by Stanish et al., (1986) for moisture 
transport through wood is applied with some modifications to paper substrate.   
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F.2 Model 
In the low moisture content regime moisture can exist in paper in two phases: 
bound water and water vapor. In the high moisture content regime moisture can exist in 
paper in three phases: free (Liquid water), bound water and water vapor. Free water & 
water vapor exist in the pore space and bound water exists in fiber space. The two-phase 
model for moisture transport described in chapter 3 is applicable only in the low moisture 
content regime. For modeling drying of paper soaked in water, a model of moisture 
transport in paper over the whole range of moisture content is needed. To model moisture 
transport in the high moisture content regime, presence of moisture in all the three phases 
need to be accounted for. The multi-mechanistic model for moisture transport in paper 
takes into account different mechanisms of moisture transport in the three phases. Free 
water transport is driven by liquid pressure gradient. Bound water transport is driven by 
moisture concentration gradient. Water vapor and air transport both are transported by 
bulk flow, driven by a gradient in total pressure and by binary diffusion driven by 
gradient in the partial pressure of each component.  There is also transport of moisture 
between the pore space and paper fiber described by the inter-phase mass transfer 
coefficient (ki). The salient features of the model are discussed below. 
1. Mass transport is one-dimensional. Transport in the plane of paper is neglected. 
2. Moisture exists in all the three phases: a vapor in gas, a free liquid or bound water 
within the porous solid matrix. 
3. Local phase equilibrium is assumed. If there is free liquid present in the pores 
space, equilibrium vapor pressure is predicted from the Kelvin’s equation. 
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Capillary pressure (Pc) is calculated from the saturation (S) by correlation 
suggested by Spolek and Plumb (1981). 
4. For moisture mass balance in the pores space the accumulation of water vapor in 
the pore space is neglected. 
5. Bulk convection of liquid and gas phases follows Darcy’s law. 
 
The model contains three independent variables, consisting of saturation (S), moisture 
content of fiber (Uw) and dry air pressure (Pa). There are three governing equations: 
Moisture mass balance in pore space, Air mass balance in pore space and Moisture mass 
balance in fiber space. 
 
F.2.1 Moisture Mass Balance in Pore Space 
Moisture mass balance in the pore space is given by equation (1) 
   ( )weqwifwvw UUknnxSt −−+∂∂−=∂∂ ,)()( ρερ    (F.1) 
Vapor flux (Diffusion) veffv
v
va
v
rvv
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x
kkn ∂
∂−+∂
∂−= ,)(µρ   (F.2) 
Liquid flux (convection) l
w
rww
ww Px
kkn ∂
∂−= µρ      (F.3) 
Liquid Pressure cval PPPP −+=        (F.4) 
Bulk vapor and liquid transport is described by the Darcy’s equation driven by 
pressure gradient in the respective phases. The water vapor relative permeability is 
assumed to be equal to (1-S). The liquid phase relative permeability is described by an 
empirical cosine expression suggested by Tesoro et al. (1974). Vapor flux along with the 
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bulk transport has a contribution from diffusive transport given by the second term on the 
right side of equation (F.2). The effective diffusion coefficient (Deff) and porosity (ε) are 
assumed to be constant.  
 
F.2.2 Air Mass Balance in Pore Space 
As the moisture moves out of the pore space in paper during drying, the liquid 
phase is replaced with the gas phase. The transport of air in paper is described by 
equation (F.5)  
( )aaa nxRT
MPS
t ∂
∂−=⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −∂
∂ )1(ε    (F.5) 
Air flux (Diffusive) ( ) )(, aeffaava
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kkn ∂
∂−+∂
∂−= µρ   (F.6) 
Bulk gas phase transport is described by Darcy’s equation driven by the total pressure (Pa 
+ Pv) gradient. The dry air relative permeability is assumed to be equal to (1-S).  
  
F.2.3 Moisture Mass Balance in Fiber Space 
The mass balance in fiber space is described by equation (F.7). 
( weqwiwfibw UUkxUDxUt −+⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ∂
∂−∂
∂−=∂
∂
, )   (F.7) 
Mass transport in the fiber space is driven by a moisture content gradient. The moisture 
diffusion coefficient in the fiber space (Dfib) is assumed to have an exponential 
dependence on moisture content (Jain et al. 2003). The second term on the right side in 
equation  (F.5) describes moisture transport between the pore and fiber space, where Ki is 
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the inter-phase mass transfer coefficient. The equilibrium moisture content (Ueq) is 
predicted using the correlation suggested by Paltakari and Karlsson (1996) for fine paper.  
 
Equations F.1, F.5 & F.7 along with appropriate boundary conditions applicable for 
drying of paper on an impermeable substrate are solved using Galerkin’s method with 
finite element basis functions.  
 
F.3 Experiment 
In the paper drying experiment, paper sample is soaked in water. Water soaked 
paper is than placed on a petri dish placed on a weight balance. Weight of the paper 
sample is measured at a regular time interval of ~3min. Detailed experimental procedure: 
1. Cut a paper sample of 3.5’ diameter size from paper sheet. 
2. Place the paper sample and liquid water for at least 1 hr in the environmental 
chamber to equilibrate. 
3. Weight the paper sample 
4. Soak the paper sample in water for 15-30 sec and then place it on a petri dish 
placed on a weight balance to dry. 
5. Take weight of the sample on the weight balance at a regular interval of ~ 3 
min. 
 
Figure F.1 shows the plot of moisture loss v/s time for drying of paper soaked in 
water placed in an environmental room at 35oC and 50 % relative humidity. Initially the 
pore space in paper is filled with water (S~1). As paper dries, it shrinks resulting in 
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decrease in porosity and thickness. Due to this shrinkage, the pores are nearly filled with 
water (S ~ 1) and the resistance to moisture transport within the paper is less than the 
external mass transport resistance. This results in the linear portion of the moisture loss 
v/s time plot. As the paper dries further the paper is not able to shrink significantly to 
support the moisture loss. Emptying of the pores of liquid water supports further moisture 
loss; this results in the nonlinear portion of the moisture loss v/s time plot. In the later 
stages of paper drying the pores are filled with water vapor and moisture transport is by 
diffusion in the pore & fiber space. The resistance to moisture transport within the paper 
is more than the external mass transport resistance, resulting in the plateau in the 
moisture loss v/s time plot. 
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Figure F.1: Drying of paper soaked in water at 35oC and 50 % relative humidity in the 
environmental room. 
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F.4 Results 
The predictions from the multi-mechanistic model with appropriate boundary 
conditions are compared with the experimental measurements of residual moisture 
content of paper during drying. Figure F.2 shows the comparison between model 
predictions and experimental measurements for drying of paper soaked in liquid water in 
an environmental chamber (T =35oC, RH = 50 %). Model predictions does not compare 
well with the experiments.  
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Figure F.2: Comparison between model predictions and experimental measurements for 
drying of paper in environmental chamber (T =35oC, RH = 50 %). 
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F.5 Conclusions & Recommendations 
In the paper soaked with water the pore space and the paper fibers are saturated 
with water. As the paper dries it shrinks, resulting in decrease in thickness and porosity of 
the paper. The moisture loss during drying from paper is supported by this shrinkage of 
paper, maintaining near saturation (S~1) in the pore space. In the high moisture content 
regime the resistance to moisture transport within the paper is less than external for 
moisture transport. A lumped parameter model can model the moisture loss from paper in 
the high moisture content regime. The paper fibers are approximately elliptical in cross-
section at high moisture content, on drying they go through a transitional shape leading to 
a ribbon like shape in dry paper. After the lumen surface self-contact of paper fiber on 
collapse during drying, the porosity of paper does not decrease significantly (Jain and 
Cairncross, 2004). Emptying of the pores of liquid water supports further moisture loss. 
All along moisture loss is also supported by moisture transport through paper fibers. As 
drying proceeds further the liquid water in the pores is replaced by water vapor. During 
the emptying of the pores of liquid water the resistance to moisture transport within the 
paper starts to increase and becomes more than for external moisture transport. A model 
taking into account the presence of moisture in paper in the three phases and the transport 
mechanisms is need to predict moisture loss from paper during drying 
A multi-mechanistic model for moisture transport in paper is developed to predict 
moisture loss from paper during drying. The model takes into consideration moisture 
present in paper in the three phases (liquid, gas and fiber) and also account for the various 
transport mechanisms (diffusion and convection). The predictions of moisture loss from 
paper during drying do not compare well with experimental measurements. As discussed 
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above the paper shrinks on drying, which affect the physical and transport properties of 
paper. In the current multi-mechanistic model the porosity (ε), thickness of paper (Xp), 
diffusion coefficient in the pore space (liquid water & water vapor) are assumed to be 
constant. The comparison between the model predictions and experiment could be 
improved by taking into account the effect of saturation on the physical and transport 
properties of paper into consideration. 
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